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Terror Threat 
Weighed at Conference 
AT DEADLINE 
Ontario 
Convention 
Center 
Starting with high expectations 
and reccivmg even higher results, the 
Ontario Comenuon and Visitors Bu-
reau announced today !Ls sales growth 
for fiscal year 2003-2004. 
Bureau management focused on 
improvement in severn! key rncasurc-
ment areas: projected economic imM 
pacL lead gcncmtion. confirtncd hotel 
rooms and rental revenue for the On-
tario Convention Center. According to 
the data. all areas have shown signifi-
cant increases from the previous year: 
continued on page 3 
by Bryan Schneider 
"AI-Qaida wants to do some-
thing b1gger in the U.S. than 9/11," 
said Richard Garcia. assistant 
director in charge at the Los 
Angeles field office of the FBI. 
Garcia's remarks were part of a 
half-day conference on "Terrorism 
and the Inland Empire" held at 
Claremont Graduate Umversity 
(CGU) on Sept. 28. 
Dunng the conference. Garcia, 
who heads the FBI's third largest 
field office, outlined the critical 
infrastructure in the Inland Empire 
that could be terrorist targets 
including fuel pipelines, military 
bases, warehousing. water supplies. 
banking and finance buildings, as 
well as transportauon facilities. But 
he said the Inland Empire would 
most likely be a target of domestic 
terrorism such as a local extremist 
group, not al-Qaida, which prefers 
high-visibility, high-impact targets. 
"What you can sec for al-Qaida 
herein the Inland Empire IS a stag-
ing area." he sa1d. "They want 
someplace where it's quiet, where 
they can prepare and then go to Los 
Angeles or Las Vegas and attack." 
Jens Rivera. airport manager of 
Ontario International Airport, and 
Alan Hyde, chief of police for the 
airport. discussed the steps Ontario 
International Airport is taking to 
thwart a terrorist attack. They dis-
cussed a beefed-up police presence, 
vehicle check-points, new baggage 
screening technology 1n use. 
closed-circuit security cameras, 
and enhanced security m air cargo 
continued 011 page 37 
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Community-
Bancorp and 
Cuyamaca 
Bank Approve 
Merger 
Community Bancorp l1c 
i"Commumty" 1 !Nasdaq:C \IBC ), 
parent company of Communit} 
Natwnal Bank , and Cuyamaca 
Bank. N.A. today announced that 
they have recei..,eli all ncccs..,ary 
approvals to consummate the 
merger of the two financial 
institutions. 
conlinu£•d on page 3 
DHL Selects 
March 
DHL has selected March Air 
Force Base in Rhcrside as its new 
huh, a reliable Washington, D.C 
source has told the Inland Empire 
Business Journal. The same 
source advised at press time that 
the public announcement could be 
expected Oct. 6th or 7th. 
21st Century 
Medicine 
Receives 
Grant 
21st Century Med1cine 
(21CM} has received a Phase 2 
grant of $900.000 from the Small 
Business Innovation Research 
program of the NatiOnal Institutes 
of Health. The grant will enable 
the research and development 
company to pursue solutions and 
processes for preserving hearts 
that is expected to dramatically 
improve the transplantation of 
contmued on page 3 
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To all the sponsors of the Mark Christoper Charity Classic 
presented by Adelphia ... 
on behalf of 
Loma Linda University Children's Hospital 
Feed the Hungry/Shelter the Homeless 
Assistance League of Foothill Communities 
Rancho Cucamonga Community Foundation 
Steven's Hope 
Foothill Family Shelter 
Rancho Cucamonga Public Library Foundation 
D Nationwide· 
Tour 
O CTO BER 2004 OCTOBER 2004 
21st Century Medicine 
Receives Grant 
continued from page I 
human heart~. 
This grant follow' the succe~s 
ful completion of a pn::Yiow.. Phase 
I grant or 5150.000 in whtch a 
destce de"gned and built by 21 CM 
wa~ successfully used <.It the 
University of Rochester in New 
York State to preserve dog hearts 
for 24 hours by simple storage on 
ice. When transplanted. the hearts 
performed sunilarly to hearts pre-
served for only four hours using a 
currently available heart cold \lor-
age solution 
'"The current time a human 
heart can he kept alive outside the 
body hefore it must be transplanted 
is less than six hours," said J. Dean 
Barry, 21CM's CEO. "ThiS makes 
it extremely difficult to perform 
human heart transplants and puts 
many hearts out of reach of patients 
who would he perfect recipients 
but simply live too far away from 
the donor to receive the heart in 
time." 
21 CM 's technology, developed 
with the cooperallon of the 
University of Rochester should 
extend that time limit to 24 hours 
or even longer. This allows 
transcontinental, and perhaps even 
international, transportation of 
human hearts to those who need 
them. 2JCM and its research part-
ners at the Univcr-.ity of Rochester 
plan lU pur..,ue results ohtamcd at 
the University of Rochestc:r sh<w .. ·-
ing that dog hearts can be pre-
\crved for at least 49 hour.., \\.'Hh no 
reduction in functionality or viabtl· 
tty The new NIH grant wtll he used 
pnmarily to show that the results 
obtained with the canine model 111 
e\\. York can be applied ..,ucccss-
fully to human hearh. The compa-
ny plans to obtain human hearts 
from around the country and shov. 
they retain the ability to perform to 
a clinically appropriate standard 
after a total of 24 hours of simple 
cold storage usmg a new preserva-
tion solution known as UR solution 
(URS). In addition, the company 
will refine its device design to 
enable it to attempt even longer 
preservation periods of two days or 
more in future research. 
Human hearts will he evaluat-
ed using a new machine that will 
circulate human blood through the 
hearts and measure the function of 
the hearts. "We will show that 
hearts preserved with our methods 
are functional hefore attempting 
any transplants into human rectpt-
ents," said Dr. Gregory Fahy, the 
Chief Scientific Officers of 21 CM. 
This approach by itself shou ld 
provide a new model for the testing 
continued on paxe II 
Cal trans I -15 Pavement 
Rehab Project to Start 
October 3 
Respondmg to commuter concerns about potential traffic delays dur-
mg the rehabilitation of pavement on Interstate 15 hetween Fontana and 
Devore. Caltrans District Director Anne Mayer outlined a '"new and 
improved" construction plan. Work previously had heen planned for 
Mondays through Thursday, Sept. 13 to Nov. 18, with Janes reopening on 
the weekends for peak travel. Under the new schedule, work will hegin 
Oct. J and last for about a month. seven days per week, 24 hours per day. 
To the extent possible, three southbound Janes will remain open during 
weekday morning commute hours. During the weekday allernoons. the 
priority will shift to having two or three northbound lanes open. 
Caltrans has heen working with SANBAG and the Victor Valley 
Transit Authority to promote carpooling. vanpooling and using the Victor 
Valley Commuter bus during this construction period. Michelle Kirkoff. 
SAN BAG's director of air qualtty/mobility programs, urged drivers to call 
1-800-COMMUTE or to visit www.ridematch.info to local~ a ridesharing 
partner. 
BUS IN ESS JOURNAL • PAGE 3 
Community-Bancorp and 
Cuyamaca Bank Approve 
Merger 
cmlfmm·d from paxe I 
Shareholders of Cuyamaca had 
the choice of receiving cash, shares 
of Community Bancorp common 
stock, or a combmation of cash and 
..,tock 111 exchange for each share ol 
Cuyamaca stock. subject to 
allocation procedures intended to 
ensure that in the aggregate, 70 
percent of the total conr.,tderation 
will he m Comm-unuy shares. The 
exchange ratio for the stock 
consideration has been set at 
1.0439 Commumty shares for each 
Cuyamaca share, subject to collars. 
Based on a CMBC stock price of 
$23.47, the midpoint of the collar, 
the consideration paid would 
equate to $24.50 per share and the 
aggregate purchase price will he 
approx-imately $24.7 million. The 
final sales price will he based on 
the 20 day average closing price of 
Community Bancorp Inc. shares 
ending on Sept. 24. 2004 
The merger of Cuyamaca into 
Community National Bank will 
produce an institution with over 
~650 million in assets and I 0 rull-
..,crvicc branches. Cuyamaca. which 
was founded in 1983, operates 
banktng offices 111 the east San 
Diego County cities of Santee, El 
CaJOn. and La Me;a and 111 the 
north San Diego County city of 
Encmitas. At June 30. 200-1, 
Cuyamaca had $1 I 7 milhon in total 
av.;et\.o. 
Commumty National Bank is 
headquartered in Escondido and 
serves northern San Diego and 
southern Rtverside Counties 
through offices in Bonsall, 
Escondido, Fallbrook, Temecula 
and Vista. A branch in Murrieta is 
scheduled to open this month. 
As of June 30, 2004, Community 
Bancorp had total assets of $532 
million. 
Ontario Convention Center 
continued from page I 
-Total projected economic impact 
for events confim1ed during current 
'md future years equaled $24,390,880 
-Projected economic impact in-
creased 8.6 percent to $20,468,233 for 
events held in fiscal year 2003-2004 
-Lead generation mcreascd by 116 
percent 
Hotel room booking pace mcrea.sed 
by 19.5 percent-Ontano Convenllon 
Center rental revenue booking pace 
for current and future fiscal years in-
creased by 17 percent 
-Actual Ontario Convention Center 
rental re\·enue for the current fiscal 
year increased by -'1.4 percent 
"Through continuous aggressive 
sales efforts, along with a stnuegical-
ly integrated marketing campaign, we 
are seeing some tremendous result~i.'" 
said Amita Patel, OCVB 's director of 
sales and marketing. "In fact, our re-
search shows that one in three sales 
leads turned into confim1ed business 
this past year." 
The region experienced an 18 per-
cent increase in the numher of evenLs 
over the past two years, whtch far ex-
ceeded the national average by 30 per-
cenL According to the August issue of 
Meetings and C01n·emions. the total 
number of meetings held nationwide 
was 155.625 in 2003, a 12 percent de-
cline from 200 I when the total was 
177.700. 
The Convention Center confinncd 
18 citywtde convenuons representing 
31.073 room nights repre,.,nllng 
$15.018.618 in proJeCted economic 
impact a..., well as seven new multi-
year contracLs representing 16,437 
room nighLs and a $9.623,800 project-
ed L"COOOITIIC impact. 
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PORTER'S 
PRIME STEAK HousE 
nserving an extraordinary dining experience." 
Porter's 1s proud to feature USDA Prime Midwestern Beei, the highest 
quality and most flavorful steaks available, along with exceptional Fresh 
Seafood and Chops. Expcncnce Porter's specialty martinis and extensive 
wine list. After dinner enjoy your favorite cognac, port or a selection from our 
tantalizmg dessert menu. Semi-private d1ning room available. Reservations 
requ1red. Located in the DoubleTree Hotel Ontario. Serving lunch Tuesday 
through Friday, Sunday brun(h, and dinner seven nights a week. For 
reservations call: (909141 H-4808 
('!) 222 NoRTH VINEYARD AvE. • ()NTARIO 
,..._{ Pill J'.l: 11)()1)1 C) ~--01)()() • FAX: 19()C)I <) l;-'-1 C)C)C) w 
ll I 1111111 
\\\\\\ ontdri<Jdlrport.clouhiHn•t• com " 
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BUSINESS PROFILE 
Cal~fornia ~ha!llber of Commerce S~atus Report on 
MaJor Legislation for Affecting Business 
In the final week of the leg-
islative sess1on, California 
Chamber of Commerce 
President Allan Zaremberg high-
lighted the negat1ve conse-
quences anti-outsourcing legis-
lation will have for California's 
recovery economy. 
Corporate Governance 
Socially Responsible Business 
SB 996 (Alarcon) negatively 
distinguiShes Califorma from 1he 
rest of the nation and expose\ to 
excessive littgation by creating a 
"socially responsible" label wilh 
requirements that businesses can~ 
not meet. Oppose. 
Economic Development 
De vel opm en t: S u pc rst ore 
Retailers . 
SB 1641 (Alarcon) bans the 
construction of large retai I busi-
nesses across the state by pitting 
the economic interests of small 
local businesses against those of 
large retail stores. Oppose. 
Health 
Single Payer Health Care Coverage 
SB 921 (Kuehl) creates a gov-
ernment-run health care system 
funded by new taxes on all 
Californians and California busi-
ness. Oppose/Job Ki/lu 
Offshoring/Outsourcing 
Employment: OITshoring 
SB 1453 (Figueroa) IS based on 
the incorrect prem1se that workers 
are not given adequate notice of 
possible job layoffs and transfers 
by requiring employers to notify 
the state and employees each time 
employees are relocated or trans-
ferred out of California due to ··out-
sourcing." Oppose/Job Killer 
Taxation 
Public Safety Finance Agencies 
AB 1690 (Leno) gives local 
governments unprecedented 
authority to enact income tax 
assessed at local level wilh a simple 
majority of voters, adding com-
plexny and uncertainly to 
California"s already-complex and 
uncertam tax 
Oppose/Joh Killa 
structure. 
Unemployment and Disability 
Insurance 
Unemployment Compensation 
Benefits: Locked Out Workers. 
SB !903 (Florez) raises the cost 
of doing business in California by 
forcing California employer> 10 
subsidize a strike against their own 
company by proYiding unemploy-
ment insurance benefih to workers 
unemployed due 10 a labor dispule 
Oppose/Job Killer. 
Unemployment Insurance Fraud 
Detection: Employers Reports. 
SB 595 (Johnson) is an anu-UI 
fraud measure that will provide 
more frequent reports of uncmploy-
ment account activities to 
California employers to dc1ec1 
fraudulent cla1ms sooner and 
ensure employers Ul tax dollars are 
not misspent. Sponsor/Co-Sponsor 
BOOK OF LISTS 
Get a JUmp on your competition by 
securing your space tn Inland 
Empire\ premier reference tool 
TODAY. 
Sponsorship Packages ... $6.000 
Full Page ... $3,750 
Half Page ... $2.750 
For details, contact your account 
manager at (909) 989-4733 
Big Sales Results The Power of Connection 
By Debbie Bermrmt 
If you want big sales resulls, then you have to play big. Most often 
there is a direct correlation between Lhe amount of risk you take in busi-
ness and the amount of the financial reward you receive. In other words, 
the bigger the risk, the bigger the p01ential gain ... and also the bigger the 
potential loss. 
What are you willing to risk in order to get bigger returns'> Some peo-
ple are concerned aboul playing big because they think about whal they 
could lose mstead of whal they could gain. If you want explosive sales 
growth in your business. you have to be willing to take more business 
risks than someone who wants slow or moderate growlh in Lheir business. 
What if you could play big without tremendous risk? Would you be 
willmg to take more chances'? Risk really is another way of referring to 
your comfon level. What might seem risky and uncomfonablc to you 
might not seem risk) or um:omfortable to someone else. It"s all a matter 
of perspective_ There is a \Vay you can increase your comfort tone so that 
thinking and playing big becomes easy. 
First you must define whal big means to you. What number do you 
want to attach to the sales growth you expect in the next 12 month;? Take 
a moment to think about what number would represent explosive sales 
growth for you in the next 12 months even if that number 'ecms so large 
that you feel uncomfortable even thinking about it. This number should 
make you feel uncomfortable or it's not big enough. Here·, the ~ecret 
in order to be \Uccessful you must be uncomfortable on a consistent basis! 
Your current comfort zone j..., represented hy your current IC\ cl of 
sales. Whatever you did in , .. our busincs\ preYious to this very moment 
got you to the lev~l of sales ;·ou have right now in your business. If you 
were to do exactly what you have done in the past to get to your current 
level of sales. then you can almost guarantee that. given your e:<e~sting 
knowledge and resources, you will get lhe same level of growth or lack 
of growth in the future. In addition, your business will be adversely affect-
ed if the economy has any type of downward trend. If you prefer to stay 
in your existing comfort zone. then you have no reason to move forward. 
If you want to experience explosive sales in the near future. then you have 
to be willing to be uncomfonable. You must expand your comfort 70nc on 
a consistent basis. And while you are doing thai you will feel uncomfort-
able. 
Think back to the earliest stage of your career when you had no busi-
ness experience at aiL Regardless of whether you started m marketing. 
sales. administration, or operations, you had to start from the bottom and 
learn a set of skills for your joh. Just like you didn"t come out of your 
m01her"s womb able to run a mile. You had to !cam 10 roiL then cra"L 
then stand. then walk and then run. \\'herever you 'tarted in your business 
career was an uncomfortable place. The only \\ay you could succeed v.as 
to take steps fomard to learn what you needed to know. Once you mas-
tered a skill you could achieve higher results and you had expanded your 
comfort zone. 
If you stay in your comfort zone for any extended period of time. your 
business will stagnate and eventually diminish. Being uncomfonablc 
doesn't mean being overv.-helmed or di-..tressed. The\e t\\O feelings can 
cause inactivity or struggle. Successful people still have fears that could 
prevent them from moving forward. TI1e difference is that they don"t let 
the fears \top themsehes from ml.n ing. fon\ard! 
Here's the solution to help ~ou mo\t~ forv.ard with confidence. 
Instead of focusing on the em.! result (your sale ... goal). you onl) ha\e to 
focus on the next step you need to take to get one step closer to achieving 
cmllinued on fJ<l!ie 26 
Educated, Experienced and Ready for the Job 
.... This Dill is definitely NOT in a pickle ... 
1\aren Dill Bowerman. Ph.D .. 57, \\ 'ha t are }Our short-term goa ls doing direct research that"ll bene-
/in·s in Highland Size lur~ a Jws- for the college'? fit the community, and pulling ~tu-
hand, fnur children. nro cars and dents 11110 that research, to prepare 
tH'O dogs. Rai.\nl in Kansas. she has 
a mastt•r :\ degrt't' m interpersonal 
relatlOII.\ and a doctorate in educa-
Tional admuustration. Recem/y 
promoted from mtenm dean at Cal 
Swtt' Frnno to dean l~( Cal State 
San Bernardino".\ Colh•gt• t~( 
BtBint'\\ and Public J.dmini.Hr-
ation. Bmn•Jmwt talks ahow her 
new dwlh ngn lt"ith tlu.• BIBines.\· 
Jounwl\ Paul Crm\·u·hite 
Short term. I am focused on 
developmg a dean's execu11ve 
advisory committee and appointing 
member, to 11. The) will advise me 
on the strategic directions of the 
college. 
them for their careers in this com-
murHty. 
What is your college"s faculty· 
student ratio and how does it 
relate to carrying out ) our mis-
sion? A \e~.:ond ..,hort-tcrm ohjecti\(~ 
i' to dcn.~lop a nu ... mc'' alliance 
program '" hich ''Ill pro\ ide a 'chi-
de for im oh cmcnt of the commu-
nit) \\ ith the college. and regular 
communication het\\t:cn us. Third. 
rd like to deselop a scholarship 
program, ami particularly, to recruit 
incoming transfer \tudcnts. asking 
them to serve a\ dean ·s ambassa-
dors m help1ng us to recruit. and to 
represent the college in the commu-
nity. 
Jn our recent an:reUitatlon b) 
AACSB. the rrcnw:r raung. 
agency for busmess colleges. \'o·c 
passed w1th O)mg colors and were Karen Dill Bowerllll/11, Ph.D. 
Describe your job and "hat it 
entails .... 
ll 's an interesting mix ... manag-
ing internal operations and at the 
same time keeping an outward 
focus: bemg in touch with the com-
munity and its needs. and helping to 
draw that hnk between what we·re 
doing on the 1nside to match those 
ex ternal needs. 
What are the relationships 
bet" een the communHy 's pros-
perity, the presence of a leading 
business school, and having a 
lo)al base of alumni who remain 
in the community? 
Those hnks are very strong and 
sery important. For example. the 
prosperity of a community depends 
great I) on job growth and the edu-
cational system that properly sup· 
ports that job gros\lh. We are com-
muted to doing that at Cal State. 
and here at the College of Business 
and Public Admmistration in partic-
ular. in a couple of ways. One is 
providing the future leadership of 
the Inland Emptrc ... the leadership 
that will design how prosperity is to 
be achieved and how the job growth 
pattern will develop. Another. is 
providing the community with 
folks who are ~rained-students who 
are ready to meet those challenges 
as the future employees in the area. 
They·ll have a dual role: 
receiving scholarships from us, and 
representing us 
And your long· term goal? 
The college IS already playmg 
key roles m the development of this 
community. My long-term goal ts 
to have a sustainable plan for our 
in\·olvement in those objectives. 
and to be able to communicate with 
the public on a regular basis as to 
ho" we need to change and adapt 
internally, m order to make those 
kinds of efforts sustainable. 
Your school is described as an 
uapplied', business school. 
What's the significance of that? 
This goes back to the state\ 
mandate that the CSU system focus 
primarily on teaching. instead of on 
theoretical research. So our mis-
sion as a teaching institution can be 
carried out most effectively by us 
being an applied college that focus-
es on our area. carry ing our ~o,tu­
dents and faculty mto the tommuni-
ty, and the commun ity into our col· 
lege. This means outside intern· 
ship programs for students: faculty 
re-accredited for the maximum 
period for the future. One of the 
main areas they complimented this 
college on is our studcnt·faculty 
ratio. particularly m our college·s 
more advanced courses where the 
ratio is one-to-28 .. most unusual in 
a stale institution. We're commit-
ted to maintaining a low ratio where 
the classes arc small. where we're 
better able to have faculty and stu· 
dents know each other and work 
together. 
The corporate world, as you 
know, has been rocked by one 
scandal arter another leaving 
many people facing hard times. 
Clearly, the presence of ethics in 
the business world-or the Jack 
of ethics--has a dramatic impact 
on e>eryday American life. What 
are your thoughts on this and 
how do they translate into »hat is 
being taught at your college? 
Ethics in bu..,incss is key. now. 
in our re-accreditation process. 
Colleges arc measured by how they 
address ethic~ within their curricu-
la. Not so that a student m1ght just 
happen upon a course which they 
may or may not take. but rather. 
where ethics in business permeates 
the curriculum . Clearly. that is a 
focus of tim college. How we 
addre;s ethics is central to how we 
assess what we're doing. We assess 
for the purpose of contmuous 
improvement.. '-.O we're constantly 
soliciting feedback from alumni, 
from community members, from 
students and faculty -all of our 
stakeholder groups. If we get feed. 
back showing we're not meeting 
needs as well as we should in a par· 
ticular area, we'll take immediate 
action for correction. 
Did the UCSB College of Business 
and Public Administration take a 
significant hit during the recent 
state budget crisis and if so, »hat 
impairment (if any) remains? 
All state inst1lUt1ons took a bit 
of a hit...however, in most ways it 
was not as severe a\ we had expect-
ed. At this college. there is no 
impairment whahoevcr m delivery 
of courses to students who \\'1\h to 
obtain those cour-,e-, we're still 
111 \'Cry good shape for dcli\'cring 
our fundamental educational mis-
sion. However, the budget crisis 
does point to our need for external 
support in order to achics·e what I 
call that ·'edge of excellence .. that 
bring~ us to the next level. So we'll 
be actively working to solicit grants 
and contracts, and outside support 
Subscribe N•m! 
Call Today 
Inland Empire Business 
Journal 
(909) 989-4733 
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Feudal Japan Meets the American 
Dream, by Way of Brazil 
hy Paul Cros.nl'hilt' 
When you think of the Inland 
Empire. or more srccifically 
Pomona, ancient Japan is rrobably 
not the next thing to come to mind. 
Nor are the miSty highland tea gar-
dens of central Br<11il But nestled 
in the industrial heart of Pomona, 
near where the Umon Pacific rail 
line intersects the 57 freeway. is a 
state-of-the-art tea procc\stng plant 
that scn·es as the nexus of those 
farflung locations . Yamamotoyama 
of America is a thrivmg enterprise 
whose princtpal products are 
Japanese green tea, a w1de variety 
of teas sold under the Stash brand 
name, and dried seaweed, known as 
nori ... which is used to wrar sushi 
and wh1ch i.s also eaten as a sweet-
ened snack. 
Yamamotoyama of America 
has a corporate pedigree that 1s 
surely the envy of 1ts nvals ... dallng 
back more than 300 yeaf\. In 
I 690, when Japan was ruled by the 
samurais of the Tokugawa 
Shogunate. Kahei Yamamoto the 
I st began merchandising premium 
teas . 
Today Yamamotoyama is 
presided over by hi s direct descen· 
dant, Kahei Yamamoto, the 9th. and 
is the largest and oldest family-
owned tea company in the world. 
Privately held. you won •t lind its 
stock being traded in New York or 
Tokyo. You will. however. lind its 
products m thousands of restau-
rants and millions of satislied con-
sumers· cups. 
[n an era when a company's 
growth is micro-measured quarter-
by-quarter. Yamamotoyama stands 
out as a marathon runner among 
spnntcrs. It was almost half a cen-
tury after its found1ng that Kahe1 
Yamamoto, the 4th. created a 
Japanese consumer sensation by 
rolling out a product that was bnl-
liant 111 color and 
That was in I 738. The 
line came along in 
I 947 when. after 
World War II. 
Yamamotoyama 
became a premier pur-
veyor of nori. 
engineer to become 
senior VP in the mtd-
1 99o·s entailed years 
of solving Lhe day-to· 
day problems and 
breakdowns that 
come with any array 
of machinery. ··ves, it 
takes a number of 
years to master the 
equipment. You ha' e 
The next big mark 
on the company's 
timeline came in I 975 
when the current presi-
dent. Kahei the 9th. set A Precious Gift from the Land 
up subsidiary head-
quarters in downtown Los Angeles. 
Yamamotoyama of America was 
born, with the goal of taking tradi-
tional Japanese green 
tea and seaweed to con-
sumers worldwide 
Having outgrown 
its L.A. plant. the linn 
currently resides in a 
two-story. 74.000·sq.-ft 
building at I 22 Voyager 
Street m Pomona. 
where I 50 people are 
employed 
Yamamotoyama also 
maintains a retail outlet 
in Torrance and 
54.000-sq .. ft distribu-
tion center in Chmo. 
The operation is managed by 
Senior Vice President Kazumi 
Ikeda. Ikeda. 52. is a product of 
two worlds. Japanese-born. he 
came to the United States in I 965, 
graduated from L.A. ·s Roosevelt 
High and went on to study engi· 
neering at Cal State University. 
" I had a strong background in 
plant maintenance:· says Ikeda. " I 
JOined the company m J977 ... and 
had to maintain very expenstve 
equipment for making tea bags:· 
Rising through the ranks from noor 
trouble m order to solve a problem. 
It was a good experience:· he adds 
with quiet conlidence. 
Yamamotoyama·s source is 
central Bratil. not far from the 
Atlantic Ocean, \Vhere it matntains 
two tea tree plantations at more 
than 2.000 feet above sea level. The 
area has rich. fertile soil and rca-
lures fog and thick dews that arc 
ideal for growing tea-,. (Research 
by renowned Lorna Linda 
University scientist Stalay Aladar 
ha\ shown Bra7ilian-gro\'-n green 
tea 1s the most rich in free-radical-
fighting properues belies ed to 
engender good health.) To launch 
the gardens in the earl) 70·s, the 
linest tea bushes and seedlings 
were brought in from Japan. One 
plantation is I 50 miles southwest 
of Sao Paulo: the other is 250 miles 
south of the capital. 
Together. they compri se 1400 
acres. 550 of which are under cul-
tivation. More than 200 Brazilians 
are employed, and Jive on the Sites 
during harvest times. which occur 
111 spring and summer. Tea leaves 
are picked and dried on-slle m 
Brazil. then sent by boats and 
refrigerated containers to Pomona. 
where they are further dried, cut 
and bagged. Then. distributors 
carry the product to restaurants and 
supermarkets. 
In I 993. Yamamotoyama 
acqu~red Stash Teas. a pnvately-
held company headquartered 111 the 
Portland. Oregon suburb of Tigard. 
Started in I 972. Stash was original-
ly based m one of Portland·s old 
Victorian houses. supplymg herb 
teas to natural food \!orcs, and 
presently 1s a semi-autonomous 
unit, reportmg to Pomona, which 111 
turn reports to the main hcOJdquar-
ters 111 Tokyo. 
Today. Yamamotoyama and 
Stash arc giants ... producing hun-
dreds of tons of green and dotcns 
of other teas for consumers in 
Amenca, Japan. the Middle East 
and South America. Senior Vice 
President Ikeda IS proud of hiS role. 
notmg the anti-oxident and cancer-
fighting properties attributed to 
green tea. Overseeing the produc-
tion of 350 million tea bags a year. 
he says ... It's enjoyable working 
with a product that is beneficml to 
the public's health:· 
:. ~ ~ It: 
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THE GAINERS 
Top five, by percentage 
THE LOSERS 
Top five, by percentage 
Company Current 
Close 
15.15 
27 80 
17.36 
29.87 
23.37 
Beg. of 
Month 
12.77 
23.80 
15.10 
27.54 
21.67 
Point %Change 
Change Close 
Compan} Current Beg. of 
Month 
3.99 
13.28 
22.20 
22.33 
10.87 
Point %Change 
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc 
Provident Financial Hldgs 
Hot Topic Inc 
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc 
CVB Financial Corp 
Amencan States Water Co 
Channell Commercial Corp 
CVB Financial Corp (H) 
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc 
Foothill Independent Bancorp 
HOT Topic Inc 
Ke)vtone Automotive lndustnes Inc 
Modtech Holdings Inc 
National RV Holdings Inc 
Pacific Premier Bancorp Inc 
PFF Bancorp Inc 
Provident Financial Hldgs (H) 
Ticker 
AWR 
CH L 
CVBF 
FLE 
FOOT 
HOTT 
KEYS 
MOOT 
NVH 
PPBI 
PFB 
PROV 
2.38 18.6o/c 
4.00 16.8% 
2.26 15.0% 
2.33 8.5% 
1.70 7.8% 
912112004 
Close Price 
25.900 
3.700 
23.370 
15.150 
22.510 
17.360 
21.780 
7.730 
12.500 
11.000 
38.350 
27.800 
Channell Commerical Corp 
National RV Holdings Inc 
Keystone Automotive Industries Inc 
Foothill Independent Bancorp 
Pacific Premier Bancorp Inc 
Close 
3.70 
12.50 
21.78 
22.51 
11.00 
813112004 
Open Price 
% Chg. 52 Week 
Month. High 
2~.850 4.2 26.80 
3.990 -7.3 5.38 
21.670 7.8 23.76 
12.770 18.6 16.14 
22.330 0.8 23.70 
15.100 15.0 32.30 
22.200 -1.9 29.95 
7.310 5.7 9.51 
13.280 -5.9 18.85 
10.870 1.2 15.25 
36.900 3.9 40.95 
23.800 16.8 27.80 
52 Week 
Low 
20.80 
2.10 
17.10 
8.72 
18.91 
13.85 
20.04 
6.45 
7.30 
6.90 
30.99 
19.98 
Change Close 
-0.29 -7.3% 
-0.78 -5.9% 
-0.42 -1.9% 
0.18 0.8% 
0.13 1.2% 
Currant 
PIE Ratio Exchange 
36.0 NYSE 
17.6 NASDAQ 
18.7 NASDAQ 
NM NYSE 
18.1 NASDAQ 
17.9 NASDAQ 
18.2 NASDAQ 
NM NASDAQ 
44.6 NYSE 
14.9 NASDAQ 
15.2 NYSE 
13.3 NASDAQ 
Wahon Phannaceuticals Inc WPI 29.870 27.540 8.5 50.12 24.50 15.9 NYSE 
otes: (H)- Stock hit fifty two week high during the month, (L)- Stock hit fifty two week low during the month, NM- Not Meaningful 
Duff & Phelps, LLC 
One of the nation's leading mvestment bankmg 
and financial adviSory organizations. All stock 
data on this page is provided by Duff & Phelps. 
LLC from sources deemed reliable. No recom-
mendation is intended or implied. (31 0) 284-8008. 
Five Most Active Stocks 
Stock 
HOT Topic Inc 
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc 
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc 
Keystone Automotive Industries 
CVB Financial Corp 
D&PIIEBJ Total Volume Month 
Month Volume 
21,278,783 
16,903,800 
9,592,300 
1,214,644 
I ,100,235 
52,745,031 
Monthly Summary 
9/21/04 
Advances 
Declines 
Unchanged 
New Highs 
New Lows 
10 
3 
0 
3 
0 
Hesperia Holding Inc. 
Signs Media Agreement 
With Edaddaywarbucks 
Rancho Company Announces 
Capital Program 
Hesperia Holding Inc. will 
acquire $2 million in media 
through an agreement with edaddy-
warbucks to promote Hesperia's 
products through a massive region-
al and national advertising cam-
paign. 
Hesperia Holding Inc., 
through its wholly-owned sub-
sidiary, Hesperia Truss Inc., 
designs, engineers and manufac-
tures roof and floor trusses that 
serve both the residemial and com-
mercial construction industry. 
Hesperia Truss Inc. was founded in 
1993 in Hesperia by Don Shimp 
and Mark Prcsgraves. The compa-
ny has smce grown to annual rev-
enue of $8.14 million in 2003 and 
continues to grow in the first six 
months of 2004 with a 38 percent 
increase over the prior year. Its 
market area include; the fast-grow-
ing High Desert Region and Inland 
Empire areas of Southern 
California and Southern Nevada 
markets. Hesperia Holding Inc, 
employs approximately II 0 people 
on its five-acre facility in Hesperia. 
"We believe this first transac-
continued on page 28 
EMRISECORPORATION a 
multi-natiOnal manufacturer of 
defense and aerospace electronic 
components and subsystems and 
communication equipment, loday 
announced that it has begun a $1 
million facilities and capital equip-
ment program. The program 
includes new capital equipment for 
its XET subsidiary's Digi!ran 
Division and XCEL Circuits 
Division, facilities upgrades and 
capital equipment for its Xcel 
Power Systems subsidiary and 
facilities upgrade for its recently 
consolidated CXR Telcom Corp-
oration and Larus Corporation sub-
sidiaries. The program IS expected 
to be completed over a six month 
period. 
Graham Jeffenes, executive 
vice president of EMRISE COR-
PORATION commented: "We are 
adding a new high-speed, comput-
er-controlled machining center to 
support quick turnaround of new 
Digitran switch prototypes and pre-
production quantitle> and also to 
handle the much higher unil vol-
umes associated with our new 
continued 011 page 28 
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EDITORIAL 
Votes, Like Youth Are Wasted on the Young 
bv Joe Lymu where you don't get shOl for not voting 
Thi-. in a country where the la..,t prcs.tlcntial 
Has 11 really been three decades'' 
Back in the late six;tics and early scv~ 
entics one of the great ilnti-war cnes was, 
"Why can we kill but not vote? .. The 1dca 
was to prom01e the aholition of the draft 
What happened im.tcad was the pas, 
sage of an amendment to allow 18-ycar 
olds to vote. And I guess that that is why 
Richard Nixon won by a landslide in '72. 
Today, those kids would he about 50. 
Homeowners with grandchildren on their 
k.nec. And today's 18-yea.r-old~ still don't 
trust anybody over 30. including all of the 
candidate\. That, and a general di.,a'i'>Ot::ia-
tion with the 'i)'.~tcm. keep<; them from the 
po\1<.; 
Oh there arc lot\ of effort... MTV 
Rock'> the Vote. MOtor- Vmer. But even 
Norman Lear concede!. that Rcpuhhcan'i 
vote like it\ a part of their religion and the 
k.ids are not interested. This in a coumry 
election wa..\ decided by "hangmg chad ... " 
It takes more than httle card table\ \et 
up on college campuses ao;king pa\<.er-.by if 
they arc registered. It take., people who go 
out on t.hat first Tuesday in November and 
vote for .~;omeone, anyone. Just take a 
stand. Employers \hould encourage voung. 
Extend lunch breaks or conduct m-how~c 
campa1gns. 
You can still register up to Oct. 27 
You can vote at the Regi..,tr.u-'.~; Office in 
San Bernardino on Smurday the 30th. Even 
if you write your own name in. you have 
<,pokcn your mind. 
I hate cliche ... but I will close with one 
anyhow 
"BAD POLITICIANS ARE El.ECf 
ED BY GOOD CITIZENS WHO DON'T 
VOTE." 
Giving Back to the Community 
The San Manuel Band of 
Mission Indians will celebrate the 
groundbreaking of California State 
University, San Bernardino's new 
Santos Manuel Student Umon on 
Friday, Oct. 8 at4:00 p.m. The cel-
ebration will include presentations 
from Cal Stale Umverslly. San 
Bernardino Pr"'ident Dr. Albert 
Karnig and San Manuel Band of 
Mission lndians representative 
PUBLISHED BY 
Daily Planet Communication-'>, Inc. 
James Ramos. Presentations will 
include a history of the Sludent 
umon and an overview of the sig-
nificance of the new student 
union's namesake, Santos Manuel. 
The groundbreaking ceremony will 
feature a performance by San 
Manuel Band of Mission Indians 
Bird Singers and a blessing by trib-
al elders. 
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LETTERS TO EDITOR 
Dear fnends of Career and 
Techmcal Teacher Education 
Programs 10 Palm Dc;ert, 
I am saddened and disappo10t· 
ed to confirm that Fred Jandt Ph.D., 
the 10tenm dean of the Palm Desert 
Campus had the authonty to cancel 
the EVOC program here in the 
desert and in fact, effective imme-
diately, he has unilaterally dropped 
all Career and Technical Teacher 
Preparation courses from the fall 
curriculum of Cal State 
University's Palm Desert Campus. 
After repeated request for a 
logical explanation, for the deci-
sion to cancel the program, I am 
convinced that Dr. Jandt has perpe-
trated a falsehood for his own per-
sonal reasons. And these reasons 
have little to do with the facts of the 
matter. His reference to insufficient 
numbers of registered students, as 
the reason to justify not holding the 
classes locally, is a complete sham. 
The other classes at the Palm 
Desert Campus average 15-24 stu-
dents. "When we checked, your 
numbers weren't high enough. the 
students were not being responsible 
because they did not apply in a 
timely manner." according to the 
dean. 
It is reasonable to assume that 
out of the following 57 names at 
least 30 of them will apply for reg-
istration. Dean Jandt was provided 
1oday with copies of 20 actual 
prospective student admissiOn 
forms. Those were in the system 
during open enrollment. The names 
of these individuals are as follows: 
Loretta Schkud, Jovanna Cruz, 
Alexander Pechman, George 
Cebra, Anthony Rogers, Robert 
Shelton, Leonard Katz, Sharon 
Jeffers, Debroah Bensen, Carroll 
Me Swain, Barbara Buhlert, Sally 
Graybill, Anthony Soraka, Rosa 
Shaw, Nick Agnaletto, Phil Parker. 
Julius Knoblauch, Michael Lopez, 
Cindy Callen and Phyllis Mills-
Jones. None opted for Online 
instructors. In addition, the follow-
ing 22 potential scholars requested 
applicalions for admissions to the 
university's EVOC program here in 
Palm Desert as of Aug. 19, 2004: 
Jane Weyand, Calolyn Hilliker. 
Karen Hall. Edward Hinkley. Peter 
Lowten, Teresa Widmark, Sonia 
Zuniga. Steve Gillano, Robert 
Cronin. Marta Leventhal, Deborah 
Mcnmng, John Ramonda, Victoria 
Parke"on, Wayne Teeker, Robert 
Pietka, Allheia Graves, Nassar 
Srmadi, Fay Roach, Alex Fournier, 
Karmala Uihelmsen, Gorden 
Kramer and Marian Turner. 
Further, in direct response to the 
Desert Sun newspaper article of 
Sept. 20, 2004: 15 more candidates 
have applied for admission. They 
are Armando Alvarez, Vic Scou, 
Beverly Hahn, Bill Benneu, Ruth 
SeLland, Dale Thomas. Bill 
Martmez, Ken Essermand, Jeane 
Esserman, Erica Hadlumb, John 
Muncy, Nancy Joseph. Elliou 
Jenkins, Mary Repp and Susan 
Trieste. All 57 people have been 
pre-screened and have met the 
qualifications as set by the State of 
California to become Designated 
Subject Credential holders. Each 
has expressed a high degree of 
desire to be of service to less fortu-
nate adults 10 our community. All 
the teacher wannabees listed above 
have developed umque skills that 
they arc now willing to share. I 
want them to have the opportunity 
to reach their second career goab 
According to the poll published by 
the Desert Sun newspaper. there are 
tens of thousands of functioning 
illiterates livmg in our community. 
Mostly they are young adults, who 
now realize that the way to the 
American dream is through educa-
tion. While m high school. 97 per-
cent of the students aspired to grad-
uate from a university. The facts are 
not everyone will benefit from a 
college degree. Only 18 percent of 
the Coachella Valley residents have 
obtained a four-year university 
degree. Yet, everyone needs to be 
trained if they are to become a con-
tributing member to our communi-
ty. The answer for many of these 
citizens is through career and tech-
nical skill training. Our community 
is growing at the rate of 43 new res-
idents daily. New businesses are 
popping up all over the area to han-
dle this increased population 
growth. What hasn't been ade-
quately addressed. in my opinion. 
is where are the skilled worker to 
help run these emerging companies 
going to come from. 
continued on page 22 
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Mistakes Today's Executives Make 
by Lee Hecht Harri>oll common Jeade"hip mistake is a • Lack of people skills: 
In today's uncertain economy. 
many organi1ations have been 
making some drastic changes to 
sta) competitive and productive. 
This means that CEOs and other 
lack nf team-building skills. Remember that your employees are 
Honoring the team--each indivi- your most \·c.lluable assets and can 
ual- Js one of the most important give an organization its competitive 
leadersh•p characteristics in today's edge. The ability to listen. be con-
organitations. If. as a leader, one of sistent and evoke trust is crucial in 
my pnmary concerns is not the wei- managing a team and creates an 
executives have to hone their lead- fare of my team, then I'll never atmosphere of commitment and 
ership skills to make the most of know just how successful we can pride. Be sure to avoid asking for 
what they have and encourage and 
inspire their teams to new heights 
of achievement. But not all execu-
tives have leadership down to a sci-
ence, according to the expens at 
leading career management serYic-
es company Lee Hecht Harrison . 
Leaders might be armed wuh plen-
ty of technical skills and e.xperi-
ence. but ma} sull be making some 
critical mi\take~ in managing with 
their team\ that can negatiYCI) 
impact their organitation ·, bottom 
line. 
"An employee-centered cul-
ture Cll\UfC\ a cu\tomcr-focu:-,ed 
culture." say ... Sw.;an Howington. 
\Cnior \ice pre\idcnt and managing 
director of Lee Hecht H<UTison \ 
... outhem California o!Tu.:cs. "One 
be. That positive regard for your feedback from employees and then 
people leads to the best customer doing nothing about it. 
service, the highest level of contri-
bution by each team member and 
the highest profits." 
Here are four other common 
execuuve leadersh1p mistake.~ from 
the experts at Lee Hecht Harrison: 
• Failure to make decisions or 
delaying the process and losi ng a 
competitive advantage. 
Perhaps bcmg too afraid of making 
a mistake is a mistake 1 Most exec-
utives make good decisions when 
they actually make them. but many 
arc femi"ul of taking any risk, delay 
too long in taking necessary action 
and lose imponant opportunllles. 
• Not investing in your people: 
While most executives see the 
return on investment in maintaining 
and improving equipment for their 
company, the investment in one's 
employees through providing 
career development and coaching 
opportunities pays off even faster. 
Missing such opportunities to 
improve morale and ensure reten-
tion can eventually damage a man-
ager\ credibility. 
• Wasting time on the insignifi-
cant : 
U\C your employee rC\OUrCCS and 
trust your key people with deci-
OCTOBER 2004 
sion-making rc\ponsibilitic\. Giv-
ing more autonomy to re ... ponsible 
staff members sv1ll free you up 
from putting out tires that can be 
handled by others. Also, remember 
that planning month\ ahead rather 
than being caught up in day-to-day 
details lend; itself to effective lead-
ership. 
"The old adage sti ll applies, 
'Criticize in private, praise in pub-
lic,"' says Howington ... A good 
leader coaches constantly, not just 
during yearly performance reviews, 
and is constantly acknowledging 
the great things employees do 
while being able to recogniZe and 
discuss areas for Improvement 
along the way:· 
Lee Hecht Harrison is the leading 
glohal career serric£>s compwn 
speciali:.ing in prm·iding outplace-
mellf, leadersl!tp del•e/op-
mentlcoachinf? and career de1•elop-
ment sen•ices. Western Regwn 
offices include em o.J.fice in 
Rirerside. 
EXECUTIVE NOTES 
D. Linn Wiley . prestdent and 
chief executive officer of 
Citizens Business Bank. has 
announced the appointment of 
Albert VanderPloeg to the 
position of assistant vice presi-
dent and applications analyst of 
the information services depart-
ment. VanderPloeg's profes-
sional career incorporates over 
18 years of information technol-
ogy experience with a back-
ground in security. Prior to his 
appointment with Citizens 
Business Bank, VanderPloeg 
was operational manager for 
Bonert's Slice of Pie in Santa 
Ana where he managed produc-
tion and purchasmg. He was for-
merly the director of informa-
tion technology and administra-
tion for the Van Group in 
Ontario ... Bill Spiker, most 
recently tn a senior business 
development position with JB 
Hunt Distribution Services, is 
joining Kuehe+Nagel as the 
western region vice president for 
sales. Spiker has more that 20 
years of logistics sales and busi-
ness development experience. 
Pnor to JOlmng JB Hunt. he wa., 
vice preSJdent of supply chain 
sentccs at SIRVA Logistics. 
Spiker " based in 
Kuehe+Nagel"s Ontario di.,tri-
bution center. He report> to 
Dave Mabon, scmor v1ce presi-
dent of sales and marketing ... D. 
Linn Wiley of Citizens 
Business Hank announced the 
appointment of David Gracia to 
the position of vice president 
credit administrator at the bank "s 
Porterville busmess financial 
center located in Tulare County. 
Gracia's professional career 
incorporates over 17 years of 
banking experience with an 
extensive background in agricul-
ture lending, real estate apprais-
al and business planning. Prior 
to hi s appointment with Citizens 
Business Bank, Gracia was 
vice president and agribusiness 
consultant with Wells Fargo 
Bank in Visalia. He also spent 
several years as an independent 
fee appraiser and consultant 
with H.R. Macklin & Sons Inc. 
as well as Sierra Western 
Agricultural Services, Inc. 
Gracia recetved a bachelor of 
science degree in agricultural 
management from California 
Polytechnic State University in 
San Luis Obispo ... Kevin 
Williams has been named direc-
tor of hotel operations and sales 
for the 12-story, 250-room 
Fantasy Springs Resort 
Casino Hotel and I 00.000-
square-foot Special Events 
Center schedu led to open on 
Dec. 21 in the Palm Springs 
area. Williams has held various 
positions w1thin casino resort 
management during the past two 
decades, including Hilton 
Nevada, Station Casinos, and 
most recently. director of prod-
uct development for 
Hotels.com ... Jennifer Starnes 
was recently promoted to resort 
sales manager to handle all hotel 
and Special Events Center 
bookings of corporate groups for 
conventions, trade shows and 
meetings. She had worked the 
past two and a half years as sales 
coordinator for Fantasy 
Springs Casino. Starnes' previ-
ous positions include sales man-
ager for a national cosmetics 
company in Oklahoma and 
Southern Californ.a and project 
manager for a Michigan con-
struction company ... D. Linn 
Wiley, president and chief exec-
utive officer of Citizens 
Business Bank, has announced 
the appointment of Alex 
Geschke to the position of asSis-
tant vice president and bankmg 
officer of the Riverside 
Business Financial Center. 
Geschke's professiOnal career 
incorporates over six years of 
banking experience with a back-
ground in commercial lending, 
business development and port-
folio management. Prior to hi s 
appointment with Citizens 
Business Bank, Geschke was 
finance manager for Paragon 
Global Resources, in Rancho 
Santa Margarita where he was 
responsible for the firm's treas-
ury management. He also spent 
several years as a corporate 
banking officer for Mellon 1st 
Business Bank ••• 
coftl inued on page 13 
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21st Century Medicine Receives 
Grant 
continued from page 3 
of organ prcsen at ion mcthmb. ··R,ght now. such methods arc tested b) 
\ll11ply transplanting the organs mto patients and hoping for the best." satd 
Fahy. ··we think there is a better \'.ay.·· Dr. Fahy i\ the in\cntor of i.l pre n-
Oll\ device for tc..,ting the viability of kidneys that allowed the kidney.., to he 
successfully tmnsplantctl after they had been tested and shown to be func-
tional. 
21st Century Medicine (www.21cm.com) is a biomedical R&D com 4 
pany focused on dcvclnplllg prc,crvation protocols. solutions & devices 
c'sentialLO ..,toragc & transportation of liYing sy'-.tCnl\ both 111 a liquid ~tate 
<Uld at Cl")Ogcnic temperatures. It provides hypothermic & cryothermll: 
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pre:-.ervation product'-. and services as well a\ contract research service.~ to 
support transplantation medicine. drug discovery/development. and assist-
ed reproduction, among others. Contacts 21st Century Medicine Greg Fahy, 
909-466-H633 
Ontario Airport Trend Up 
-\t Ontano International Airport CONT) paS\enger traftlc mcrea,ed 4.4 
percent in Augu\t l:Ompared Y.llh Augu\t last year. Year to date. ONT 
tral!lc is up 5.8 percent to 4,6H7 .990 pa"engers A~rport of!icials fore 
cast ONT to reach a recorJ-brcaking sc\-en million passenger"' for 2004. 
At Ont. ""cargo tonnage for 2CXJ-I totaled 401.013 thf<lugh August. an 
im.-rca\e of I 0.3 percent (wcr the same penod la\t year 
Internet Service Providers Serving the I. E. 
Compa.n} Name 
Address 
Cit)". State, Zip. 
Beacon Jnternet Spec-ialist 
122A E. Foo1hill Blvd., #121 
Arcadia, CA 91006 
Cruznet 
::!15 E. Omngc1horpc Ave .. Ste. :rn 
Fullcnon. CA 92832 
Digital Internet Sen ices Corp. 
74-785 Hwv. Ill, Stc. I 00 
Indian Well\, CA 92210 
Inland Internet 
27192-A Sun City Blvd . 
Sun City, CA 92586 
Lin.kline Communication!>. Inc. 
1().127 San Sc.vaine Way, Ste. A 
Mira Lorna. CA 91752 
Keyway Internet Services 
124E.FSt 
Omano. CA 91764 
Netus, Inc. 
1835 Orangewood Ave .• #t04 
Orange. CA 92868 
NetWebb.com 
9605 Arrow Rtc ., S1e. S 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 
NovaPointe 
2062 E. FranCIS Street 
Ontario. CA 91761 
Online Digital Comm., lncJ Sixthman 
23441 Golden Springs. #142 
Qiamond Bar. CA 91765 
PE.net 
3512 141h S1 
Rivcf"\ide, C A 92."i0 1 
RedFusion Media 
I 04 E. State St. 
Redlands, CA 92373 
TSTOn Ramp 
351 S. Thomas St. 
Pomona. CA 9 1766 
Ultimate Internet Acces..'\, Inc. 
4120 Jurupa Street, Stc. 212 
Ontario, CA 91761 
Wolfetech Development Corp. 
112 Harvard Ave., Sic. 296 
Claremont. CA 91711 
E4 mail Address 
Website (http://\\\\"· 
lnfo@beaconisp.com 
beaconi<;p.com 
wcbmaster@cruznet.nct 
cn11net.net 
info@di.:..net 
dis. net 
manager@inland.nel 
inland.nel 
linkline.com 
info@keyway.net 
keyway. net 
sales@nctus.com 
oetus.com 
admin@netwebb.com 
netwebb.com 
rhaskins@novapOintc.com 
novapointe.com 
info@sixlhman.com 
sixthman.com & odc.net 
comments@pe.nct 
pe.nct 
info@redfuslonmcdia.com 
redfu..,ionmedia.com 
ken@tstonnuup.com 
tslonramp.com 
info@'uia.nel 
uia.net 
info@ wolfctcch.com 
wolftc~h.com 
Ranlt.NI.,Ipllllhetical/y 
# Sub~cribcr; I.E. 
Year Founded I.E. 
NIA 
1997 
Three 
\lajor 
Sen ices 
Web De~1gn. Web Hosling, 
Internet Consuha1mn 
Top Local Executne 
Title 
Phone/Fax 
Nan Wang 
Manager 
(6~6) 614-10611447-3651 
WND Unlimited Time 56K Dial- Up and ISDN Shah ram \.-1anighaJam 
\994 Service. Full Service Web Hos1ing and Design, Director Network Opcrauon'> 
E-Commerce, High Speed Corp. Access (714) 680-6600/680-4241 
Services: T-1. T 3 Leased Lines 
WND High Speed Busines\ Class Internet Rod Vandenbos 
1997 Solutions, Broadhand Wireless Access Exccut1ve Vice President 
Services. Co-Location & Web Hostmg (760) 776-080<Jn76-0076 
NIA Dial-Up Access. Nancy Kiren 
1994 E-mail Manager Internet Service 
WebMte Hosling (760) 371-1024/371-3503 
10.000 OSUHi-Cap Service, John Purpura 
1993 Dial-Up Service. Manager 
Web Page Hosting (909) 727-5095 
3.000 DSL & D1ai-Up, Frame Johann Hart 
1995 Relay, Web Site Hosting, Vice President.. Sales 
ISDN Co-Locat1on (909) 933-3650/933-3660 
207 Frame-Relay. ATM Alex Bradley 
1995 ISDN. E-Mail. Web HoM President 
(7 14) 939-39501939-3940 
2 E-Commcrce Development, Joseph Gioeli 
1993 Web Hosting, Shoppmg Can. President 
Gateway Credit Card Processing (909) 947-2710/947-3653 
700 Jn1emet Acce!:>s. Web Hosling., Arris Haywood 
1997 Web Design. Shopping Cart President 
for E-Commerce (909J980-~695/980-5105 
WND Website Development. Alan Pa"\'losky 
2001 Internet Marketing. Tum Key Web President 
Bu.:;;inesses Includmg Fulfillment (909) 399-3333it877) 481-7542 
6.000 Web Hosting. Dial-Up. Paul McAfee 
!995 DSL I me mel Access, Operations Manager 
Commercial Lea-.cd Lines (877) 438 7363/ (951) 368-5127 
Specialize m Dc-.1gnmg. Molly Burgess 
Updating & Maintaining General Manager 
199~ Bu<.inc-.s Wch<.llcs (9091 798-7092179R-6692 
7.000 Residential/Commercial Intcmet Ser. ic.:c, KenAlli.!JOn 
1995 DSL, Tl. E·Busmess President 
Development & HoSiing (909) 620-77241620-8174 
8.845 Broadband (T I.DSL. Wircles-.), Ray Mouton 
1996 Managed Firewall, President 
Web Design & Hosting (909) 605-20001605-~900 
NIA Pocke1Gcnie (Information for Wi.n:lcs-. Sul')a Jaya-..eera 
1997 De\· ices), PI {full HThtl. Bww-.erl. CEO 
Integrated Solution-. for lnt('met tXOOJ %5-13831(909) 931 5 12~ 
Databases and lntranets 
1 hl' Hunk ul J.ists '"ailahlt• on l>isJ,. (all 9119-')1!9-.nJJ or l><mnluad 'u" !rum '"'"·lupiJSt.cum 
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Creating an Effective Business-to-Business 
E-Marketing Campaign 
by Nail(:\' Arter 
When detcm1ming the most effective marketing mn. e~mail markeung as an 
inexpcnsiYe yet high I) powerful vehicle, is a critical pan of a strateg1c 828 mar-
keung plan. In order to maximize success. you need to design compelling messages 
and e!Tectively uulize each piece of e-mail "real e::,tate" to get the most m1leage out 
of the message. Consider the following questions to help you accomplish both of 
these goals. 
How do you get the user to open the e-mail? 
Really think about the subject field. While a ·very short line of copy, it must 
stand out from all other subject lines and provide a clear connection to the Impor-
tance of the key marketing message. It is your subject line that may make the dif-
ference between a reader hitting "delete" or opening and reading that e-maiL It is 
a good idea to test different ~ubject lines to see which ones get the best response. 
What is compelling about the sender field? 
If you or a particular sales person has fanned a relationship with the client, 
and you can specify that name in the sender field, it will more h~ely get opened. 
Find out if you have the capability to customize this field, and if so, take advan-
tage of good client relationships. 
What do your lead-off sentences say? 
Try to sum up the entire message in a few. short but grippill!: lines. Clearly 
highlight the key premise of your message and make these sentences as compelling 
as possible. Also. employ the use of ··call-out'' boxes that highlight the 1mponant 
points. Th1s is extremely important for busy bus mess O\\ ners who are scanning to 
see if they are interested, and could be the difference in them responding or not. 
How about the timing factor? 
Attempt to com·e)· a sense of urgency. Include a compelling offer--or call to 
action. For example. give the firM 50 responders a free CD. hold a daily drawing 
for a PDA. offer a wcb-ca.~.t or white paper that can be only be downloaded for a 
limited period of time. Make the reader feel they'll miss out on something special 
by not acting now. Use te~timonials of other cliems who have responded to you and 
ha\"e been satisfied with your product or service. Belter yet. provide supporting 
data in the fonn of research that proves your value. 
Does your e-mail campaign complement your other current marketing efforts? 
Make an effort to weave all Similar messages together-for example other 
direct mail pieces, advertisements on Web sites, etc., that are relevant to your e-
mail camprugn. This is also a good way to effectively build your brand. 
What's your message flow? 
Does the message flow well. and if you take your recipienrs to your Web site 
where do they land? Ensure that your flow makes sense and any Jinks within your 
B()()K OF LISTS 
Get a jump on your competition by securing your 
space in Inland Empire's premier reference tool 
TODAY. 
Sponsorship Packages ... $6,000 
Full Page ... $3,700- Half Page ... $2,750 
For details, contact your account manager 
at (909) 989-4733 
e-mail message are thought through completely so that readers don't land on Irrel-
evant Web pages or get distracted from your message or call to action. 
How can you personalize your e-marketiug message as much as possible? 
Research has found that the more you personalize your message. the greater 
your response rate will be. Even if you only know one fact about your target audi-
ence, perhaps that they are interested in one of your other products. you can evoke 
a positive memory response to remind them of other high-quality products that 
they have already purchased from you. Finally, it is very imponant to use the right 
message fonnat to effectively accomplish your campaign goal. In 828. letters are 
by far the most read fonnal. They are particularly effective with high-ticket items 
or where you may need clear explanations. Ads or short copy works best for lead 
generation or selling a specific product. Newsletters are excellent tools for build-
ing client relationships, as well as for turning prospects into clients. The use of 
interviews is an effective way to capture your reader's interest. Interviews have 
been shown to be highly effective m gainmg mterest as well. Executives enjoy see-
ing what experts in t.he field arc saying about topics of significance to them. 
For more information vou can e-mail Nancy at nancy.arter@H•consult-
ing.com or l'isit her Web site H'WW.rrwconsulting.com. 
WOMEN OF BUSINESS EXPO • May 6th 2005 
GLOBAL 
CTIG UP 
Welcome to true Communications Solutions 
- thts IS where you go for all of your bustness commumcat•ons needs 
Global CTI Group provides the 
complete array of communications 
solutions to help your business save 
and make money. 
How? Call or log--on to find out. 
You'll be amazed at what you can do 
for your business. 
Global CTI Group provides: 
Voicesolutions PBX.~&IP~ 
Data networicing ·I.AN.WAH.&Wifti!N 
VPN and Security solutions 
Carrier Services 
Network and rT Administration 
Maintenance 
Structured Cabling 
Through June 30. Global CTI Group 
is offering 
2S%offofa 
Baseline Network Assessment 
OR 
a free personal wireless 
access point with a 
Baseline Wireless Site Survey. 
log on to 
www.gcti.com/assess 
to register and learn more about 
these services. 
We'll get right back to you to 
schedule this important step to 
improve your business. 
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iPod: The Next Generation 
by J. AIJen U•inhergrr 
I have sung the pra1\e.., of 
Apple's iPod 111 these pages before . 
I am here to sing them again. Steve 
Jobs has put out what he calls the 
fourth generatiOn iPod. It ha\ 
everything the old ones have and 
more. 
Instead of the four buttons 
that controlled the 3G 1Pod. there is 
now a system not that much differ-
ent from the first little machine, 
called the Click Wheel. It allows 
you to select songs and control the 
device from the same wheel. Like 
an elevator button. it doesn't move. 
It just reacts to your touch. Like its 
predecessors, the -IG carries a full 
library of music in a full frequency. 
stereo-separated sound. 
It really does download two 
songs per second from the library in 
your computer and it now can carry 
audio books as well. The new 20 
and 40 gig hard drives give you an 
incredible amount of memory. Even 
the smallest of the bunch carry 
more music than the average radio 
station library. Apple has even 
worked to imprO\ e the battery so 
that it can run for up to 12 hours. 
Allow me at this poml to take 
you on a little adventure of mine. I 
downloaded a Tom Clancy novel 
from the online iMusic Store at 
work where I have a DSL line. I 
then went into the iTuncs files to 
lind the Tom Clancy file, while I 
copied to my np disk I took that 
home and transferred the file into 
iTunes in my home computer 
which holds my totai1Pod library. I 
then downloaded it into my new -IG 
and it plays the story. just fine thank 
you. 
Even though the iPod is 
alrcad) Windows compati-
ble, Apple has gone into a 
license agreement with 
Hewlett Packard. allowing 
them to market the i Pod 
under the HP name, as you 
may have already nouced. The 
thinkmg is simple. People will 
associate HP with Windows and 
thus should be a little more open 
to trying the Apple device. as 
opposed to other MP3 player; on 
the market today. 
In point of fact. the iPod 1s 
actually more than just an MP3 
player. It recognites and plays at 
least five different music formats-
AAC. MP3, AIFF. WAY and Apple 
Loss less. Don't worry about what 
the letters stand for. Just know that 
some take up more memory than 
others and your CD library uses one 
of them. That means that you can 
download music from the iTunes 
library online or any other legal 
music service, or you can load in 
your own CD library. In the process 
of that. you can delete any cuts you 
don·l like. 
The iPod Mini is the smallest 
of the family but it holds just as 
much as the origmal iPod does with 
about half the physical size. 
For myself. I prefer to plug a 
good set of headphones in, but you 
may be perfectly happy to use the 
little ear buds that come with each 
unit. Third party companies. like 
Dr. Bon. specialiLe in compatible 
items like Koss headseLs. as well as 
sports carriers and leather bell clip 
holders, although the dimcn..,ions 
have changed for the 4G and I 
haven't seen what Dr. Bott is rm,h-
ing out new. 
one problem 
had to deal with in 1Pod mus1c 
reproduction. it is in the car. Car\ 
wllh casselle players in the dash can 
use the same cassette adapters that 
portable CD players use. But newer 
cars that only has·e CD players in 
them require the use of a small FM 
transmitter device, and as I have 
reponed here before. they don•t 
work very well. Dr. Bon sells one. 
Radio Shack has them 111 stock. But 
they are only good on one or two 
frequencies and the little 
wire that dangles from them asn't 
much good at holding the signal. 
With the 4G. a company out 
of Orange County has come to the 
rescue. Sonnet makes a device that 
clips over the iPod, locks mto any 
unused FM frequency, and plays it 
from an extension amcnna with a 
feed that is so strong you can pass 
the iPod to someone in the back 
scat while it it playing and you 
ne,·er lose a note. Stereo separation 
1s stunning. On top of which. the 
Sonnet unit allows you to recharge 
the iPod battery direct from your 
II 0 wall connection instead of from 
the computer. o disrespect. but 
when the computer gets hold ol 
your unit. it flashes a "Do Not 
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sagn that seems to 
stay on for hours. 
One side note. The Sonnet 
dev1ce allows you to slip the whole 
thing into a coffee cup holder 111 
your car. I am sure that that is just 
coincidental. I mentioned it to one 
of the Sonnet people and they 
wercn 't even aware of that selling 
p01nt. 
I am old enough to remember 
when 45s and LPs ruled the mus1c 
world. I have seen four track and 
eight track and cassettes and COs. 
ow I will declare that the iPod and 
its assorted brmhers and sisters are 
the music reproduction systems of 
the 21st century. 
I think that once before in this 
column I made reference to Tommy 
Lee Jones. who in "Men In Black" 
looked at a small quarter-sited disk 
and said. "It loob like r m going to 
have to buy the White album 
a gam 
I expect that as iPod technol-
ogy and other music \Cienccs 
advance, we will all be bU) mg our 
favorite album\ a fev .. · more time..,. 
But the bnght side is this. As some-
one else once said, .. , shall have 
music wherever I go." 
EXECUTIVE NOTES 
continued from fWfie I 0 
... CVB Financial Corp, (Cititens 
Business Bank) received the KBW 
Honor Roll award at the Annual 
Community Bank Investor 
Conference hosted by Keefe, 
Bruyette & Woods, Inc. 111 New 
York. This award recognizes those 
Complaints ... Praise! Suggestions? 
E-Mail us@ 
banking institutions that have con-
tinually reported increases in earn-
ings per share over the last decade. 
regardless of the economic cnsi-
ronmcnt. The Honor Role mem-
bers posted an average stock price 
Jncrease of 86'7c over the five year 
period 
iebj @busj ournal.com 
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M:ANAGING 
Improving Delegation 
When "Just Do It" Just Won't Do It 
Br Francie Dalron 
Ever 'WOnder why it's so tough 
to get desired outcomes from those 
highly paid, well-educated, poised 
and polished senior executi,·es of 
yours·> Is it that they keep turning 
in work products that aren't "ready 
for prime time?" Or is it that their 
stellar work outcomes are delivered 
at the cost of tremendous collegial 
discord? Are they truly short-
staffed and overwhelmed? 
Whatever the dimensions of subop-
timal performance m your organi-
zation, chances are at least one of 
the causal factors IS the way you 
(and they) delegate. 
Poor delegation can easily be 
categorized as either Inadequate or 
Disabling. Within these two cate-
gories arc no less than 12 classic 
and discrete errors in delegation 
This article describes each, and pro-
vides easy-to-Implement tips for 
ho\\ to a\ oid or correct them. 
lnadaquate Delegation 
l. Failing to Identify Higher 
Purpose Sened: 
Caught up 111 the rush of doing 
husm~ ..,, It s ct.J') to delegate on the 
rur \\ ithout artirulatmg hnv. the 
1s~ . ..,n 11cnt endhle-, thL" orgamza. 
rn o uciHcve ih strtltcgic mitw-
time that one of your execs was 
oblivious to a re4uirement you 
thought was tmplicit? The key to 
ensuring clear expectations is the 
establishment of evidence-based 
performance measures. 
Here's how. Start with an out-
come you plan to assign. Rephrase 
it using a FIB (till-in-the-blank) 
statement. For example, if your 
original goal statement is: 
'Improve auendance at this year's 
annual convention," using the FIB 
technique would rephrase the state-
ment rnto this question: 
"Attendance at this year's annual 
convention will be adequately 
improved when ____ ." The 
FIB technique forces you to clarify 
your expectations embedded in 
your goal statement by specifying 
any or all of the following: a certain 
number of anendces, a certain type 
of attendee, a certain revenue num-
her. etc. 
3. Emphasi7in~ Outcomes to the 
Exclusion of :\lethod: 
your execs. Determine what new or 
expanued responsibilities wtll stim-
ulate the growth of each of your 
direct reports. Assign reasonable 
stretch goals. If they express 
doubts about their ability, respond 
by expressing confidence in them, 
and then push 'em off the cliff any-
way. Create the opportunity for 
them to surprise and delight them-
selves by surpassing your expecta-
tions. 
5. Failing to Anticipate Radia l 
Impacts: 
Hard to discern what assign-
ments will bleed mto the assign-
ments of others'' Are the involved 
parties coming to you angry and 
confused? Here's an easy solution. 
Called the ·'Impact Grid" (see fig-
ure one) this tool helps anticipate 
the possible impacts on key audi-
ences of mak1ng assignments. 
Delegating a proJeCt to one depart-
ment is likely to have implications 
for other departments; using this 
grid will identify those implications 
m advance. (Tip: This same grid 
can be u ... cu LO antic irate the radial 
1mpact of your dcl..'i,lon' bcfon: you 
annoum:e them 1) 
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putes is part of your role as CEO. 
Clarify the outcomes for whtch 
each is responsible , crystal11c the 
lines of authority, and establish the 
ground rules for necessary collabo-
ration. Link compliance to per-
formance reviews/bonuses. 
Disabling Delegation 
7. Deliberate Redundancy: 
If you're thinking that assign-
ing the same task to multiple VPs 
inspires healthy competition. 
you're sadly mistaken. What this 
type of delegation actually inspires 
is conflict. It takes the form of silo 
behavior, a lack of collaboration 
and information sharing, which 
generates additional redundancies 
and rework. If your senior execu-
tives are like most in my cliem 
companies, they're already starving 
for crumbs of recognition from you 
and don't want lo share what little 
they get. Exacerbate thts teeling of 
impoverishment at your peril 
You'll erode hoth morale anti ln)al-
ty 
8. Failing to Impose \ccount-
ability 
Part mtl purl..'~ I ot t .. l.li\C de! 
cgatu>n I\ 'cttinc! c: Xpl.l:t Hion' 
ll\C"i.. 
The c c~rc three important ben 
c ns to takmg thL extra minute or 
l\'.-O reuutred t .irtH.:ulate the link-
Jge bel\\eC'n the a..,..,tgnmc.:nt:-. cmd 
thetr higher purpose· 
··Ho\\ ·· ar.:complishments drc 
achie' ed often matter' a' murh OJ' 
'"\\'h<.tt'' is ..t~compli'h~d; )Ct this 
hal a nee bet\\ cen outcome ~.and 
methntl i ... n·t uftcn rcflcctcd m 
exccuti\ C"> • .goals and ohjectives. 
L nless and unul CEOs impose l=.=.:=;:;=:;::=+===~==t==tc===+===~=.:= 
equal scrutln) on hoth 11lL'lhoU and 
I) It increases the percetveu 
importance ot the a'"ignment. 
ther<hy 
~, increa,ing emotional com-
mitment to 'tellar execution. 
and, 
J) it equips the VP with tools 
to motivate the performance of 
and increase the morale of 
his/her staff 
The technique to easily isolate 
anu identify the higher purpose of 
an a"ignmcnl is to ask yourself 
why the assignment ts needed, what 
other outcome its accomplishment 
enables, and why that other out-
come is neeucd. 
2 . Lack of C la rity; 
Ha\e you e\er been surprised 
to discover at performance revie\\ 
outcome \Vhcn lielegaung. the 
1111pact of. for example. managcnaJ 
hcha\ ior on corporate pafonnance 
will 'ta) under the rad~.tr. free to 
rmpcde husinc" rc:-.ult~ with 
1mpunit) Augmcntmg the basic 
goal 'tatement with qualifymg 
phrases such as the following will 
help: in collaboration with: per 
specifications provided by 
consistent with our core values; 
while protecting the confidentiality 
of: while continumg to adhere to 
:etc. 
4. Failing to Delega te Develop-
m enta lly : 
Aside from your fiduciary 
responsibility to develop your staff 
consistent with a sound succession 
plan, you have the additional 
responsibility of retaining "the 
best." Doing so m a competitive 
marketplace reqUires that you con-
unuall) challenge the intellect of 
DELEGATIO'\/ GRlD 
6. A bdication : 
When two or more VPs are 
feuding, you can't JUst step astde m 
disgust and tell the children to work 
it out themselves. Resolving d1s-
regarding the corht!qucnccs ol both 
success and failure \\\arcnes' of 
these con~equcnccs moti\atcs the 
quality and speed of execution. If 
your exec doc,n't UcJi,er to spec. 
it's your responsibility to l.'Onfront 
that failure. A surprising number of 
my CEO clients are so uncomfort-
able confronting poor performance 
that they sidestep the imposition of 
negative consequences. feigning 
competing priorities to justify over-
looking poor performance. Well. 
guess what'' If you're the CEO. 
you don't get to usc "comfort" as a 
determinant for action. Those who 
refuse to act ha,·e lost their right to 
complain. So tfyou're not going to 
hold your VPs accountable for poor 
cmllimu>d on paxc .25 
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CHAMPIONSHIP TEAM BUILDING 
How to Build Your Own Championship Team 
h\" Joe John Duran 
ll 's the last game of the cham-
pionship series. You have assem-
bled what you believe is a fantasllc 
team, but up until now your oppo-
nent has risen to your every chal-
lenge. On paper, they are your 
equals, but in reality, you know bet-
ter. That is because your players. 
while all unique and exceptionally 
talented, live and breathe as one 
cohesive unit. When one falters, 
another steps up. No player is 
above making a sacrifice. There is 
no showboaung and, on the side-
lines. the feeling is opltmistic and 
electrifying. Game over. Your team 
wins the title. 
Often in business, as 111 the 
world of sports. the Intangibles arc 
what separate the wmncrs from the 
losers. One of these ts the ability of 
a bm.ine\s owner to assemble a 
winning team . As all hu,inc" own-
er" kmw •. implementing a \\inning 
managerial 'tratcgy is much harder 
than it seems. Here j, a s1mplc fact 
to keep Ill mmd as you develop 
your team and grow your business: 
superior companies are always built 
upon the foundation of great peo-
ple. Nowhere is this more evident 
than in the entrepreneurial world, 
where every individual's contribu-
tion can make or break the busi-
ness. What do you need to know to 
build a winning team'? Here are 
three vital secrets we picked up 
while conducting dozens of in-
depth interviews with successful 
entrepreneurs for "Start it, Sell it & 
Make a Mint" (John Wiley & 
Sons): 
L Skills can be learned , attitudes 
cannot. 
Never assume that a stellar 
resume equals a fantastic employ-
ee. Just as any athlete can look like 
an MVP on paper and then have a 
horrib le season, any employee can 
appear to be an All-Star and then 
bring the company down. When 
choosing amongst a selection of 
potential new employees, you' II 
often be tempted to hire the person 
with the best-looking resume, but 
that's not always the smart choice. 
People are usually htred for their 
skills, but they are always !ired for 
their altitudes. Look at the candi-
date's attitude and ability to Ill m 
with your other employees - this 
doesn't mean they should have 
identical personalities but rather 
common values. 
Jerry, who runs an independent 
trust company, always has potential 
new hires meet with fellow co-
workers before he hires them. He 
then has a feedback sesston. 
Exisung team members will often 
provide different perspectives. 
They care less about skills and care 
more about attitudes, and they 
appreciate being part of the selec-
tion process. 
2. New p layers need to learn their 
roles. 
On a sports team, new players 
need to make a contribution as soon 
a' possible. The sooner they knm\ 
\\hat their role is on the team. the 
sooner they can help. The same 1s 
true for a business. A key to makmg 
new employees productive quickly 
is to take time to assimilate them 
into the firm. Like a coach of a wm-
ning team. someone needs to give 
new team members guidance dur-
ing the lirst few months of work. 
Suzie, who ran her own soft-
ware company, shared her insights. 
"You know, at first, I used to 
assume that once I hired the right 
person, my job was done, but 
frankly, the first three months real-
ly set the tone for how quickly that 
person could contribute. New 
employees had no idea about any-
thing in my firm, from where to get 
a cup of coffee to more complicat-
ed issues like how decisions get 
made." Suzie, like several other 
successful managers, solved the 
problem by assigning an in-office 
"buddy" to show new employees 
how things got done in her compa-
ny. 
3. Put your players first , a nd 
make them feel special. 
People go the extra mi le for 
their team if they fee l they can real-
ly make a difference, and that they 
arc rccogniled for what they con-
tribute to the team. Make sure that 
those folks who contribute to the 
success of the busmess are recog-
nited early and often. Small acts of 
caring can have a huge impact. 
Whether it's celebrating a person's 
pregnancy with a pizza party, or 
recogniLing an employee's excep-
tional efforts with an open thank-
you note, taking time to notice is a 
key to building great morale 
Ron. who runs a large legal 
practice, implemented this secret 
by creating a "booster club." He 
had a group of employees dectde 
every month on fun ways 10 spend 
$200 recogniting a fellow employ-
ee or lifting morale. Ron shared. 
"People really enjoy giving recog-
nition to others. and it\ amoving 
what that one simple step did lO 
untfy our team and create great feel 
good moments every month. From 
pumpkin-carving contests to baby 
showers. they always made people 
feel like they were part of a compa-
ny that cared." If people enjoy 
being a part of your team, that will 
be renected in their work. And it 
will also make your recruiting 
process a lot easier if your employ-
ees are your cheerleaders, too. 
Great teams are assembled 
carefully, and nurtured and gutded 
to reach their highest potenual 
Apply these tips to your business 
and you. too. can have a winnmg 
team. 
Joe Jolm Duran, CFA, is a .ntcce.u-
fu/ entrepreneur. and the awhor oj 
"Start it, Sell 11 & Make a 
M111t"(John Wiley & Sons.). For 
more free business help \·isit 
H"H'H'.starritellir.com. 
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EXECUTIVE TIME OUT 
The Oaks of Ojai Spa Stands the Test of Time 
hr Ingrid 4.ntlumy 
A newer called m to the "Live 
\\ith Regt' and Kelly" shmv and 
,aid 'he "a:-. calling from 0Jm. 
Cahfornia Regis mentioned that 
he had visited the area man) ye= 
ago. and asked if The Oaks of Ojai 
spa W<ts still there. The caller satd 
"yes. indeed.'' I was happy to hear 
the enthusiasm in her voice ... tnce 
-my daughter and I were planning to 
spend a \\Cekend there in a fev. 
week:-.. It "as a renewal trip for 
both of us. \-ly daughter. Christine. 
needed a break from work-related 
stress. She also wanted to "jump 
start"' back into a fitness routine 
which included vigorous exercise 
and low-calorie cuisine. I wanted to 
do the same but scale down the 
"vigorous" pan. For both of us. 
The Oaks fit the bill. So for the 
viewers of "Live With Regis and 
Kelly" and our readers, I am happy 
to inform you, firsthand, that The 
Oaks of Ojai is very much ahve in 
the business of pampering. motivat-
ing. educating and creating lifestyle 
changes for ih clientele. 
About the Guests 
Besides the great programs the 
Oaks offers. probably one of the 
best reasons to go to The Oaks is 
meeting friendly people who share 
the same desires in fitness and 
keeping in shape. As soon as you 
arrive, you are greeted by a friend-
ly staff and you feel "at home." 
The guests are relaxed, down to 
earth. and there must be a sign 
somewhere that reads, "Snooty 
people are not welcomed." The 
dress is pure casual, and I did not 
see an) Vogue attire during our 
stay. It was wonderful!' Those 
who come are young, middle-aged 
and old (children are not permit-
ted). They come in a variety of 
shapes--some heavy, some athletic-
looking. and some wimpy like me. 
They come in groups and alone. 
Some share a room with others to 
save on room costs. It's an unpre-
tentious spa with hean. 
Activities Unlimited 
Daily activity schedules 
include: advanced mountain hikes, 
brisk walks, morning strolls, yoga, 
mind/body awareness, cardia work-
outs, dance-hip funk, water works 
at the pool. mu ... dc conditioning. 
... tep da:-. .... stn.·t~.:h and )Oga. pilates 
mat class. rollerblading, t'Ainges 
and hinges (pool). and. of course. 
usmg the 'A eight room , In addition 
to all those chotces. The Oaks 
offers bonu ... programs which are 
listed 111 the lobby each day. When 
we visited The Oaks. legendary lit-
ness trainer, Sally Silva, featured 
her .. fun fitness" class Great 
speakers also panicipate such as 
Deborah Novak who spoke on the 
importance of carbs in a carb-Je..,s 
world. (Maximize the s alue of 
your food choices by learning how 
to differentiate the healthful carbo-
hydrates from the truly harmful 
ones.) A u-paint ponery class was 
even offered by a local anist. It 
was an endless .election. Christine 
went on the advanced hike, chose 
the cardia workout programs and 
yoga. I selected the relaxed yoga 
class and geared to the pool activi-
ties. Both of us joined the ballet 
class which was pretty interesting--
and amusing. To wind down the 
evenmg, bmgo was offered on 
Friday night and movtes on 
Saturday and Sunday nights. 
Services for Pampering 
In addition to the full range of 
fitness classes offered within the 
daily program, there is the option of 
guided bike tours. Watsu, hot river 
rock massage, renexology, 
acupuncture massage and aro-
matherapy treatments offered to 
guests for an additional fee. Eating 
disorder specialists. body analysis 
and fitness expens also are avail-
able for private consultation. Other 
a Ia cane options include anti-aging 
facials. body bron1ing and lemon 
grass lavender pedispa treatments. 
All services are reasonably priced. 
About the Food 
The fitness professionals at The 
Oaks do not use the word "diet"--
because their guests are not on one. 
They want their guests to have the 
opportunity to lose weight and 
enjoy meals without feeling hun-
gry. The spa's 1,000 calorie-a-day 
menu features foods that are low in 
fat. salt and sugar and high in pro-
tein and complex carbohydrates. 
Our healthful cuisine for our week-
end stay included a whole grain 
muffin, fresh fruit and a vitamin 
pack for breaUast 
(200 calones) I am 
happ) to say that 
coffee was offered 
in addition to tea and 
milk If you wanted 
a little more for 
breakfast, boiled 
eggs and oatmeal 
were tncluded. At 
around I 0:00 a.m. a 
broth break was 
available. For lunch 
we ate a dehc10us 
spa pizza (a tonilla 
with vegetable.., and 
low-fat melted 
cheese on top). It 
was our favorite 
In-between. fruit 
smoothies and veg-
gie breaks are 
served. The dinner 
menu included sea 
Main entrance to The Oaks of Ojat 
Photo by Christine Rolfe 
bass wrap, green beans and small 
serving sizes of potatoes. There 
was even a strawberry shoncake for 
dessen. I must add that both of us 
didn't feel hungry to have the urge 
to vtsit the nearest pizza parlor. All 
meals can be substituted with some 
advance notice. 
Accommodations 
Built m the 1920s, The Oaks of 
Ojai opened m 1977 and is now in 
a five-year renovation plan to 
renect traditional Ojat architecture. 
They have also expanded by adding 
three luxury suites, which have 
430-square-foot walled courtyards 
including fountains and fruit trees. 
The living rooms have large win-
dows. cedar ceilings. hand-sculp-
tured fireplaces, oil painungs and 
photography by local anists. The 
bathrooms features a jened tub, 
shower and double sinks. The Oaks 
offers 46 guest rooms, including 
private rooms. double lodge rooms. 
double conage rooms in addition to 
the three private suites. The Oaks' 
fitness program rates begin at $159 
per person, per night. The program 
includes 16 optional fitness classes 
daily; hikes; three gourmet low-
calorie meals per day with snacks 
and beverages; on-site registered 
nurse; and complete use of all 
reson facilities. The Oaks is noted 
for its modestly priced rates (at La 
Costa, for instance, the rooms are 
twice as expensive). All around, 
it's a great deal r 
Sheila Cluff-- a Size 2 Powerhouse 
Sheila Cluff and her husband, 
Don, are the owners of The Oaks of 
Ojai. Both of them are mvolved m 
almost every aspect of The Oaks, 
and their presence is well known. 
They have worked tirelessly over 
the years to encourage and motivate 
their guests to find a lifestyle that is 
healthy and rewarding. Sheila is 
considered a fitness pioneer in the 
health and fitness industry among 
her peers. She is a motivational 
speaker. the author of four books, 
producer of four fitness videos, and 
leader of more than 40 fitness and 
beauty cruises. She ts the 68-year-
old mother of four and grandmoth-
er of five--and when you meet her, 
her appearance is a testimonial of 
the lifestyle she teaches. Christine 
had the opportunity to hike with her 
husband on the I 0-mile adv·anced 
hike that is offered. She reponed 
that he is a charming and gracious 
man who loves the area of Ojai and 
welcomes all questions as to the 
history of the valley. 
The Oaks features special Yoga 
weekends and for a fee of $5 a day, 
you can use the facilities of the 
Athletic Club down the street. The 
Oaks also features special Yoga 
continued on page 34 
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INLAND EMPIRE PEOPLE 
Hani Gabriel 
Building 
Doctor Sees 
His Role as 
Preserving 
Value 
Hani Gabnel. the head of 
Gabriel Environmental Service:-.. is 
living proof that the American 
Dream is real. In 1981, as an 
immigrant in his mid-teens. he 
arrived in the United States from 
war-torn Beirut, Lebanon. 
Leaving behind a nati\'C land beset 
by civil war and Israeli occupation. 
he focused on gelling a solid 
American education. Gabriel 
earned his undergraduate engi-
neering degree from the Umversity 
of Redlands and his graduate engi-
neering degree from California 
State University at Long Beach. 
Prior to joining and heading the 
finn's operations, Hani was the 
redevelopment director for the 
City of Colton. and the City of 
Glendale, Arizona. He says turn-
ing to environmental work was a 
natural move: "We had a family-
owned business in Houston which 
my brother operated, and I became 
interested in that way- family." 
Gabriel joined the firm's head 
office in Houston and staned run-
ning its operations in early 1999. 
Gabriel Environmental has pri-
mary offices in Redlands, serving 
the West Coast, and in Houston, 
serving the Midwest and East 
Coast. Its representatives in 28 
locations across the U.S. provide 
environmental consulting services 
nationwide. Among its clients are 
commercial lenders (both conven-
continued on page 31 
Joseph W Brady 
Barstow 
Broker 
Could Use 
48-hour day 
Joseph W. Brady is easily one of 
the most innuential land broker; in 
the Inland Empire. As president of 
the corporation bearing his name. he 
oversees both The Bradco 
Companies and Coldwell Banker 
Golden West Real Estate/Barstow 
He's also co-dev·eloper of "Barstov; 
Highlands" (a 79-lot subdinSton 111 
Bar>tow) and publishes "The 
Bradco High Desert Report," a 
quanerly economic overview covcr-
mg the Nonhern Inland Empire. 
The gem of the operations - The 
Bradco Companies-is a full-serv-
ice commercial, industrial and land 
brokerage company serving the 
nonhern ponion of San Bernardino 
County. Founded 15 years ago, it 
ranks number one in the region. 
Brady set up the firm in 1989, a year 
after moving to Victorville from 
Santa Barbara, where he was also a 
home-developer. Looking back, he 
says. "From 1986 until early 1990, 
this area experienced a construction 
boom. But in the early-to-mid '90s 
the economy slowed considerably. 
Today, the High Desen economy is 
booming again." 
Will it last? Predicts Brady: 
"The High Desen completed nearly 
4,900 residential units in 2003. We 
estimate just over 6,000 units for 
this year, and about the same for 
2005. Although interest rates may 
go up a half to three-quarters of a 
point, we believe we'll still have the 
most affordable housing in 
continued on page 35 
Sandra Fomev 
A Hunger 
for 
Perfection 
Sandra Forney knows and 
practices one of the top rules ol 
running a top-knotch orgamzation: 
surround yourself with good peo-
ple, and let them do their jobs 
Known to friends and associates 
as Sandy, she is founder /owner of 
Impressions Gourmet Catering, 
which has grown to be one of the 
area's largest catering firms since 
its btnh m 1983. 
On this day. Forney " beam-
ing. ''Our head chef. Ricardo 
Santana. has just been voted Chef 
of the Year by the Inland Empire 
Chefs and Cooks Association. 
which is really a big feather m our 
cap." Santana. who won out over 
77 other chefs. has been wnh 
Impressions for 13 years, says 
Forney, who employs a full-time 
staff of 17. including a sous chef 
who's been with her from the 
beginning. ''I'm blessed to have a 
staff with longevity. That speaks 
highly about our company." 
Forney takes pride in handling 
a wide range of events - from a 
romantic dinner for two, to a pic-
nic for 5,000. In between those 
extremes, Impressions caters cor-
porate luncheons, weddings and 
theme parties that include 
Polynesian luaus, Mexican fiestas, 
Western BBQs and more. "We 
really encourage suggestions from 
our customers ... new idea'i, new 
recipes. We constantly do 
research and development. .. and 
Ricardo. who studied with a 
French chef, is wonderful at 
continued on page 35 
Man Turk 
Branding 
Firms 
From the 
Inside Out 
Mary Turk, partner of 
Turk/Pinto Strategic Markctmg 
and Advenising, based in Upland, 
is a 30-year veteran in her field. 
An Orange County native and USC 
alumnus, her first advenising job 
was doing public relations for the 
Lutheran Hospital Society during 
the 1970's. She later achieved suc-
cess w tth her own firm. Turk and 
Company. whtch she ran for 20 
years. 
Turk's present company is just 
a year and a half old. and employs 
two: panner Tony Pinto and herself. 
But though small and relatively 
new, Turk/Pinto has amassed an 
Impressive roster of clients. 
Among them are Riverside Medical 
Clinic, California Family Care 
Medical Group. Riverside's Credtt 
Union. San Francisco Fire Credit 
Union. Cedars-Sinai Health System 
and Alta-Dena Dairy. 
Asked to explain the 
"Strategic" in the firm's name, Turk 
obliges. "We do more than pro-
duce advenising. We work on a 
strategic level with our clients not 
only to determine how to sell and 
what to say but we also look at the 
entire environment. We may get 
involved with customer service. 
sales training and a variety of other 
issues that impact the company's 
success.·· 
Turk/Pinto works primarily 
with service-based companies. 
"Branding a service company is 
continued on page 35 
IE Office Trends Reach for the Sky 
Data from: Marcus & Millichap Office Research Report, 3d Qtr. 2004 
2004 Office Forecast 
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The IE's Econom): Robust 
If present trends continue, 200-l employmem in the Inland Emp1re 
..,hould experience an e:xpans1on of 3.2 percent over :!003. Among areas 
enjoying gro\\ th through th1s year are business and professional sector\ as 
\\ell as education and health. This 
gro"th has been driven by hikes in 
the areas population. 
With the Inland Empire's pop-
ulation swelling by more than 
I 00,000 people every ) ear. the 
need for anorneys. CPAs and real 
estate sellers has grown apace. 
Thus. more than 7,000 jobs will be 
added through 2004 to the bu>~-
[
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ness and professional services sector. 
Not to be overlooked are qu1ckly-expanding transportation, trade and utili-
ties firms. which are gaining thanks to the rbe in international trade. 
All told, despite unemployment of 5.7 percent. the area IS expected to 
add close to 10.000 jobs .. . with forecasts anticipating a drop in JOblessness 
to 5.5 percent. 
Construction : \t a Decade High 
The gro\\lh m both Jobs and population has fueled conlidence among 
oflkc de\ eloper-,. In the Ja..,t two years there ha.., been a nine-fold increase 
Office Supply and Demand 
Tenancy: Set to Hit 0Hrdrive 
in the amount nf office space com-
ing Onhne· from 58.000 square 
feet in 2003 to 515,000 in 2004. A 
sizeable portion or thc-,c suites are 
being built with no advance ten-
ants, as developers antiCipate that 
demographic and market forces 
will sur plenty of business in the 
months ahead. 
.\tany coa ... tal-based companie.., that are not location-..,en ... itive arc tak-
ing notice that the Inland Empire offers an impros ing labor force and 
cheaper fluor space, and are being enticed to the area. Banks. msurance 
firms and call centers are makmg the switch. These trends point toward a 
drop of vacant oftice space from 9.7 percent to 9.6 percent this year. One 
standout city is Rancho Cucamonga. which enJoys the area's highest 
demand for new offices. In just the past year, the city has pushed its vacan-
cy rate from 9 percent down to 7 percent. filling 100.000 net square feet of 
oftice space. Also selling the pace is Corona, which this year has dropped 
its vacancy rate down from 8 percent to 5.7 percent Both Rancho 
Cucamonga and Corona are expected to lead the region through 2005 
Rents : the Cost of Prosperity 
Much as the recent upward pricing in the beef industry has spelled 
great news for ranchers and dismal news for stcakhom.cs, the aforemen-
tioned office trends will leave landlords smiling and renters digging for 
more change. It's capitalism's most basic rule at work: supply vs. demand. 
Owners are becoming bolder in 
asking for higher rents. thanks 10 
healthy leasmg activity and ten-
ants' grov .. ·ing demand-,. Overall 
for 200-l. the average Inland 
Empire asking rent is expected 
to nse by 5 percent, 10 $1 .59 per 
square foot. The more popular 
markets of Rancho Cucamonga 
and Corona are growing by 7 
and 6 percent, respectively. 
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Office Building Sales: Slow, but Lucrative 
Sales activity for office buildings is expected to remain slo" due to a 
limited supply of available properties. but prices are likely to be pushed 
higher as large amounts of capital chase office buildings that come up for 
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Sales Trends 
I 
" 
sale. The median sales price for 
multi-tenant office buildings 
recent I) hit a record high of'!> 115 
per square foot. wh1ch rcpre\ent' 
an increase of approximately I 0 
percent from last year. Most prop-
erties on the market receive multi-
ple offers within a short penod ol ';;! ......,...IHJ.I 
"~M.on;w&Mid'lep'--:tla..-
.... _____ .;.,.. _____ ..;_.,1 time. which h<~s created intense 
competition among Investors. The maJority of properties selling arc multi-
tenant low-rise office buildings. Since most buyers of these properties arc 
private investors in a tax-deferred exchange. prices have been Liriven 
upward during 2004 Investors have been most active 111 the cities of 
Riverside and San Bemardmo over the last year. 
Summary: 2005 Looks Good for I E Office Activity 
Economic expansion fueled by population growth and the relocation of 
companies from the coastal markets will allow the Inland Empire's oflice 
market to expand at a healthy rate while sustaining high occupancy levels. 
Developers have conlidence m the market. as evidenced by the increase in 
speculative construction activity. Growing tenant demand will boost net 
absorption. which is forecast to meet construction levels. keeping the 
vacancy rate among the lowest in the nation. Inveslors will remain an.xious 
to acqutre local properties, as a tight market with IncreaSing revenue 
streams prov1des buyers with a sound investment. 
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"The Victor Valley is Hot!" 
by Joseph W. Brady 
President. The Bradco Companies 
What typically leads a vibrant 
economy is housing followed by 
commercial. indu~tnal and office 
development. The Victor Valley 
portion of the High Desert contin-
ues to lead San Bernardino County 
in housing sales and new housing 
development. 
In the most recem quaner, 
according 10 Market Pointe Realty 
Advisor; (San Diego) net sales for 
San Bernardino County subdiVI-
sions were 2,870 new homes. To 
give you an ovcrv1cw. there were 
117 active subdiviSIOns reportmg 
throughout San Bernardmo County 
as compared 10 Ill in the prior 
quarter. There are 55 subdivisions 
today in the High Desert represent-
ing nearly 47 percent of the county 
total. 
San Bernard1no County's 
weighted average price for a new 
home subdiviSIOn IS $360,951 for 
2.339 sq. ft. or $154.30 per square 
foot. In comparison, the weighted 
average price in the Victor Valley 
rose to $278,167 for a 2,120-sq.-ft. 
home or $131.21 per square foot. 
Last year, during the same repon-
ing quarter. the price was $192,297 
or $90.99 a square foot. We've seen 
a 44.65 percent mcrease over the 
same period last year. As many as 
1,701 homes and subdivisiOns sold 
this last quarter throughout the 
High Desert, which represented 
nearly 62.44 percent of the county. 
To put things into a different 
perspective. we all recognit.e the 
state of California's median home 
price has risen dramatically tn the 
last few years. Accordmg to the 
California Associallon of Realtor's 
August 2004 report. the current 
month median sales price in the 
state is $469,170--- an increase of 
25.3 percent over the prior year. 
The High Desert (including num-
bers from the Antelope Valley) has 
increased now to $225,265 
46.4 percent increase over last year. 
This compares to June 2002 in 
T &V PlllNTING.r 
( ' 
Full Service Commercial Printing 
FREE Pickup & Delivery 
Proudly Serving The Business Community 
in Southern California Since 1988 
which the median home price in the 
High Desert Region was $127.758. 
Wow! 
Data Quick Information 
Systems (in La Jolla) recently 
released their July 2004 sales for 
San Bernardmo County, which 
showed a $250,000 median home 
pnce within San Bernardmo 
County, up 35. I percent over last 
year. Data Quick tracks all sales 
verses the California Association of 
Realtors, which tracks sales 
through their member association 
boards. July 2004 numbers for the 
High Desert show Adelanto's medi-
an pnce is now $159.000, up 31 
percent; Apple Valley nearly 
$200.000; Barstow up to $85,000; 
Hesperia up to 190,000; Lucerne 
Valley up to $98,000; Pinion H11Is 
up 10 $171.000; Phelan up to 
$255,000; and Victorville ranges 
from $195,000 10 $216,000 
(Victorville has two zip codes) and 
had mcreases of 44 percent and 
53.5 percent over last year. 
As pricing of housing 1ncreases, 
so does the price of residential sub-
divi\ion land. The newest trend in 
residential subdivision sales are 
master developers accumulating 
larger parcels of ground and spend-
ing large \ums to accumulate these 
for future master-planned commu-
nities. We expect to see three mas-
ter-planned communities ann-
ounced this year and four addition-
al master-planned communities to 
be announced in 2005. 
Current population estimates 
show a population within the H1gh 
Desert (an area that The Bradco 
Companies measures of approxi-
mately 1.764 square m1Ies) of 
340,000 people. The Southern 
Cal1forma Association of 
Governments (SCAG) now esti-
mates that with the continued 
growth, the High Desert has seen 
that. by 2030, the High Desert 
Region should have close to a mil-
lion residents. 
collltnued on page 22 
MANNERINO 
LAW OFFICES 
"Laws were made to be brolcen" 
Christopher North, May, 1830 
"Had laws not been, we never had been blam 'd; for 
not to know we smn 'dis innocence" 
Sir Willtam Davenant 
1606-1668 
933 3 BASELINE ROAD, SUtTl 110 RANCHO CUCAMONGA CA 9t 730 
(909) 980 1100 • fAX (909) 941 86t0 
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What Business Leaders Can Learn From the 
Communication Skills of Presidential Race 
Candidates 
hY Boh \Vie.HI£'1; 
Rngen lllft•rwtional 
For business executives 
\\atching the presidentiaJ race. it\ 
hard not to imagine hO\\ rewarding 
it \\Ould lx! to recei'e the ktnd of 
crowd response the Democratic and 
Republican candidates get at their 
speeches. Who wouldn't want to 
see one's employees standing and 
cheering ... the investment commu-
nity hanging on every word ... and 
industry analysts prepared to 
believe everything you say just 
because you say it0 As the presi-
dential election season wears on 
and George Bush and John Kerry 
compete for the highest executive 
office in the land. it is interesting to 
explore ho" they would stand up to 
scrutin) if they were competing in 
a busines..., en\ ironment. More 
important is what you can learn 
from them to communicate more 
effectively in your busmess. 
Speeches that work in the 
political arena would likely lay an 
egg in today's high-pressure corpo-
rate environment. An analysis of 
the presidential and vice presiden-
tial candidates shows they some-
times succeed, but more often lack 
in the three critical elements of per-
suasise speech, of which the 
ub"ence of any one can seriously 
dimini~o,h effecti\-eness: 
I Connect w1th the aud1cnce 
2. Take Command ot the situation 
3. Compel the audience to agree 
Connect: A Large Dose of 
Empathy 
Before people are willing to 
listen to a leader's analyses and rec-
ommendations, they need to know 
that the leader has a solid grasp on 
the issues that are most important 
to them. Especially when things are 
not going well. it's the leader who 
can acknowledge the presence of 
the elephant in the room "ho will 
e tablish a htghcr level of credibili-
ty. And "nh that credibility comes 
the opportunity to change some-
one's mind. 
Empathy. and thus connect Jon, 
i~ a functiOn of hm' rncs~ages are 
deli \'ered. The Republican candi-
dates have charted a very obviOus 
course to establish empathy: 
they've demonstrated that they 
understand the fear that engulfs 
Americans over 01e threat of terror 
and the ongoing war. No doubt they 
connect with those for whom this is 
the number one issue. On the other 
hand, the Democratic candidates do 
a better job technically with 
"Connect" as they reflect a wide 
array of domestic and international 
concerns that probably weigh heav-
ily on the m1nds of a wide array of 
voter!-.. 
Employees, investors and ana-
lysts wanr business leaders who are 
e.xcited by thmgs that are exciting 
and act seriously when things are 
serious. At the Republican conven-
tion, for instance, President Bush 
and Vice PreSident Cheney's 
speeches gave negative examples 
for senior e-.;;ecutives. Cheney 
remained low-key throughout his 
acceptance speech. Regardless of 
the message, he stayed in the same. 
barely animated style. Bush cer-
tainly was much more dynamic. Yet 
he undermined hiS effectiVeness 
with an overly precise reading of 
his teleprompter. and several sly 
smiles at the end of some quite seri-
ous thoughts. 
In contrast, Senators Kerry 
and Edwards effectively varied 
their delivery in their convention 
speeches. (This is also m contrast to 
Kerry's predecessor, AI Gore.) 
Both were able to turn their energy 
levels up and down as indicated by 
the message Gestures and body 
language matched their intentions. 
While there were umes they were 
over the top compared to a bu.,iness 
presentation, their ablitty to change 
tone would be quite effective for a 
business speaker. 
Command: State the Vision 
When Connect creates an 
audience that's willing to belie\'e. 
the next requirement of the busi-
ness leader is to provide the vision 
the audience should believe in. 
Employees, mvestors and analysts 
are particularly interested in the 
end state the executive hopes to 
achieve. Often it goes well beyond 
profit and ROI. The end state needs 
to include the cultural and organi-
zational qualities that will accom-
pany, or drive, business perform-
ance. 
Political speeches by their 
very nature arc all about vi'>ion and 
thus all about Command early all 
major speeches at both conventions 
(with the exception of Zell M1ller) 
were all about objectives and 
dreams. An imponant componem 
of taking command of a business 
situation, often lost in business pre-
sentations, is the articular ion of the 
personal aspects of the vision. 
Business audiences want to know 
what the end slate means to the 
leader. How important is that vision 
to the leader? Has she or he truly 
bought into it, or is it JUSt a number 
to chase·> Relatively few busmess 
leaders are comfortable talking 
about their personal visions for 
their firms. They'd rather refer to 
corporate goals. That's a lost 
opportunity. By compariSon, politi-
cal speeches for the most part. pro-
vide pOSitive examples, though 
often at the expense of hard details. 
Compel: Use Persuasive 
Information 
With the goals clearly articu-
lated, the business communny now 
cares only about knowmg how the 
leader intends to accomplish them. 
Broad-stroke proclamations make 
good sound bites. but rarely 
impress employees or Wall Street. 
In this regard, the Democrats were 
marginally stronger than the 
Republicans, but neither side was 
particularly persuasive m the way 
that a business leader must per-
suade. 
Persuasion requires the articu-
lation of four critical and distinct 
messages that are seamlessly con-
nected: 
I. The problem being addressed 
2. The recommended solution 
3. Evidence that the solution can be 
achieved 
4. The benefits that solution will 
provide constituents 
Arguably, it's not the purpose 
of a convention speech to get too 
deep into details. But in business 
presentations. it's the mandate of 
the senior executive to support mi-
tiatives with strong evidence that 
they can happen and that they w11l 
work. regardless of the forum in 
which she or he is speaking. 
Business leaders who dodge the 
evidence issue are almost certain to 
be booed off any stage. 
Luckily the American voter in 
an election does not see the options 
in the same way as the corporale 
world. By taking examples, many 
of what not to do. from the nation-
al political candidates do, you may 
not find confetti and balloons fail-
ing from the rafters, but strong 
endorsements from employees. 
customers. investors and analysts 
are likely to follow. 
Boh Wiesrzet; bu·iesner @ rogenusa 
.com, is managing director of 
Ragen International, a glohal busi-
ness consulrancy and del'eloper 
of the Ragen Presentation Index. 
a measurement for effecti\'e high-
stakes communications Hww.rogen 
presentcllionindex.com. 
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Copier, Fax and Business Equipment Retailers in the Inland Empire 
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"The Victor Valley is Hot!" 
co!llllllledfrom page 19 
\\ith the nt:\\- resident:-.. there 
comes a problem with infm~truc­
ture The the cities arc working 
dihgentl) in conjunctton wtth the 
San Bernardino AssOCiation of 
Go,emments to pass Measure 1, a 
S6 billion dollar bond tssue which 
is tied to the 1/2 cents sales tax and 
will require a 67 percent appro\al 
m No,ember 2004. The 6 billion 
dollar bond bsue would have a 
great impact on San Bernardino 
County and during the next 30 
years is e>Umated to need nearly $9 
billion dollars worth of road 
improvements to keep pace with 
the anticipated growth. 
The current road projects that 
are under construction mclude the 
$14 million dollar overpass on 
Main Street and 1-15, the paving of 
nearly two miles of Summll Valley 
Road to be competed in the upcom-
ing months. The 138 Highway 
expansion, nearly two miles east of 
1-15 will start m September 2005. 
It will have a great Impact on the 
Rancho Las Hores master-planned 
commumty. \\-h1Ch expect... to break 
ground at nearly the same time. It 
wtll also be a benefit to Mark 
Eagleton's "'Summit Valley Ranch" 
project. a I ,760 home project on the 
south side of Highway 138. 
In Victorville, the widening of 
Nisqualli Road between Mariposa 
and Hesperia Roads will begin next 
year. The $5 million dollar project 
will assiSt m the expansion of the 
Foxbrough lndustnal Park, which 
currently IS home to Goodyear 
Distribution, Aspen Distribution 
(Mars), ConAgra's and Nutro 
Products, Inc. which are both under 
construction. 
Apple Valley recently approved 
a $46 million dollar budget, which 
includes $11 million dollars worth 
of street improvements, including 
wtdening and environmental stud-
Ies for Apple Valley Road and 
Letter to the Editor 
commued from page 9 
Public and private post sec-
ondary institutions of higher learn-
ing (adult education schools, 
regional occupation program 
schools, community colleges, pri-
vate schoob, etc.) are attempting to 
respond to the communities' needs. 
but they will soon run out of truly 
qualified instructors. ROP projects 
the need to dou-
ble their teacher 
core over the 
next five years. 
Which is why 
we need to 
develop a cadre 
of professionals 
turned teacher> 
to instruct in all 
areas of com-
men.:c and pro-
fessions. 
Fortunately 
there are at least 
30 members of 
• SJdUed instal.l.ltion and 
servia! 
• Our own UL-lisl<d centnl 
improvemenh at Civic Center Park . 
Major development projects 
include Adelanto\ first shopptng 
center. the SIO mtllion dollar 
Adelanto Towne Center, which is 
expected to employ 125 people and 
is located at the northwe~t corner of 
Highway 395 and Palmdale Road. 
Stater Brothers is the anchor tenant. 
Construction is due to ..,tart within 
the upcommg months Adelanto 
also plans to spend $4 million dol-
lars to expand is wastewater treat-
ment plant and $2 million dollars to 
install two wells to augment their 
water supply. 
In Barstow, "The Highlands." a 
79-home subdivision, the first sub-
division in the city of Barstow in 
nearly 16 years, has broken ground. 
The developer, Barstow Highlands 
I, LLC, is lead by Mr. Robert 
"Bob" Hubbert, a former advertis-
ing executive from Orange County. 
The city is still watting for plans for 
the casino project. The casino proj-
our community who have respond-
ed to the call, and are willing to 
work at generally reduced pay 
scales in order to contribute their 
time, energy and knowledge to help 
us maintain the quality of life that 
we have become accustomed to. 
Won't you join me in trying to 
make their plans become a reality? 
I have alerted the entire student 
scholars group that the fall program 
classes could begin one week later. 
They are prepared to start the 
Designated Subject Teacher 
PreparatiOn program on Friday 
night, October I, 2004. but we need 
your help. I ask that you join me in 
a phone mail campaign to help con-
vince the true decision-makers at 
the San Bernardino Campus that 
our loca l prob lems arc real. I 
OCTOBER 2004 
ect is working Its way through the 
approval process in Sacramento 
and in Washington D.C 
An Inland Empire developer 
has recently announced plans to 
break ground for two 20,160- sq.-
ft., two-story buildtngs adjacent to 
Interstate 15 m the city or Hesperia. 
The Class A butldtngs will be tn an 
office campus setting. Occupancy 
is expected by the end or the year 
and will include nearly 220 park.ing 
places. The 488,818-sq.-ft. former 
"Heitig-Myers" industrial building 
along Interstate 15 was recently 
sold for nearly $16 million dollars 
to a Southern California investment 
firm. 
In Apple Valley, GVD 
Development has recently submit-
ted plans to build a 250,000-sq.-ft. 
retail center on the northeast corner 
of Apple Valley Road and Bear 
Valley Road. The project is across 
from Jess Ranch, a I ,400-acre, 
continued on page 26 
believe that Dr. Alben Karnig. 
president of CSUSB ts a reasonable 
man who is in a position to reverse 
the decision to cancel the Career 
and Technical Teacher Education 
cour!o.ies at our local campus. His 
phone number is (909) 880-5002 
and his address is 5500 University 
Pky., San Bernardino, Ca 92407. 
For those preferring to communi-
cate on-line, Dr. Karnig's e-mail 
address is akarmg@csusb.edu. 
Honestly though we need you 
to act quickly. busmes ... es. media 
tirms and politicians too. Hopefully 
you agree there needs to be more 
optwns in education, rather than 
less. 
Lawrence J. Guuetta, Jr. M.Ed. 
Teacher/Coach 
We're a~ natkx\al 
MCUrily rompony with. 
""""local coaunl-.1 to 
...-you througlt- ol: 
•Ccot-.e oecunty 
JIOtiona 
Call us Iodoy 10< o FREE 
proleooionalopproisal ol 
your security ........ 
For Insight on Inland Empire Business ... 
IochnolosY 
• AfuDnnpollf*m 
~ 
(800) 238-4636 
ADT-INFO 
Subscribe Now. (909) 989-4733 
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RESOURCE 
"Ti?ne Out" 
With Bill Anthon~ 
and Joe Lyons 
" 
They review gourmet foods, travel 
and world famous restaurateurs ... 
. .. plus guest interviews with award 
winning chefs, renowned wine 
connoisseurs and leaders in the 
hospitality industry each Saturday 
on "Time Out" at 10:30 am. 
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DIRECTORY 
~strategic interventions 
a Ctillilllti•lg group 
Assisting Organizations to Manage Growth and 
Transformation Strategically with: 
Organizational and Employee Attitude Surveys 
Management Coaching and Development Programs 
Selection Retention Succession Planning _ 
Leadership Development Tools 
Financial and Business Information Evaluations 
For More Information Contact: info@Predictsuccess.com 
(800) 530-3231 - (760) 416-3447 (866) 404-5044 
Peif""*"ct TctAIItllotJ Groap Ex.clltlw• 
BUSINESS TO BUSINESS 
coURIER SERVICE 
TWO WEEKS ONE WEEK ? SAME DAY 
Your Intra-County business mail wiH be pd<ed ~ by couner 
lWICE a day ard harK:l delivered oo our rext route. 
• Same Day Delivery 
·Couriers 
• Tailored Delivery Systems 
• Parcel Delivery 
• Speaal Messenger 
• Bag Exchanges 
• OvemiQht Letter Servtee 
For Service in the Inland Empire call: 
1 • 800 • GO • 4 • ICBM 
Serving all of Southern California 
continued on page 2 
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Grant to UC Riverside Graduate School of Education 
University of Ca!tfornia. 
Ris erside official> today 
announced the award of an $!1.5 
million grant from the L .S. 
Department of Education to des cl-
op and u ... c a comprehcrhi\ e pro-
gram that v..ill identify pro..,pectt\C 
science teachers earl). educate 
them in science 3m.l teaching ... tratc-
gic..,, and mentor them through their 
early years of teachmg. 
The fiye-year grant j.., the sec-
ond largest monetary award on 
record at UC RiseN de and the 
largest for the Graduate School of 
Education. according to the Oftice 
of Research at UCR. The proJeCt, 
kn0\'-11 a\ Copemtcu .... creates a 
consortium for the preparation of 
highly qualified science teachers 
focusing on enriching teacher qual-
it) across a continuum of profes-
sional des elopment. 
The prOJeCt costs total 51 S.~ 
million and include $11.569.806 
from the L .S Department of 
Education's Office of 
Poq,.ccondary Edm.:auon under Lhe 
Teacher Quahtj Enhancement 
Grant-.. for State-.. and Partnership.., 
program. The federal funds 
account for 63 percent ol the proJ-
ect "Hh another $6.702.187. or 37 
percent as a nht ..,haring/matchmg 
contnhution l'Oming from partner 
rc ... oun.:c ... pn)\ ided hy the consor-
tium of LJCR and its collaborator\. 
The prOJeCt goals seck to sub-
stantially mcrease the number. 
quality and dl\ef\ity of the state's 
sc1ence teachers. and to become a 
nalionally recogni1ed model pro-
gram for science education. The 
grant proposal \\·as researched and 
wntten hy Linda Scott-Hendrick. 
director of the L'CR RIMS-BTSA 
Beginmng Teacher Support and 
As ... c:-.smcnt program; and Athena 
Waite. director of ICacher educa-
tion; along \\·ith Suff Resci.lrch 
Assocoate Jocelyn Edey. and educa-
tion lecturer Lynn Lar:-.en. 
Science is one of the ... ubjects of 
greatest need 1n the state and 
natwnally, according to educatiOn 
researchers. A 2003 analys" of the 
federal Schools and Staffing 
Suf\ey found that nearly a quarter 
of secondary school students take at 
least one class with a teacher who 
did not even minor in the subject 
taught. In hogh-pmerty schools. 
that number chmhs to nearly a thtrd 
of all students. 
"The Copernocus Prnject con-
tmuc ... UCR 's tradition of crci.ltmg 
1nno\ ilti\e tcachmg education pro-
gmms that respond to the critical 
needs of schools in the Inland 
Empire:· s.1iU Stc\ en Bos..,crt, tlei.ln 
of the Graduate School or 
Educauon. 
"The Copernicus Project is cen-
tered in early identification of 
future science teachers. systematic 
recnutment from a di\erse pool of 
candidates, hogh quality and 
focused teacher preparation bcgm-
mng at the community college 
le\el. and sustained mentored sup-
ultraflexabizable 
port of new and veteran teachers 
through ongomg professional 
development." 
Thriving or 
Surviving? 
It's All A Matter 
of Degrees 
Getting a professional degree is still the 
best way to advance in your current job, 
earn more money, and provide the lrte 
that you and your family deserve. 
With the rising costs of tuition and 
crowded classrooms at other schools, 
the value of a University of Redlands 
School of Business education has never 
been greater. In addition, we offer 
degree programs that you can actually 
complete within 18 to 24 months, even 
with a busy schedule like yours. 
Convenient Solutions for Busy Adults 
• One__,..ng-a-weekaa-
• A~:o~~enled~ 
• RoanclaiAklhilllable 
Five Degree Programs to Meet Your Goals 
• llachelorotSdencelnB\1W'M!$1&Mallilgllflltll\ 
• a.:netcwCIIScilncelnlnlomallonSI'SIIWM 
• Mil5t.ots.inesiAdnllmtrallon 
• MasterotArtslnMa~ 
• MasterotScilncelnlnklrnationTecrnoiogy 
Get started on your future now .. call toll-tree! 
1-888-999-9844 
viSit www.redlands.edu/schoolofbuslness 
FOOTHILL INDEPENDENT BANK 
The unu>Ual and lughly dC>orablc abUo~ to lu1c llcxoble businL"' ban long rebllonshop:>. It's jUS! anOtbcr •-ay of S3)Uig Foothill h:t. the bc>t employee;, scn1ce and prodoc~ on town 
Oomo • Claremono • Coron.1 • Co1ioa • Glendale • Glendora • IJwmdale • Monro•la • Onoario • R.tocho Oocamooga • Temecula • lpland • Equal Opponunoty EmpiO)I!l' • foothillbank.com • Callt-800-SOO·B~~K 
SURE-HIRE SOLUTIONS AT YOUR FINGERTIPS 
(800) 564-5644 • www.appleone.com !!!!II Alii! 
• Temporary Staffing • Full-Time Placement • Temporary-To·Hire r.PPI.C!"' 
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Improving Delegation 
When "Just Do It" Just Won't Do 
shared responsibility among all 
VPs. A mistake by JUSt one of the J ( ~p~ could derail the entire iniua-
tove. Protect yourself against 
cmrmwed from page 1-1 
performance. then acknowledge 
your contrihution to that poor per-
formance and stop complaining 
about H. 
9. Saving Their Bacon: 
Much like parents who do their 
child's homework thinkong they're 
helpmg. swoopmg m to rescue an 
exec from his/her own 'lloppy per-
formance stunh or pn.!\ ents their 
growth, generate~ resentment from 
their peers. and erodes the respect 
of their subordinates. Get this: 
unless you want to continue man-
aging adolescent behavior. when 
you delegate responsobohty. dele-
gate the earned consequence~. 
10. Delegating to Weakness: 
Yes, I know that 1n the previ-
ous sectoon I suggested delegatmg 
in a way that stretches and devel-
ops, but that's not the same as dele-
gating tasks that arc outside the 
scope of one\ competence. 
Clas~ic example~ of this include 
puttm~ the stereotypical CFO in 
charge of markcttng; putting the 
stercolypJcal expert engmeer at the 
podium presenting research find-
ing' to an audience or laypersons; 
mo\ ing your ~tar outside salt:~ pro-
fessional 1nto an inside manage-
ment functoon or staflong a hoghl) 
regulated funcuon \\Jth an entre-
preneurial spirit 
ll. Assigning Responsibility in 
Excess of Authority: 
I go round and round with 
CEO~ about this one. So perYas1ve 
ts thrs enor in delegatiOn. and so 
negative IS 1ts 1mpact on morale. 
that we'lllook at three examples. 
I) Let's say you've delegated 
responsibility to one of your execs 
for a specilic legislative outcome. 
Unless th1s exec own\ Congress. 
it's mappropriate to impo~e 
accountability for what becomes 
law. What IS appropriale is to hold 
your exec accountable for the flaw-
less execution of what you agree to 
be a comprehensove strategy which 
maximizes the likelihood of tl1e 
desired lcgoslative outcome. 
Mergers. acquisotions, and bank demorali1 ing the group by phrasong 
ruptcy exemplify this point perfect- the goal as follows· In collabora-
ly. Avoid thos mostake by rephras- uon with VPs X, Y & z. work 
ing the goal a~ follows: "Ensure toward ensuring the hoard agrees to 
tero ero~10n of cuncnt cu~tomer a dues increase of at lea\t "A" by 
base for reasons other than M&A or {year). 
bankruptcy." 12. The BIG ONE: 
3) What if you're determined Let\ admll ot. We're alltryong 
to get board appn.n a! for an to 1mpre'>s someone m our work 
increa~c in dues. Th1s becomes a context. As executives. the mo~t 
In busoness, knowledge os power. And access to 
powerful mformattoo can often be what tt takes 
to make your bus mess grow. 
So power up your bu.5iness wtth onltne energy 
management and cost control ch01ces from 
SCE that put mfonnatoon at your fingertops. 
SCE 's Bill Manager* and Cost Manager* let 
you track and review energy consumption and 
monthly bills, and explore real-tunc usc sccnanos 
that can aod you 111 lowcnng costs. 
Energy Manager Basic** allows you to document 
your changing usage patterns - and the resulting 
savings - tn a variety of user-friendly graphs, 
charts and reports. 
And at www.sce.com you can receive and pay 
electric bills directly on !me. 
SCE can also help expand your understandmg of 
how to manage your busonesss energy needs and 
costs through seminars. workshops. exhibits and 
displays at our Energy Centers. 
For more mfomoauon, please call (800) 990-7788. 
J m r.un~ fuc h) '00 K\\ 
www.sce.com 
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obvious opportunity to do so is to 
achieve more wilh less; to con~is­
tently execute an overwhelming 
volume of work. on time and w1th 
apparent ease. In our zeal to suc-
ceed at th1s. we take on more and 
more. delegate less and less, put-
tmg various facet.-. of our personal 
and profc~~wnal li\es at risk. 
Wanna reduce that ri~k v.-hile 
~1multaneously making your star 
shme even more bnghtly'' Then 
COIIIlfiUCd Oil pagt' 28 
2) Now let's assume you've 
delegated responsobility to one of 
your execs for ensuring zero ero-
sion of exisling customers. 
Customers can indeed be lost 
through no fault of your exec. FOR OVER 100 YEARS ... LIFE. POWERED BY EDISON. 
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MARKETING AND SALES 
Big Sales Results The Power of Connection 
continw.·d from page 5 
) our goal All you t:'\ cr nl'c.:d to knO\\ from moment to moment anJ tlat to 
da) j.., \\hat )OU need tn he ahle to take the ne\t \lCp forv.anJ. A' \OO;l a ... 
you ~H.h ance fon\anJ. \OUr comfon zone'' ill 110\\ ha,·e cxpanLicJ and you 
arc closer to reaching your goal. 
Once you hJ\l' Identified what your next 1..tep i .... then you can find the 
re ... oun.:e thJt \\ill giH· you the an ... \vcr or information or training you need 
to help you advJncc) our hu,inev,_ Thi"' j..., calkd the pO\\CT of connection. 
You hJH' .1)\\a~..., lx:en u ... mg the power of ronncl:'tion; you ju't didn't 
knn\\ i1. In the p<.~,t, C\ Cl) time you needed to kno\\ hnv. to dn somctJ1ing 
h .... mme fof\\.!Td, )OU fnunJ the help )OU needed. It mtght haH~ been 
through a traming program. from leaming on tht• joh. from a hook. from a 
... cmin.tr or from taiJ...ing to 'omcone else The connection could hon c been 
from ... omcthing or ... omeonc. You alwa) s rcceivctl an answer to help you 
mtwe fornarJ. E\Cl} pa"t experience you had ~md C\Cf) connection you 
made v .. ith someone in the past ha ... contribu!Cd lO where you are now. 
NO\\ you might he thinking that it took you a long time to mo\e for-
\\ ant or that ... ome of the connections you made "iet you hackwouds in..,tead 
of forwan.h. II doesn't matter. Good or bad. where you are today is your 
current comfort tone. The time it took you to get to where you arc today 
i' irrele\ant to ho\\ long it v.-ill take you to reach your projected ... ale:-. num-
hcr 
Perhaps in the past you never con!-.CJOU\1) thought that the an-.wer ... to 
get you to\\ here ~ou need to go are so ea ... ily in your gra ... p. You'll fmJ 
"The Victor Valley is Hot!" 
contmued jrompag<' 22 
master·planned communrty that 
\\as recently purchased h) Del 
Webb. ( Pullc Homes). During its 
opening quarter and during five 
weeks of sale. "Solera" by Del 
Webb. sold nearly 325 units or 65 
units per week average. A proposed 
retail proJect would include Stater 
Brothers, Lo\\e's. fast-food and sit-
down restaurant-. and \Valgreen"'i. 
Con-.truction is expected to start 
towards the Iauer part of this year 
Discussions in Apple Valley 
have al\o centered on a :!25.000· 
sq.-ft. anchor tenant for the new 
center at Hrghway 18 and Rancho 
Rios. Formal announcement\ on 
the 90-acre de,clopmcnt should be 
forthcoming by the end of the year 
Town of Apple Valley continues to 
work on the "Silverado Theatre" 
project on Bear Valley Road near 
Jess Ranch. The histone Apple 
Valley Inn has been purchased. 
the ..;olution in the ... amc way you did in the past or through other mcnuc .... 
It might be through a competitor. through a consultant. through a friend. 
through a bu..,irH:s ... <l'sociatc. through a customer. through the Internet. 
through a hook or through a mentor. The Jist of resources available to you 
1s unlimited. 
You only need to !..now what the immediate next ... wp 1s you need to 
take to get )-OU clo ... c-r to your goal. The how 1~ out tht::rc Somewhere in 
the world there i ...... omeonc '' ho ha.., alrcaU) hl<.v:cd the trail you arc cur-
rent!) on. They have taJ...en the ri-.k of bcmg uncomfortable and h~arncli 
from theirexpcncncc and the) '"ill ht! \\illing to ~hare the lc.....,on..,learneli 
\\ith )OU so you wo can mme for\\anJ \\ithout maJ...ing the mi'>takes they 
made. You have unlimitcU help to get you w your next ... tcp. You ha\c 
acces:-, to billion' of people on the planet at the touch of your fmgcrt1p" 
through phone, fax and C·mail. Your learning curve ~an tx- qUJcJ...cr anU 
easier than ever before. You can usc the pt)\ver of connection '!A/7 
Nmv you can think big. play b1g. and mo ... t important achieve big 
sales rc~ult. As long as you have access to the power of connection. you 
can always move forward quickly and easily' 
Debbie Bt.:nnont is pre.\tdl'nt of Source Communication\. Dehhit i.\ a 
leading cxperr on helping hu.\messes reduce their markering cosrs ami 
accelerating rfu>ir wh'.\. For more it~f'ormarion wwH: owrageou.\lmsi-
nes.\,~?rcJH'th 
They are "''ned b) Sarah and Leor 
LaKritL It rs a 28-acrc property. 
and approximately 20 hurldings arc 
in the midst of being restored. 
In Victorv\le. three ne'A auto-
motive dealcf' .. hip!-. are under con-
~Lruction at the former site of the 
Ro~ Rogers/Date Evans Museum 
off Interstate 15 at Roy Rogers 
Drive. Greiner Pontiac and 
Victorville Motor\ arc nearing 
completron The \>lacerich 
Company on Jul) 23. 2004 pur· 
chased "the Mall ol Vrctor Valley" 
a 500,707-sq.-ft. regronal mall. 
which includes Gottschalk's, JC 
Penney. Sears and Mervyn's as 
anchor tenants. The new owner' arc 
working out the final dctarls \\.ith 
Cinemark Theatres rcgardrng the 
expansion of their current 28.000-
sq -ft. theatre to approximate!) 
65,000 sq. ft. The property was pur-
chased by Santa Barbara-based. 
Somera Jm·e,tment Parlncrs. 1.1 .C. 
for an undisclo!-.cd amount. 
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BRICE,OS il\ '<0\ MA'IS\ CS, 
1<0!(7()USIII011WAY Ill SP( 
77.11'DIO,CA. '12201-6547 
HOU LIA\ l"i' FXPRK';.'>, 
601\\ DO~ LOS. ST. 
BLYTlH· CA.l12225-27m 
P\l..\1 SPRI'SGS ST\1<11,( •. 
6>!300 MODAL() RD, 
CAntEDRAtlTfY.CA.'I223+<>214 
\ & \ 1M \RKET, 
l5072)JDSf. 
CXJACIIELIA. CA. '1"..2'11>1fll7 
S R S ~ 1(]J'()R;I'OK1'S, 
12865 VERBENA DR, 
DESERT t tar SP!ID.GS. CA. 9'>..2~ 
BU\tPERS 2 BU\tPERSC \ R OITAIL. 
66950 tROS.\\OOD DRA!Yf 1247, 
DESERfHOf SPRNGS. CA. 92240-1514 
TECH.IS/JCAL REALISI' lfELP, 
3578 E VIVIAN ClR. 
PALM SPRINGS, CA. '12262-5437 
LOADS OF Fl!N, 
158 E1AHQUI17 CAN'rON WAY, 
PALM SPRINGS, CA. 92262-6431 
PARADISE NAILS, 
I!IOSSUNRISI WAY, 
PALM SI'Rll'GS.CA. 922(>2~>737 
REGAL CLEANERS, 
140 S SUNRlSt· WAY, 
PAL\1 SPRINGS, C>\. 92262-6 737 
J ERLSALEM DEAD SEA SALTS, 
2929 CftOUA PL, 
P·\LM SPRINGS. CA. '122()!.4924 
SPRINGLSA, 
2«1! S LJls'DEN WAY Al'f I, 
PALM SPRINGS. t:A, '12264-5613 
DESERT IMAGES, 
I 377 S RIVERSIDE DR, 
PALM SPRtNGS, CA. 92264-1! t 57 
JMPIU:5St0'1 CELARNERS, 
42380 BOB HOPE DR, 
RANCHO MIRAGE, CA. 9227(~ 
EZ2W11SIBLZ., 
3606 UNIVERSffY wr, 
RIVERSIDE. CA. 92.501-3346 
Gt..<\.•;.<;\\ORIJ>, 
'13M \<lAQ;OUAAVc '\. 
R!VERSIDF. CA. 9250:1-3702 
BOX DIGITAL DESIG"i, 
3m AVENIDA BARilADOS. 
RtYroRSIDl.. CA. 9250>456'1 
ULllMATE CARI'El' C'l.£,\NERS, 
3507 ADAMS ST, 
RfVERSIDE, CA. 92504-3301 
KNITNSTTI'O~ 
6730 BROC'KlDN AVE, 
RIVERSIDE, CA. 92_';()6.3022CA 
F.NTP, 
J086JANE Sf, 
RIVERSIDE, CA. 92506430'J 
MILBOURNE F.NTP, 
944 I UGH VIEW DR, 
RIVERSIDE. CA. 925()(Kit52 
EMRO DOOR CO, 
1393 OODSONWAY # B, 
RIVERSIDE, CA. '12!m-N13 
NEW 
BODY SPEClALllF.S, 
11<1'>9 SERVICl' CI 
R".TRStDE. CA 92501·234 t 
C \ L:\1A, 
5ll51 C·\.'sYO>,CR!SfDR. 
Rl\'1 R.~IDC. CA. 92.10Uil35 
BAS"-ET CASE, 
601<2 MOREY \\AY. 
Rl\'l'RSIDL. CA. 9"_5fH-4210 
CLM DIRECI; 
IX'ii<R Rt-JNDLER DR. 
tAKI I·L~INORE,CA,9'> •.S:lt~6 
HERBS FOR, 'Ol\ 
37657 BO~ffA VISTA RD. 
A 'VA. CA. 9'>-539-9167 
WI'S'ffi HlU.SSPORfSBAR&CAFE, 
55050 US HIGHWAY 371, 
I'NLA. CA. 92539-9005 
CillFORl, L\ SECI!Rffi 
PRODUCTS, 
120 E FLORIDA AVE, 
HI:.MET. CA. 9254].4 t 06 
DtSASfER RESilJRATIO'I, 
649 N LAKE Sf, 
I !EMIT, CA. 925443309 
CLAUDEITES NarARY SVC, 
42S42 VICTDRIAN DR, 
HEMET. CA. 925443363 
GJ MOVERS & EQUIP RENTAl. 
266t9JU'NEWAY, 
HEMI.o'T. CA 92544 7488 
RED \IT\ GOU)E\ CA. 'ii'I'E 
lllAL\ThG. 
42360 MtNTO WAY, 
HEMET. CA. 925449038 
\'MD ROVAL ESCRO\\ DIV, 
14420 ELSWORTil ST STE I 12, 
MORENO VAU..EY, CA. 9'>..55:l-!Xl28 
LAKESttORE VlLI.J\GE Q£ANERS, 
23519SUNNYMfAORANOI PKWY 5Th II~ 
MORENO VAllE{, CA. 92557·2870 
DIAMO'ID VALLEY M(]J'()RS, 
41555CHERRYSTSTE I, 
MURR!ElA. CA. 92562·9193 
CROW"i PAQ FlC. 
J82(,g CALLE ClPRFS. 
MLRRIETA CA. 92562·9348 
Pl'RCES 4l , 
25554 BUCKLEY DR. 
MLRRIETA. CA. 9256:1-5425 
RL'BE\ CA.\1POS \1£..\TCO\Sl Lll'\ 
893 MAPES RD, 
PERRLS.CA. 9257lkit51 
DIAMO~O MEDICAL CO\SULTANTS, 
17490 VANDERHILL CIR. 
PERRIS. CA. 92570.7964 
WE SfOP4CLOSELl'\OW C0\1, 
t~ICABLEIJ'I, 
PERRJS,CA.92570-llt57 
B&RF.NTP, 
21037 MOl.iNTAL'I AVE, 
PERRIS. CA. 925~9330 
ALTECAlJI'O\tATION SYSTEMS, 
3981URQUO!bE DR. 
PERRIS. CA. 92571-4730 
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\ & \V Bl..\DE RE.YfAL, 
~fi>75MCCl.lRI.Cf 
PIJ~RIS, CA. 925714034 
7-\J II RAil f\TP. 
2XJ<I5tURn CXA<;(), 
11 \11C1l A. CA. '12592·3079 
\ II'<H \RD \ 1ETAL F\ll, 
42324 ('!\SA VI·RDI. 
ft MH1:!A,C·\. 92592·953'1 
BI~FEZE S\'C' CO, 
?:l05211ARIJOR SIAL CO. 
WlllJOMAR,CA. '125<)5.7'155 
tiS/LAI'sO \\LLF\ \1f.DIC\LCTR, 
'11>41<5 ISLAND VALLI Y DR. 
\v1UXJMAR. CA. 9259S.%l!l 
KENS SPORn"SG GOODS, 
2610 llAMM.RAVE, 
>;ORC'O, CA. 928fl).l924 
KAlln B S L'ITER!OR SOLt!llO\ S, 
3465 BD..GlAN DR. 
I'ORC'O, CA. 928fll.rm 
BR00\1S & BRUSHES II'ITL, 
32(X) KIPS KORNER RD. 
NORC'O. CA. 928fll.25 t 9 
EKrsOWLEDGE, 
40JRAMO~AVI- STE203, 
C'OROMCA.'I2879-1442 
CA.'VIPBEU.S POOL, 
t2:J5('0XWAY, 
('ORONA. CA. '12879-2559 
MORTGAGE RELIEF, 
R61 BRAMBLE EN. 
CORO"A. CA. 92Sl<().6778 
CliEW'I'ffio PRO\IOH O S 
520 t MLRRAY ( ·\~YtJ'< DRAP'l 
t 15. P·\L\1 SPR!"iGS.C'\. '122M-4W3 
LOGGt\ SIIOPS \1G\HCO, 
500 S 1'·\LM CA,\UN DR S'll tot. 
P.>\l_\1 SPRI~GS. C ,\. 92204-74~ 
l LlllA \ LTO RECO'I. 
555 \<lAIS ST STI (' 
RtVERSIDI CA. 92.~11-1031 
SIL\ERTOO. 
tl<J'IGAU.FRIAATlYI LR. 
RIVERSIDI. ('A. '12.~1:1-4 t 3'1 
RIVERSIDE M'N IV> S\-CS, 
2900!\DAMS ST. 
RIVERSIDio CA. 92.~)4.4335 
EZMO~ E'I PRODLCTS, 
2341 DITRHORN DR. 
RIVERSIDE. CA. 9"..50(>.3418 
NET2 'lET, 
3961 CHICAGO A VI- UNIT A. 
RIVERSIDE, CA. 92501-5338 
tNtVERSALADJUSTERS, 
1737 PRODUCTlO"< ClR, 
RIVERSIDE. CA. 92509-1715 
R & E SCREEN PRINlThG. 
43tOCAMINOMO'iTURA. 
RtVERSIDE, CA 'f25W.2537 
CROW!' TALENf, 
5X50 EL P~L0\11"0 DR. 
RIVERSIDE. CA. 'f25W.7001 
nFRADtO, 
32750 BRE(l rTEL ST. 
LAKE ELSINORF, CA. 9253().()4 17 
EQUIP\IE.\'1' L'ITEGRATEO SYSTE.\ L L\TEGRATEO PROTECTIO\ GROLl', 
t t47MERLII' EN. 703 WGRAilAMAVESIT20t, 
C'OROMCA. 92881-3980 LAKE ELSINORE, CA. 9253().3514 
INTEGRATED COMPtmi'G SOL, 
t !U6 DELANCY LN. 
CORONA. CA. 9288 t-4411 
T\\'0 O~E SlllJITERS, 
2045CALtFORNlAAVESTE 110, 
C'OROMCA.92881·7231 
'ZEC REALlY, 
2%5 \1A MAIAlli\N, 
('()R.OM CA. 92l<IQ-6190 
'ORn I ST\R EDL SVCS, 
Sll!<I>OGLI'N 11~\F"i DR. 
1'-;DIO.C·\. '1"..201·2X76 
J II RfS IDE''<Tl\L DE\ l'\C, 
732StMSST 
R<\Nl\t~G. CA. '1222()4127 
LPS STORE ffi\CliELLA \:A.LLE\, 
31R55 DAllc PALM DRSTE3. 
CATIIEDRAL CITY, CA. 922J4.3100 
SAl lARA DRYWAU.., 
7TT15 CALLE TEMEOJLA. 
lA QUINTA. CA. 9225:1-3767 
DESERT PLANES DE'D\lUNG, 
7Wl5 HORSESHOE RD. 
LA QUINTA. CA. 9225J.4309 
BLLE SKY PROMDnO'iS, 
422 S CAU£ EI'ClLIA Al'f 905, 
PAL\.1 SPRINGS. CA. '12262·7813 
fiAPPV PLATES, 
32840 ORll'GA HWY' B, 
LAKE ELSINORF, CA. 925J(k)559 
LE SPORTS, 
31401 RIVERSIDE DR, 
LAKE 0-SINORE. CA. 9253(). 7809 
LSC PERFOR\IMCE, 
l>i9751S1C110LS RD•C. 
tAKE Fl...Sl'sORE. CA. '12532·2235 
DRAPERIES BY A.~ '\IE, 
230£' Fl.ORIDAA\1. 
IILS1FT, G\. '1"..54J.42<>i 
\ ( \CIA WLSELFSTOR\GE, 
J02SL\tl\A\1' 
HEMET. CA. 9254:1-5752 
ECilO J'SDLSTRIF.S, 
201 SC'OWMBlASTA!Yf 974. 
HEMET. CA. 9'>..5444R87 
PC me, 
24855 lAY AVE, 
MORENO VAllEY, CA. 9255 t~t 
SHOWllME RL\100ELERS, 
14166 FLAMINGO !lAY LN. 
MORENO VALLEY. CA. 9255:1-2911 
l.A\\ OFF1CEOF\1.~T &ASSOC, 
23962 AlESSANDRO BLVD STE P. 
MORENO VAW 'Y, CA. 9255J.l®l6 
J M L SPRINKLERS, 
12199 HINSO)J Sf, 
MORENO VAllE{, CA. 92555-5400 
.\0\A-'SCEDTO"l:R S\.('S, 
25066 GRAI)l;AR CO, 
\10RF'SO ~AU.FY. CA. 92557-6510 
DY.._\.\IIC DEW\LS\-CS, 
2451\4PAODR. 
\10RE~OVAI.lFY. CA. 9"-557·7327 
XTRE's E 'i-\TELLill-. 
25TI5 PIZIARO (T, 
MORI "0 VALI.FY CA. 9'>-557· 7744 
DENALI El\TP, 
40337 VIA R!ATA. 
\1t.:RRIIT'\. CA. '12502-31<72 
JOELPROSOC\ 0 UGiffi\ G&A\, 
25500 CORllc PRO\IESA. 
Mv'RRIITA. C ,\. 9256:1-55 I 3 
F R C, 
39300 \1A MONTl.RO, 
MURR!ElA. CA. 9256:1-5572 
ALLMIERIC<\. 'I BU'\DS, 
27890 RFAD ST, 
PERRIS. CA. 925701W<0 
MYGREEN TIJU;\'lll, 
273 t 5 D!X HILL RD. 
SUN crrv. CA. 92585-9532 
ENDOSCOPtCTECH, 
29474 LO~HORN DR, 
CAN'IV~ LAKF,CA. 925>fl-7670 
BUYERS & SELLERS REALlY, 
275t5JEFFERSO'<AYr, 
TEMECULA, CA. 9259().2/iMJ 
24ELDERS, 
43218 BUSI's'ESS PARK DR STE 107. 
TEMECULA. CA 9'>-5'!().3001 
NORillGATE L'-n... 
mt5 CARANGIO RD. 
TEMECUlA CA. 9259l>4202 
GREGOR & SO~S SCAPES, 
40Jt0 llOLDEN CtR. 
TEMECULA, CA. 92591.1612 
OOFFO WINES, 
335 t 5 RANCHO CALIFORNlA RD. 
TEMECULA, CA. 92591-4929 
I'.QLITABLE OOCDIE.\T \SSISfA X£, 
31430 HEITZ tA 
TE.\lECLl.A. cA. '1"-5'11 4974 
\ \LJ.£1 PR[.';L'RE \\ \SIIL'\G, 
45395 P<\.~H:J Dl RA';(l). 
TE.\tEaiLA. CA. '1"..592· 1616 
a ST0\1 OESIG'S C'O\ TR\Cll.,C. 
33290 FOX RD. 
TEMECULA CA. 925'124 347 
SI'IPLY GOlRD GEOLS, 
4(iXXJ CLASSIC WAY, 
lOMECULA. CA. 925'12.0038 
HL~1l.'OGTO'i LF.Alt'ThG CIR CORD, 
39900 NIREPID RU 
~'VtECIJlA. CA. 925'124l537 
FOR WO'fEN 0'\L\, 
22ll66 BR!GHION Cf. 
\\1LDOMAR. CA. 925954! t9X 
EVENTS TO REMEMBER, 
33558 GREAT FAU::; RD. 
W1LDO\IAR. CA. '125'15-lU(X) 
~QRY MEDICAL BlLI.J:';G 
33575 VlEW CREST DR, 
Wll.OOMAR, CA. 9259>8339 
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Hesperia Holding Inc. 
Signs Media Agreement 
with Edaddaywarbucks 
continued from page 8 
tion of S2 million in adn~rtising 
exposure through cdaddywarbuck.s 
\\ill allow m, to grow our compan) 
and help A reach \' full potential." 
sail.! Hesperia Trw.s ..,pokcsman 
Fred Smllh. 
b.l<.idd; '' arhud ...... i-. a strate-
gic marketing comp<-tn) that facili-
tates leverage anti barter arrange-
ments ,~,-·lth national media to build 
br<1nd a\varcnes.., and con ... umcr 
acceptance of publicly trade com-
OCTOBE R 2004 
panics. 
··1 am excited to be invol\cd 
with such a progn~..,..,ivt.• company 
sen·ing southern California\ and 
southern :'\Je,·ada\ booming con-
struction mdustry:· \aid orman 
Ahv ... president and rounder 
Rancho Company Announces Capital Program 
collfinued from page 8 
rotary "'itch pro<luct line. Capital 
equipment improvements to our 
XCEL Circuits D1vision are 
deSigned to allow us to build 
inhouse cenam 'pecializcd printed 
circuits to support the rotary ~\\'itch 
product line and to permit XCD to 
increase as capacity to .,upport the 
in-house manufacturing of printed 
circuits for our new acquisition 
Larus Corporatton. In England we 
are upgradmg facilities and adding 
high speed \Urface mount assembly 
equipment to ...,upport new longer 
run industrial power supply con-
tracts that have been awarded and 
others that are anticipated in the 
future. We are broademng our cus-
tomer base to mclude longer run 
h1gh end industrial business to 
complement our predommately 
military customer ba ... e. Facilities 
improvements are planned to 
accommodate our recently com-
bined CXR Telcom CorporatiOn 
and Larus CorporatiOn. 
Expenditures include office and 
production facilities expansion. We 
expect the facilities and capital 
equipment program to be complet-
ed in !'Jix months or Jess.'' 
Randolph D. Foote. EMRISE 
CORPORATION"S CFO stated: 
"This facilities and capital equip-
ment program is clear CV1dence of 
EMRISE"S financial strength and 
commitment to support growth in 
our various operating units. The 
financing sources for this program 
includes lessor provided lease hold 
improvements, equipment leasing 
financing by Wells Fargo Bank and 
other leasing sources and cash from 
operations." 
SUBSCRIBE 
NOW! 
You Are 
What You Know! 
Get the news you nee d 
Improving Delegation 
When "Just Do It" Just Won 't Do It 
communi fmm 'lt.l!t 25 
take a look at F1gure T\\0. This Delegation Grid 1m·ite.., you to \t:nltllli/e 
all your acti\ itic .... Ji..,ting them tn one of the four quadrants 
ff )OU complete thi.., grid with brutal honest) (which may require input 
from other ... ). the two right quadrants will contain fairly long lists. Your 
challenge j.., to shed everything on the right side of this grid. Work on get-
ting better at what you've listed in the lower left quadrant. but focus on find-
ing broader application' for and way' to better feature the work listed 10 the 
top left quadrant. Instead of continuing acti,ities listed on the right half of 
the grid. 'eek additional work that requires the 'ame strengths and compe-
tencie' that underlie the \\ork you·ve listed in the upper left quadrant 
Francie Dalton i.\founder and presidenr of Dalton Alliann•s, Inc. btoim·.ts 
con.wlwncy in A-fa ryland. speciali:ing in !he belwrioral, mtmagemenl and 
commumcalion .\ciences. ~nn1-· .dalumalliances.com or -110-715-0484. 
B () 0 K 0 F L I S T S 
Get a jump on your competition by securing your 
space in Inland Empire's premier reference tool 
TODAY. 
Sponsorship Packages .. . $6,000 
Full Page .. . $3,700 - HalfPage ... $2 ,750 
For details, contact your account manager 
at (909) 989-4733 
Inland I· mpin· Businns .Journal 
KCAAlOSOAM 
NBC NEWS RADIO 
Inland Empire 
Balanced Talk Radio! 
Don lmus 
Start your morning with /MUS in the Morn ing 
G. Gordon Liddy "The G-Man " 
Rev. Barry Lynn 
"A Tireless Campaigner" 
Chuck Harder 
"For the People" 
La<.:ey Kendall - Ray Peyton 
Local News Up-Dates 
Weekdays 8 AM - Noon . 5 PM 
KCAA 1050 AM Talk Radio 
OCTOBER 2004 
Ad Club 
Offering 
$1,500 
SECOND 
The Inland Empire Ad Club " 
offering a $1,500 Academic 
Achievement Award to students 
enrolled in advenising-relatcd diS 
ciplines at community colleges 
and universities throughout the 
Inland Empire. 
Applications must be received 
no later than Oct. 31st to qualify. 
The recipients of the award will be 
notified and then acknowledged at 
the Inland Emp1re Ad Club 
Holiday Pany on Dec. 9th. 
The IEAC IS committed to 
helping educators and students 
excel in the advertising industry. 
Progran1s are offered throughout 
the year to enhance understanding 
of the industry ,_, well as provide 
networkmg opportunities. 
The Academic Achievement 
Award program i' one of the many 
ways that the Inland Emp~re Ad 
Club expresses continued commit-
ment to helping students reach 
their educational and professional 
goals. 
For more il![ormation and qualify-
ing criJena, please vi.\·it their 
Website : w~nv 1eadclub. com, or 
contact IEAC Education Chair, K-
Lynn Sanders:k/_wm@enexes.com 
University of La Verne Ends Aggreement 
With A then Campus 
The Umversity of La Verne 
has announced that, cffect1ve 
immediately, 1t is ending iL~ rela-
tionship with the Greek not-for-
profit organization Somateo 
"Collegia La Verne· and has eon-
eluded all educational endeavors in 
Athens, Greece. 
ln recent months, administra-
tors at t..he university's main campus 
in Southern California had become 
increasingly concerned with the 
contmuing financial viability of 
Somateo. A fmanc~al rev1ew by the 
mdependent accounting firm 
Deloitte confirmed that 'erious fis-
cal problems exist. It has smce been 
concluded Somateo " unable to 
meet its obligations to Its enrolled 
students as required by the Western 
Association of Schools and 
Colleges (WASQ) the accrediting 
association for both ULV and the 
Athens campus, 
"We arc disappointed that it 
has come to this point. We have 
always valued our relationships in 
Athens and have been proud of our 
ability to extend quality education-
al opportunities there." said 
University of La Verne President 
Steve Morgan. "The univcr ... ity's 
first obligation now, as always, IS to 
the welfare of our students. That " 
the primary reason behind this deci-
sion. and we have made extensive 
arrangements to ensure our students 
in Athens will be able to continue 
their education.·· 
A team of ULV administrators 
and staff is in Athens and will work 
to as,ist each student. The ultimate 
aim of the on-site team is to enable 
every student to obtain either a La 
Verne degree, if applicable, or an 
accredited American university 
degree. All La Verne Athens stu-
dents have been ads iscd they may 
tran~fer to the in~titutton of their 
chotec. 
Arrangements have already 
been made that will enable La 
Verne Athens students to immedi-
ately move to another accredited 
American institution in Athen .... The 
UnivcNty of Indianapolis-a pri-
vate. co-educational university 
founded in 1902-has an extenSive 
history of international education. 
In June 2004, it assumed owner-
ship of a campus in Athens that had 
housed many of that university", 
degree program' for 15 years. The 
UI Athens campus ha' agreed to 
accept all La Verne Athens students 
who wish to enroll and will permit 
students to transfer immediately 
comirwed 011 page 34 
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Interconnect/Telecommunications Firms Serving the Inland Empire 
Rmtl..f'd h\ \ 11ml11·r of / mplmt't'\ mtht lnlum/1 mtnn 
Compan)" '\arne 
.'\ddrtS1> 
Cit). State. Zip 
\ erioon 
I. Jb~3 ln!J.nd Emptre Bhd Ste 600 
Omano. C A 91764 
Luct:nt Technologib 
2. 11:!0Chu:agoA\e_, ~te. 100 
Ri\er-.tde. CA 92.507 
Bu.<Jne->.'i Ttlecommunication.s SJ~te~ Inc. 
3. :'1411 \\.Bateman Ctn:le 
Corona. C:\ Q2~RO 
Triton Communications. Inc. 
4. 663 Bn:a Can~ on Rd., #4 
WalnuL CA 917!<9 
Qu.intron Tek-pone S}slems, Inc. 
5. 500 H.urington Sl.c Ste. C-2 
Corona, CA 91720 
Phone Syskms Plus 
6. I.H-*1 Damehon St., #lA 
Po'"-3)'. CA 92064 
Inter-Td Tec:hnoloRies. 
1. 1667 Bruavia 
Ornnge, CA 92867 
EmpiO)et'\: 
Inland Fmpirt 
Compan)~ide 
2.600 
25.<X)() 
70 
35 
NIA 
14 
2_1 
10 
240 
' 
24 
2 
990 
\ ear Offices: 
l'j.lablished in Inland fmpi~ 
Inland Empirt Compan)~ide 
JQ5:?. 
J Headquancrs 
IQ81 
19RI 
1981 
1982 
1986 
1982 0 
32 
\lajor Rrnnd.!> Top Local F,ecuthe 
Carried Title 
l)hone/Fa~ 
E-Mail Add~ 
Nor1hcm Td.·om. Mike Sherburn 
Ft.ljilsu BU\IOC~' (\mun ~~~\~s~~i1;4:{:~bOp~ 
Lucent Taylor Gershman 
ProdUt:l~ & SalesManaBcr 
Service.~ (909) .120-7241/:120-7250 
gcrshman<!!'luccnt.com 
Inter-Tel, Mnrk Hertel 
Sprinl. Vice Prc .. idcnt 
Shore: Tel Voice Owr IP Tdcph110C Sy~tcm (909~91·1004/493-:1005 
mark(ll btsl9!!1.com 
NEC \ito \I. Tasselli 
Pana.-.onic Pn:sidcnt 
Cisco, "lortcl (909) 594-5895/598-::!812 
vito@tritoncomm.com 
Prin~ NEC Dealer. Jerry Fox 
BMC/Ca/1 Procr\sing/Voi~.:e Mail District Manager 
S)'~l, Simon by Quintron (909) 716-67901736-6793 
NEC. Ron Kohl 
M1t:rosoft. President 
Novell (888) 552·2600/(858) 67Q-J9JO 
Inter-Tel Steve Muse 
AVT, Aclivc Vmct!, General Man()gcr 
To~hiba, Mite! (714) 283-1600/283-2600 
:\!A = /'•'ot AppliC"ahle WND \\-'ou/d /'l(Jf Disclose na =not aw.tilahJ 77J- · .r. · - · 
runt. U 7rilf' tl't'f'\' tffort is made to tmu~r rht aauron: and thomtl ~~~~-~ l mJonnllfl(Jn ,_n t!ze abtwe h.w "as obtained from the companies fiJted To the bert of ~ur knowled:r:e the informntion .~upplietlts acolrare as of press 
Bu.nnc.H Joumnl. PO. Btu 1979, Rallcho CtiCtunm; a, C 4 917i9-/9~1t~e ":u, ~lmssu:ns and t\po~raphiCal errors .wmettmes occur. P/ea\e send l'Om'fliOIL~ or tuldmons on company fetterlJead to: flu· ln/wul Empirr ~ · nwrthed b\ Smulra 01\era. Cop\nglu IEBJ. nu.f lwup&llt•d Sef'lt'rllber 2004 b' those that reJpollded to quewimwin.· 
•g:mg:wgwm,IJ@iitihii!l,liMMI111Jiipjgpjp1piiitJii\iiitftb1@•1\MIQ!i,ll\iil\imftdH§.I.! 
THE HISTORIC 
GALLEANO WINERY 
CUCAMONGA VAu.EYSINCE 1927 
Weddings • Anni\' c rsaries 
• Birthdays • Speetal Events 
• GraduatiOns • Holiday Gifts 
GALLEANO WINERY 
4231 Wineville Road, . ~fira Lorna, CA 91752l 
Phon< (951) 685-5J76 (951) 360-9180 l 
custom 
design 
a label 
JUSt for you 
, . www.galleanowinery.com 
Tour th<: H1~wnc \\ mcry \\cc:kc:nJ~ between 2:00pm to 4:00pm ()r by .1ppomment 
L1~tcJ 111 the ;\,ltumal Register off-f,~tonc Pl.lCC:\ 
~. Wine Selection 
& Best Rated 
CALO!'.A 
2000 Ehrcnfcl..,er Select $29.90 
Okanagan Vallt.'y. Late Harvc..,l, 
Private Re~cr.e, VQA 
1999 Chardonnay h.:c"'ine S79.90 
Okanagan Valley, Canada. 
Private Re,mc. VOA 
HOGLE 
1999 Scmillon )9.00 
Columbia Valley. Washmgton 
1999 Cabcrnct Sauvignon $1 R.OO 
Columbia Vallt•y, Washington 
Vineyard Selection 
2000 Pinot Gris $10.00 
Columbia Valley. Wa\hinglon 
1997 Cabcrnct Sauvignon $10.00 
Columbia Valley. Washington. Rc\Crvc 
1999 Cabcmci/Mcrlot $10.00 
Columbia Valley, Wa..,hington 
1997 Merlot S.10.00 
Columbia Valley. Wa..,hington. 
Reserve 
by Bill Anlhony 
LA CRE~1A 
1999 Chardonnay S.10.00 
Ru,~ian River Valley. California 
2000 Pinnl Noir '>::!:::!:.00 
Sonoma Coa ... t. California 
1999 Pmot '\Joir $15 00 
Ruv .. wn River Valley. California 
1999 Pinot Noir ~22.00 
Andcr<.on Valley. California 
1999 Pi not Noir S22.00 
Camero .... California 
1998 Zinfandel $::!:2.00 
Sonoma County. California 
ALLORA VINEYARDS 
1999 Bordc<:~ux Blend $60.00 
Napa Valley. California, Tre<.;ca 
1999 Tu'>Can Blend $45.00 
Napa Valley. California. Cicio 
ALTERRA 
1998 Sycah $1800 
Ru%ian River Valley. California 
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HEALTH 
Ethics, Candor Seen as 
Key Elements to 
Rebuilding Public Trust 
Restoring public trust is the greatest, most critically Important 1ssue 
confronting healthcare today. 
·'While issues such as access, cost and quality are all important, all of 
these are ultimately insignificant if consumers do not believe that the indus-
try operates with the public's best interests in mind," satd Ross Goldberg, 
president of Kevm/Ross Public Rclattons. "The medicine we provide is still 
the wonderment of the world, but the system has gone astray; and we have 
little time 10 lose in rightmg the ship." 
Goldberg. a 28-ycar veteran of hcalthcare marketing and a frequent 
spokesman and author on indw~try issues. made his remarks before the 
annual gathenng of the Soctety for Healthcarc Strategy and Market 
Development in Palm Dcsen. Other speakers at the meeting included Uwe 
Reinhardt, Ph.D .. professor of health economtcs at Princeton University; 
Molly Joel Coye, M.D.; founder and CEO of Health Tech. 
In his presenlation, Goldberg outlined the four essential elements ol 
trust - integrity, honesty, promise keeping and loyalty - and then explored 
why the healthcare industry has seen such a dramatic decline in how it is 
viewed by the public "The individuals we consider most trustwonhy all 
practice these qualities without ninching," said Goldberg, "but the problem 
IS that not enough organiutions practice them day to day." 
According to Goldberg. accounts on medical errors. the rising number 
of uninsured, and the '"national aroma of scandal and corporate gr;ed" haYc 
all contributed to the distrust of the healthcare industry. "We are a countr} 
that loves individualism and prites entrepreneurship. so the complexities of 
the big busines.., of medicine have contributed greatly to the truo.,t ero~ion." 
Fortunately. Goldberg sat d. there are I 0 thmgs the industl) - and each 
of its individu;JI participants - can do to restore the public\ trust. The"'e 
mdude: always put the wants and needs of the patient Er..,t. demystify 
healthcare. build a 'ystem that suppon' physician/patient relatimhhips, 
speak more ahout ethic~. candidly discuss the relationship between co..,t ;Jnd 
quality. admit that medicine is an imperfect science, refrain from doing stu 
ptd things. develop an organitational code of ethics to help guide bchav10r. 
produce and celebrate heroes. and return to a time when public purpose 
came before private gain. 
''Trust and integrity are prcciou.., resources that are easily squandered 
and hard to regain." said Goldberg. "ll's not too late, but we need to begin 
to focus on this now." 
t!lml 1 want to subscribe to the Inland Emptre Business Journal 
~$24 annual subscription Two Year $48 -Includes 2004 
My check is enclosed Book of Usts (A $30Value) 
Charge to my credit card Master Card Visa Exp Date 
Company 
Name 
Address 
City/State 
Phone# 
·-
Credit Card No 
Signature 
Zip 
Make check~ payable 10 Inland Fmpire Bu'Jiness Journal 
PO Box 1979. Rancho Cucamonga, CA QJ729 
rax_!9,£92., 9R9·1 ~:,For more info.,;a,!! (90()) 98Q-47B 
Building Doctor Sees His 
Role as Preserving Value 
continued from page I 7 
tional and SBA). developers, attorneys, real estate professiOnals and prop-
erty management compamcs. 
Gabriel Environmental Servtce' IS a fully qualified, licensed, and 
insured environmental consulting firm. and prides itself on enhancing 
community wealth. Hani explams hts role 111 keeping propentes from los-
mg value; "The ISsues we have to ftght through relate to potential contam· 
Illation of commercial or indu~trial o.,ites. which is a barrier to development. 
and whtch can also affect the propentes' value. BaSically. we're trying to 
preserve value." 
Hani 's firm has been invoiYed in hatardous waste remedial projet.:ts, 
en\·1ronmental impact o.,tudies, indoor air qualit) surveys. env1ronmental 
~o,ite asseo.,o.,mcnts. asbeMoo.,, mold and lead based paint consulting and abate-
ment. underground storage tank services, wetlands studies. environmental 
training, and spill prevention plans. A.., Gabriel ~o,ees it. "Asbe\tos contam-
ination in commercial buildings and mold outbreaks in homes are among 
the most frequent issues we encounter." 
Married to wife, April, since 1997, Hani (sometimes called "Henry" 
by clients) is the proud father of two young daughters. At 39, he runs a 
company which has 12 direct employees and enjoys gro'S revenues ol 
$1.5 million per year. Gabriel Envtronmental is currently undergoing an 
aggressive marketing program and hopes to grow and expand it' opera-
tions to revenues of $4 million per year by 2007 
SLGG Presents 
Are you a CEO, CFO, or Top 
Sales/Marketing Manager? 
Invest 4 hours 
to start your year off right. 
This Seminar is FREE, 
but the results are PRICELESS ... 
Sales and Profits are the 
name of the game. 
Learn how to build an effective 
Markelmg and Sales Plan ... 
measure and improve sales performance ... 
how to maximize your cash flow 
for growth 111 2005 .. and much morel 
Thursday, October 28, 2004 
at The Hilton Hotel 
700 North Haven Avenue, 
Ontario 
Hosted by teadtng CPA and Management Q.>nsulttng f1rm 
StnQE · Lewak Greenbaum & Goldsletn. LLP 
Registration 
& Continental Breakfast 
at 7:30 with Program 
from 8 AM to Noon. 
SLGG Chatrman Harvey Goldstein IS 101ned by Dr. Revenue/aka John 
Haskell, nationally-known Marketing and Sales specialist. for this dynamic, 
fast-paced, highly-interactive 4-hour program 
Parking provided. 
To register online go to 
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No Time or$ to Train Your Team? Make the Most of 
' Teachable Moments' 
by JoAnna Brandi 
A.., a cuqomcr care trainer \\.·ho 
works v.·ith companies of all shapes 
and sites. I'm well aware of the 
'extreme cautiousness· with which 
mo-.t organiJations arc approaching 
any purchases - e ... pecially \\hen it 
comes to training their employees 
to be and do their best. As I see it. 
there are three mam challenges. 
I) They ha,·e a small traming 
budget - or perhaps no bud-
get for training at all. 
:!) They'\"e do\vnsited. mak-
mg it difficult for anyone to 
be away from their desks to 
attend trammg sessions for 
any length of time. 
3) Even if they've bounced 
back from tough times. 
they don't completely trust 
that the market will bounce 
back As one of my 
prospecttve clients put it. ··1 
have to check with my bo;s 
when I want to purchase a 
pencil ... 
Meanwhile, employees suffer 
from the stre.;; of the worry and of 
the extra workloads they carry. 
That stress affects their relation-
ships with each other and. of 
course, the experience they provide 
to their customers. And we all 
know how negative experiences 
can erode the bottom line. The 
great news is, there are simple, no-
cost techniques managers can 
implement to maintain ongoing 
training even as employees are 
behind their desks. They're known 
as 'Teachable Momems. · 
Successfully used by educators 
for years, Teachable Moments are 
spontaneous opportunities to use an 
experience at hand to demonstrate 
a skill or principle - to train your 
staff in some small yet powerful 
way. They're one of the best, most 
effective ways I can think of to sup-
port your staff in developing top-
notch ·soft skills" so they can create 
the kinds of cu..,torner experiences 
that yield pmjits. 
Here arc six quick tlp.s to illus-
trate how you can cffcctin::ly use 
Teachable Moments 
l) When you bear team members 
talk about their experiences as 
customers ... 
.. a'k them how they felt during 
and after they purchased the prod-
uct or service. \Vas the experience 
positive or negative? Was the serv-
ice pro,ider allentive. fnendly and 
responsive or cold and removed? If 
the sen·ice was poor, what choices 
might the provider have made to 
make it better'' Did the company 
live up to the expectations it creat-
ed' What word best describes the 
overall customer experience? Will 
they return as a cuMomer? Will 
they refer friends to the business? 
When they understand the 
emotional impact that their service 
providers have upon them. they'll 
beuer understand the impact that 
they have upon your customers -
how everything they say and do can 
make or break a mluable customer 
relationship. 
2) When you see team members 
'walking the company talk' ...... 
acknowledge and appreciate them 
for delivering the value your com-
pany promises to deliver, being as 
specific as possible. For example, 
when you overhear an employee 
patiently talk a customer through 
your company's delivery process, 
that's the perfect lime to say, ''I'm 
really happy about the way you JUSt 
showed your customer how knowl-
edgeable, thorough and depend-
able our company is. Keep up the 
great work!" 
If you notice that a team mem-
ber is returning customer calls 
quickly, praise him for demonstrat-
ing how responsive your organiza-
tion is. You might add, 
"Responsiveness is something that 
1me Out" 
With Bill Anthony & Joe Lyons 
They review gourmet foods, 
travel and world 
we promise the customer. and that\ 
what you're delivering. Super job'" 
3) When your radar picks up 
grumbling about customer com-
plaints .. 
gently as\ist your team 111 
rcframing their pcrspccl!vc of cus-
tomer complaints as 'gift..,' to your 
company, they're 'free consultmg· 
that let your company know where 
there are gaps m your service and 
problems wllh your products. 
Questions will help you to posiuve-
ly shift your team's focus (and 
decrease their defensiveness). 
Ask your team: 
• How is that information a gift to 
us? 
• What opponunlly does that infor-
mation open up to us to improve 
our customer care? 
• What gap in our service did our 
'free consultant' JUSt identify? 
• How can we use this information 
to add value to our customer expe-
riences'? 
• Wasn't it thoughtful of that cus-
tomer to take the time to share that 
important informatton') 
• Wasn't it brave of that customer to 
approach us with that difficult Situ-
ation? 
4) When you become aware that 
employees are making tough 
choices that will benefit your 
company in the long run .. 
.... praise them for thinking ahead, 
for thinking about the effects and 
outcomes of their words and 
actions and how they're Impacting 
others. Say. "I like the way you 
think." It's a simple statement, but 
it's packed with appreciation, moti-
vation and affirmation that will fuel 
your team to keep up their great 
work. "!like the way you're tlunk-
illg about that. " 
5) When you notice team mem-
bers are visibly stressed ... 
.... remind them, kindly, to 
"Breathe." Taking a few deep 
breaths is one of the most simple 
and effective ways to handle one-
self in a stressful moment. Better 
yet. g1ve them a few minutes to 
walk away from thctr desks, 
stretch. or get a glass of water. 
They're likely to return wrth a fresh 
perspective. which makes them bet-
ter able to provide excellent CU\· 
tomer care. 
It's also important that man-
ager~ themselves handle the1r stress 
well. Remember. \\<'hen you're a 
leader in any situation. what you 
DO is always louder than what you 
SAY. 
6) When your staff needs a shot 
of empowerment or an attitude 
adjustment ... 
. 'deputize' everyone to be on the 
lookout for co-workers who are 
doing things RIGHT - who are 
delivering ralue, who are creating 
the kinds of feel-good CLHtomer 
experiences thai keep customers 
coming back. Have them submit 
their findings to you m wnting at 
the end of each day. and then post 
the ·great news' in a weekly 'Brag 
Board' e-mail message or on a 
poster board conspicuously dis-
played in a high-traffic area of the 
office. 
While Teachable Moments 
alone can't replace the benellts of 
more formal in-person and online 
training efforts. they are a conven-
ient and powerful way to create and 
maimajn a positive environment of 
continuous learning and Improve-
ment. The more you make the most 
of them, the more focused everyone 
will be on addmg value and taking 
care of customers. And don't be 
surprised if improved soft skills 
yield hard, bankable results as cus-
tomers become happy and loyal, 
and talented staff sticks around 
because they love where they work. 
JoAnna Brandi is publisher of the 
Customer Care Coach®. Reach her 
at lt'Ww.customerretention.com. 
KCAA 1050 AM 
... plus guest interviews with award winning 
chefs, renowned wine connoisseurs and leaders 
in the hospitality industry each Saturday on 
"Tune Out' at 2 p.m. 
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MANAGER'S BOOKSHELF 
"The Secrets of Great Sales 
Management," by Robert A 
Simpkins; AMACOM, 
New York, New York; 2004; 
212 Pages; $24.95 
There's one fact about new 
business development that often 
deceives otherwise savvy buSI-
nesspeople. The best salesperson 
m your organization ts usually 
not the best candidate for sales 
manager. That old truism is even 
more accurate today than it was 
40 years ago. 
The pace of busmess and 
even the nature of how we do 
business have changed the sales 
manager from a skillful seller 
who can train and motivate his 
or her team. The sales manager 
of today and tomorrow must 
take a far less hands-on 
approach. That's not because 
they want to. but because they 
must. Author Robert Simpkins 
recognizes this fact stating: 
" ... Today's sales managers 
spend less time improving 
the selling skills of their 
salespeople or becoming 
personally involved in the 
sales process than they did in 
the past. Today. the effective 
sales manager is the one who 
thinks and acts like a mem-
ber of the organization's 
management team. He or she 
provides critical snuational 
realities to strategists and 
decision-makers while stru-
cturing the organization's 
requirements into a format 
that will be adaptable by 
those at the point of cus-
tomer interface. To meet 
the challenge, the effective 
sales manager must compe-
tently assume many roles 
and, at times, even think up 
new ones.... Past personal 
sales success is of less 
importance to the orgam-
zation than the ability to 
analyze, conceptualize. and 
strategize. The sales 
manager of today must 
understand the changing 
marketplace. the compel-
lion. the general buSiness 
environment, supplterv. 
unique characteristics of all 
team members. cross organ-
izational support mecha-
nisms and, most important, 
the miss ton and vision of the 
organization as set out by the 
leadership team. In other 
words, to be a successful 
sales manager, you must be 
the smartest kid on the 
block." 
Simpkins then goes on to 
organize the book so that it takes 
the reader down the path toward 
becoming the smartest sales 
manager on the block. Accord-
ing to the author, one of the first 
actions to take is the construc-
tion of a situational analysts to 
determine the business realities 
for your company. He suggests 
an analytical tool, which he calls 
"S.W.O.T." That's an acronym 
for "Strengths, Weaknesses, 
Opportunities, and Threats." 
Simpkins believes that most of 
your analysis should be focused 
on overcoming weaknesses and 
threats. This will directly tmpact 
your sales plan so that it focuses 
on growth. 
One of the most interesting 
features of the book is the 
author's use of different ways of 
thinking about the topics he 
presents. For example, under the 
topics "Sales Force Compen-
sation" he lists several tradition-
al factors (company needs. 
salesperson's needs. skill level 
of the salesperson). Those are 
fairly straightforward. but then 
he adds this one: 
"The Salesperson's Ability 
to Influence the Sale. Is the 
sales professional going to 
be required to service exist-
ing and well-established cus-
tomers or will he be required 
Best-selling 
Business Books 
Here arc the current top 10 hc ... t· .c\hn~· ht)(lk" lor hu,mc~-.. The li-.tts compiled 
hthcd on information rcccin:tl from retail htxlk.,tun.- ... thwu~houtthc U.S.A. 
I. The Automatic Millionaire: A Po\\"erful One-Step Plan to Lhe and 
Finish Rich, hy David Bach (Broadway Bvoh .. $19.95) <3)* 
Financial advi<.or orr c...., a "Y'tcm that make.., other ... wc<.~hhy. 
2. The Wisdom of Crowds: \'thy the l\1an) Are Smarter Than the Few 
and How Collecth e WiWom Shapes Busine-;'i, Economics, Societies 
and Nations, by Jamc' Surnwicck1 CDouhlcday. $24.251 (I) 
Why a broad 'cgmcnt ol humanity uut-thinb a narrower ... lice. 
:\. The fil-e Patterns of Extraordinal") Careers: The Guide to Succes.o, 
and Satisfaction. hy James M (!Inn (Crown Publi..,hing .$22.95) C?.) 
What you can learn hy ... lUdytng hm" leader- got that way 
4. The Way to The Top: The Best Busines~ Ad' ice I EYer ReceiHd, 
hy Donald Trump !Crov.n Publi ... hing .. $18.95) (5) Trump a!>.k... CEO ... 
ahout the hest business advice they received. 
5. Good to Great, by Jim Collin'> (llarpcrCollin'> .$27.50) (6) 
Climbing the step:-. from bc•ng guod to hcmg great. 
6. First 90 Days: Critical Succes!-. Strategie...;; for New Leaders, 
by Michael Watk1m (Harvard Bu:-.mcss School. .$24.95) (3) 
Why the first three month'i on the JOb arc cs!.l!ntial 
7. Rich Dad's Cashnow Quadrant: Rich Dad's Guide to Financial 
Freedom, by Robert T. Kiyosaki (Warner Books .. $17.95) 
Another in the serie:-. targeting fathers who want to be rich 
Just Enough: Tools for Creating Success in Your Work and Life, 
By Laura Na~h (John Wile} & Son~ .. $24.95) (7) 
How to mamta1n an even ~tram no matter what you're doing. 
•9. How to Work for an Idiot: Survhe and Thrive ... without killing 
your boss, by John Hoover (career Pre-. .... $14.99) (8) 
•1 0. Smart Women Finish Rich: 9 Steps to Achieving Financial Security 
and Funding Your Dreams, by David Bach (Broadway Books .$14.95) 
ln the real world dream~ and financial secunly cost money. 
•(2)- Indicates a book\ previou.-. po.,1lion on the list 
• -Indicate:-. a book'.., fir-t appearance on the il<,t 
to have highly-refined sell-
ing skills to open new cus-
tomer doors and close new 
sales? Will the salesperson 
concentrate more on farming 
activities to grow the re-
venue with existing accounts 
or will he be more of a hunt-
er, searching out new 
prospects?" 
Most companies use an 
approach where salespeople are 
expected to be both fanners and 
hunters. Simpkins seems to ask 
if that's the most effective 
approach. 
There are more detailed 
books for new sales managers, 
but Simpkins manages to com-
bine a primer with some mnova-
ltve thinking. The result ts a ban-
quet of idea~ for the price of a 
busmess lunch. 
- Henry Holt;:man 
Subscribe Now! 
Call Today 
ous1ness E~umal 
(909) 989-4733 
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University of La Verne 
Ends Aggreement With 
Athen Campus 
The Oaks of Ojai Spa 
Stands the Test of Time 
continued from page 29 
withoul mcurring additional CO!'.ts 
for tullion already paid (1f fully 
paid). Ul Athens had delayed the 
start of its semester umil Monday, 
Sept. 27, in order to accommodate 
La Verne Athens students, 
The ULV on-site team is 
working with an Ul Athens enroll-
ment team to help w1th this transi-
tion process. These combined 
groups will provide information 
and a:-,sistance with a wide range of 
issu"' including financial aid. 
potential tuition refunds. registra-
tion. academic counseling and 
degree options. 
Officials with Somateo have 
informed ULV that they will con-
tinue to offer classes. While stu-
dents ha\'e the right to continue 
the1r education wtth Somateo. rhey 
have been advised that any addi-
tional course work will not be 
accredited by WASC and will not 
count toward obtaming an accredit-
ed ULV degree. 
The University of La Verne is 
Carnegie Doctorai!Research 
intensive institution in Southern 
California enrolling students in the 
College of Ans and Sciences, the 
College of Business and Public 
Management, the College of 
Education and OrganJLational 
Leadership, the College of Law in 
Ontario and the School of 
Continuing EducatiOn. Founded 1n 
1891, ULV JS recognized a.s an 
early p1oneer in lifelong learning 
programs and in its support of 
diversity initiatives. 
contitwed from pagt• !fl 
weekends--check out their Web 
site. During the ballet class, a 
young husband joined hJS wife 
complete with all the twirls and 
spins. We later congratulated him 
for his bravery and asked how she 
managed to get him to join her at 
The Oaks. He stated that it was his 
idea (she was under some work-
related stress) and set up a week-
end at The Oaks as a pleasant sur-
prise. What a fortunate wife he 
hasiJI It does make a perfect pres-
ent for someone who needs a 
healthy but relaxed get-a-way. (A 
hint for all those husbands who 
never know what to buy their wife 
for the holidays.) 
When we left--we looked at 
each other and asked, "When can 
we return?" Hopefully. ASAP. 
The Oaks of Ojai is ne.1tled in 
northenz Ventura Count\", a 9(). 
mmute dril'e from Lo.\· Angeles. 
Located ut 122 East O;llt (O;ai's 
main street), Ojai is llll artist com. 
nmnity with many boutiques and 
shops close b}'--a perfect desrina-
tion. For more information and 
reservations, call 800-753-0AKS 
(6257) or visit their Web site at 
wwu.:oaksspa.com 
Subscribe Now! 
Call Today 
bus1nessEjc)umEal 
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A Hunger for Perfection 
continued ji"om pagt' 17 
everything he doe\. with a special 
nair for continental CUi\lnC" 
Sandy. 51, elahorate' . "I par-
ticularly enjoy ethnic 1\lod. because 
my background is in cultural 
anthropology." But well before 
graduating from Cal-State 
Fullerton in 1977, Forney had 
catering in her blood. Beginning 
as an eight-year-old she worked in 
the mountain town of Idyllwild at 
her parents' restaurant complex, 
which included a bowling alley, 
miniature golf, swimming pool, 
petting farm. coffee ;hop, and a 
Victorian-style dining room and 
bar. "It was quite the operation 
and I worked doing everything- as 
short-order cook, feeding the ani-
mals, handing out towels at the 
pool, you name it." 
Fast-forward to the present day, 
and one can readily understand the 
lmpres;ions Gourmet Catering slo-
gan: "If you can thmk it, we can 
create it." 
Forney estimate' that about 60 
percent of the catering she does is 
corporate. "We have a huge ~.:licnt 
base. We're located in South 
Ontario right next to the airport and 
have all thl\ distrihution area 
around us, wh1ch 1s a he a\) target 
market for me ~londa; through 
Friday. we're doing corporate 
lunche\ si\ or seven a tlay." 
Weekends arc filled w1th private 
panic\ and \\·eddmg\, antl 
lmpres\ions operate\ out of tv.·o 
banquet facilities - Rancho 
Cucamonga's historic Pierre Bwnc 
Winery and the Carnegie Library 111 
downtown Upland, built by 
Andrew Carnegie in 1913. The 
firm also caters events in Los 
Angeles and Orange Counlles. 
With the November election 
coming up, Forney is kept busy 
catering numerous political fund-
raisers. Then, of course wi II come 
the holidays - Impressions does 
fully 25 percent of 1ts bus111ess dur-
ing the month of December. For 
major events, she reaches to her 
reserves, which include a dozen 
caterers, 20 part-timers, and for 
that huge event in which atten-
dance can run in the thousands she 
utilizes culinary staffing compa-
nies. 
Her goal for the future'' First. 
to maintain her impeccable reputa-
tion. Second. to continue to grow 
at a rate her com pan) can manage . 
Noting annual \ale\ of S I 3 mil· 
lion. Sandy Forney says. "\\e do a 
lot or ath ising. and that \ our 
C\perusc 'Ne take the customer's 
idea and we make it work .and 
then we're successful and e\er) 
one\ happy" 
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Barstow Broker Could Use 
48-hour Day 
co111uwed from page 17 
Cahfornia. and undoubtedly in the 
Inland Empire. So we don't see 
any slowdown at all. near-term." 
Purchased by Brady in 2000, his 
other firm, Coldwell Banker 
Golden West Real Estate is a resi-
dential and property management 
finn servicing the Barstow area, 
and is one of the nation's oldest 
Coldwell Banker franchises. In 
addition to publishing hiS H1gh 
Desert quarterly, Brady also writes 
for "Land Investment News," read 
by landowners from the Antelope 
and Victor Valley areas. 
How does such a busy guy man-
age the challenges of time manage-
mcnt and multi-task.ing'? "One. 
I've got a great wife. She'' my 
parter and my best friend. And I 
have an exceptional staff; I've sur-
rounded myself with people who 
arc very sman, who've allowed me 
to do what I do. All of my success 
is due to a great, dedicated staff but 
mo\l importantly, a wife who's 
very understanding and realize!:> 
that I like to work an 80 to 90 hour 
week." 
Brady and his wife, Deborah, 
reside 111 Spring Valley Lake. He 
enjoys traveling, wine tasting, a 
challenging round of golf, and-of 
cour\e--cutting his next deal. 
"That's supposed to happen 
whenever you mistype your 
password three times." 
2003 Ted Gc>ff www.newslettercartoons.com 
Branding Firms From the Inside Out 
continued {rom page 17 
different from branding a pnxllKI 
because it mvoh·c\ a plan for 
employee' induding retailing 
and \\hether the hrand 111('\\agc and 
brand quality arc earned out m the 
facilities. and not just in the adver-
tising and mark.eLing," she si.lys. 
The idea is to create consisten-
cy across all customer touch point\, 
in order to increase revenue and 
Improve profitability. Her Website, 
turkpinto.com. 4liOtcs .wthor 
Daniel Boorstin: "An 1magc is 
not simp!) a trademark. a design, a 
slogan or an c<hily remembered 
p1cture. It i" a studiously crafted 
peN>nality pmflic of an individual. 
institution. corporation, prodm.:t or 
serVICe. 
How to get there·> Says Turk, 
''Our starting point is a 'brnnd 
microscope,' our brand-auditing 
product. .and then the client ciO<:s 
through a \\ ork\hop. The creative 
proces... tlov,;s from that. Ou1 
higge't ~.:hallcnge is that nun) man· 
agers and executives \ee branding 
as hcing graphics and logo~. And it 
isn't. It really goes much deeper to 
the whole of your company. The 
logo, graphics and advertismg are 
all a piece of it. But the core of it is 
the personality and the set of deliv-
GABRIEL ENVIRONMENTAL 
l:-lt'\ )•,l] L·-cate brard j)~Tf~t On in 
c;Jstome-\, employees an~..o stake 
holtkr .... " 
furk. sc:lf-dc:--cqhcd dS m her 
SUs. savs her greatest sat sfacuon 1s 
..... ccing it all come together .. ami 
evcryhod) can look at it. ,md it'' 
domg what it's supposed to do and 
dcvclopmg business re\ults .. that's 
what's sati\fying.'' 
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WOMEN & BUSINESS EXPO 
PRESENTED BY 
TOYOTA DEALERS 
OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
Call Now for 
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the Ontario 
Convention 
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REAL ESTATE 
Faris Lee Investments Negotiates $62 Million Sale 
of Crossroads Marketplace in Chino Hills 
Faris Lee lnveMments, a forward-thinking retail investment advisory 
and brokerage firm thm represents major institutional and private investors. 
announced that it has successfully negotiated the $62 million sale of 
Crossroads Marketplace, a 264,000-square-foot retail power center located 
adjacent to the Chino Valley (71) Freeway at 13000 Peyton Drive in Chino 
Hills. Newport Beach-based Steadfast Companies, a real estate develop-
ment, ownership and management company, sold the property to San 
Francisco-based Krausz Cos. in a I 031 exchange. Richard Walter and 
Donald MacLellan of Faris Lee Investments represented the seller 111 the 
transaction. John Pentz of Pentz and Partners and David Lee of Faris Lee 
Investments advised the buyer. 
"The challenges in selling Crossroads Marketplace included identify-
ing a I 031 buyer able to put down an equity investment of more than $23 
million in capital, as well as assume an existing conduit loan in the amount 
of $39 million," said Richard Walter, president of Faris Lee Investments. 
"This is a substantial commitment to this property which has not yet com-
pleted the leasing on an additional pad under construction, but Kraus7 Cos. 
rccognJLed the upside potential of the property as well "' the strength of 1ts 
current tenants, location and market.'' 
Built in 2000-2001, Crossroads Marketplace is situated on 34 acres of 
land and consists of 264,000 square feet of leaseable area. The power cen-
ter boasts a 100 percent occupancy rate of all completed buildings. 
Nationally recognized anchor tenants 1nclude Bed Bath & Beyond, Sport 
Chalet, Best Buy, PetsMart, Stein Mart and Sav-on Drugs. 
Crossroads Marketplace is considered one of the premiere retail prop-
erties in Chino Hills in large part due to its strategic location 1-4 mile west 
of the Chino Valley (71) Freeway, 3/4 mile south of the Pomona (60) 
Freeway and 20 minutes from the Ontario International Airport. In addition 
to significant freeway visibility and mcredible consumer flow, the market 
area is strong with a total population of more than 78.000 in the city of 
Chino Hills and an average household income of $90,864 in a one-mile 
radius. Over the last 10 years, Chino Hills has seen a 60 percent population 
growth. 
Terror Threat Weighed at Conference 
continued from page I 
areas. Hyde said airport police pre-
pare for small-scale individual ter-
rorist events. "One of the greatest 
threats we face is a terronst commg 
to the airport with a bomb strapped 
on. These are the things we prepare 
for." he said. 
Peter Stamison, regional 
administrator for the General 
Services Administration. the 
agency charged with overseeing 
federal buildings and facilities, out-
hoed emergency plans 111 place to 
keep tenant federal agencies oper-
ating in the evem of terrorist 
attacks. He also discussed specific 
areas of concern. "We see the INS 
(lmmigration and Naturalization 
Service) facility in Riverside and 
our buildings around the Ontario 
Airport as potentially big targets." 
The agency runs 48 lease facilities 
employing more than 3.000 111 the 
Inland Empire. 
The conference, presented by 
the California Policy Institute at 
Claremont (CPIC) in the School of 
Politics and Economics at CGU, 
drew a capacity crowd of about 200 
to the Claremont campus. The 
event also mcluded remarks by 
event host and chainnan of the 
CPIC Advisory Board Alfred 
Balitzer. 
REAL ESTATE NOTES 
The 117-unit apartment community 
known as the Grand Lafayette 
Apartments located at 274 S. La 
Fayette Park Place. in the city of 
Los Angeles has been sold for 
$9,219,600 or $78,800 per unit. 
The buyer for the property was The 
Bascom Group, LLC, located at 
42 Corporate Park Drive, Suite 
200, Irvine. The seller of the prop-
erty was Monarch of the West, a 
California limited liability compa-
ny. Representing both buyer and 
seller was Larry Cannizarro of 
Beitler Commercial of Los 
Angeles. Andrew Newton, acqui-
sition director of Bascom oversaw 
the acquisition while David Kim, 
managing director of the Bascom, 
will manage the operations and 
repositioning of the property ... Udi 
Y. Katz of Coldwell Banker 
Commercial recently closed the 
344-unit apartment communny 
known as the Woodcreek 
Apartments valued at $32.250,00. 
Udi Y. Katz specialiLing in closing 
since 1988, represented both the 
buyer and the seller in the transac-
tion. The buyer for the property 
was The Bascom Group, 
LLC .. .Temecula branch of Taylor 
Frager, Inc. began construction on 
the 6,300-square-foot Canyon Hills 
Fire Station in Lake Elsinore. The 
pre-engineered metal facility is 
designed by STK Architecture 
Inc. to include stucco finish, tile 
roof, masonry walls, stone veneer, 
rolling gates, and a storage build-
ing. The owner, Pardee Homes, is 
providing the certified pad. Taylor 
Frager is completing all rcmaming 
site and building development. The 
anticipated completion date for the 
fire station is mid-January 2005. 
Major subcontractors include 
lnterpipe Contracting of Santee, 
AK Constructors of Corona, Del 
Rio of Temecula, Dresden 
Framing Systems of Rancho 
Cucamonga, Tika l Masonry of 
Temecula, and EH Craig Electric 
of Temecula .. .Azalea and Fairway, 
both located within the master-
planned community of Dos Lagos, 
unveiled their charming model 
homes to anxious Inland Empire 
home buyers. Taylor Woodrow 
Homes newest communities show-
case the company's unmatched 
craftsmanship and innovative 
design concepts. Combining resort-
style ambiance with cla"ic Santa 
Barbara and Tuscan architectural 
styling, Azalea and Fair,..ay at 
Dos Lagos offer home buyers the 
serenity of resorl-'.tyle linng with-
in an all-inclusive, master-planned 
community... Money Family 
Trust, represented by Paul Fisher 
and David Knowlton of NAI 
Capital Commercial, has leased 
27,695 sq. ft. of mixed-use space at 
1180 California Street in Corona to 
Collegiate Pacific, lnc. The value 
of the multi-lease is $723.420. The 
lessee, Collegiate Pacific, Inc. was 
represented by Ken Tressen of 
Martin Associates ... Suncrest 
Apartments, a brand-new. afford-
able apartment community 
designed for workings families in 
Barstow celebrated its grand open-
ing in August. Suncrest offers 81 
garden-style apartment homes with 
either two, three or four bedrooms 
ranging from 945 to a generous 
1.248 square feet...S uperior Scale 
House, Inc. represented by Teresia 
Knight of NAI Capital 
Commercial, purchased a 5.000-
sq.-ft. industrial facility on approx-
Imately 3-acres at 60 I S Hunts 
Lane m Colton from House Grain 
Company for a consideration of 
$803, I Q.l. The seller. House Grain 
Company was represented by Ray 
Montjoy of Columba, Broome, 
O'Gorman. 
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Overview of November Ballot Propositions 
FoliO\\ ing arc brief ... umnHtric\ 
of the 16 mea,ure, that will appear 
on the '\;oYemht=r ballot. The argu-
ment' pro and con are largely ha ... etl 
on the o1rgumcnh submtttL'd for the 
'oter\ pamphlet. Web addrc"c' ol 
'upportc~ and opponcnh arc Ji..,ted 
\\hac a\ ,1ilahlc \1ore informution 
abo is m~tilJbie on the 'ccretaf) of 
... tate\ \\Cb..,ite at '"'·ww ........ ca.go\. A 
linl. to that wcb,ite appea" under 
··Government Links.. in the 
.. Busine~s Resources"' section of 
the California Chamber's webstle 
at W\\'u·.calchambencom. 
Proposition I A 
Protection of Local GO\ernment 
ReH~nues. 
Ensures local property tax and sale" 
tax re\ enuc~ remain '" ith local go\ 
crnment. thereby ... afcguan.ling 
fund111g for public safety. hcallh. 
librane-.. park-. and other local sen~ 
Jces. Provisions can be :-.uspended 
only 1f the GO\·ernor declares a fis-
cal necessity and two-thirds of the 
Legislature concurs 
Pl:~ced on Ballot b): SCA -1 
rTorlabon: D-Antioch) 
Chamber Position: Support 
Ballot Arguments For: 
I Pre\'Cnl\ the state from taking 
;.u1LI u . ;,1ng local govcrnmcnt funLis. 
which arc used for Ia\\ enforce-
ment, heallh care and other vital 
<.,cf\·ices. 
2. Protects local taxpayers and 
public safety. 
For more information: 
u·n·H·.yl'.wmpropla.(·om 
Ballot \rguments Against: 
I G1\'C\ local goYcrnments a 
spending guarantee without fiscal 
accountability or ovcP>ight. 
:! Allnv. ~ the ~tate to use revenue\ 
from school property taxc;,. bUl not 
the property taxes of citie~ and 
counties. 
For more information Carol Mi-
den, Chairwoman, State Board of 
Equalization. 
conrinued on page 39 
California Chamber Positions on November Ballot Measures 
Proposit:Wn 
Proposition I A 
Proposition 59 
Proposition 60 
Proposition 60A 
Proposition 6 I 
Proposition 62 
Proposition 63 
Proposition 64 
Proposition 65 
Proposition 66 
Propos!lion 67 
Proposition 68 
Proposition 69 
Proposition 70 
Proposition 7 I 
Subject 
Local Government Funds and Revenues 
Access to Government lnfom1ation 
Primary Elections 
Surplus Propeny 
Children's Hospital Projects 
Primary Elections 
Mental Health Services Expansion and Funding. Tax on Incomes over $1 Million 
Limits on Private Enforcement of Unfair Business Competition Laws 
Position 
Suppon 
No Position 
Oppose 
No PoSition 
Suppon 
Suppon 
Oppose 
Suppon 
Local Government Funds and Revenues. State Mandates Initiative Oppose 
Limitations on ' 'Three Strikes" Law Oppose 
Telephone Surcharge Oppose 
Tribal Gaming Compact Renegotiation. Non-Tribal Commercial Gambling Expansion Oppose 
DNA Samples No Posi tion 
Tribal Gaming Compacts. Exclusive Gaming Rights. Contributions to State Oppose 
Stem Cell Research. Funding. Bonds 
Health Care Coverage Requirements. Referendum 
A~..,uw_., 
-,.,....., ,_, 
--- .,.,.... 
_.,,. ... .alln 
~~.., 
--- .......... dllllluwa 'a ..a 
.,...,...... ...... .,,. 
_._.._...suu 
..... ....._ ...... 
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Proposition 59 
Public Records, Open Meetings. 
Legislative Constitutional 
Amendment. 
Amends the <.,tate Constitution to 
include public's nght of access to 
meetings of government bodies and 
writings of government officials. 
Preserves specified constitutional 
rights; retains ex1sting exclusions 
for certain meetings and records. 
Placed on Ballot by: SCA I acl!vllies of the officials who repre-
(Bunon; D San Francisco) sent them. 
2. A government entity should have 
Chamber Position: No Position to demonstrate why mformation 
requested by the public should be 
Ballot Arguments For: kept private. 
I. Californians should have access 
to information on the governmental For more information: 
wwwprop59.org. 
Ballot Arguments Against: 
I. Access to government mforma-
tiOn should continue to be governed 
by ex~>llng law,. 
2. Proposition 59 does not go far 
enough to guarantee that 
Californians have full access to 
records of go\ernmental \VOrkings. 
For more mformation Gary B. 
We,Jey. AnornC) at La". (-108) 
882-5070 
~,E!­
Station 
Proposition 60 
No\\' wil 11 BrocHic'l~( r ('g('IHI 
GEORGE PUTNAM 
l\t1oncla \·-Priclay 
Noon-2pnl 
Election Rights of Political 
Parties. Legislative 
Constitutional Amendment. 
Requires general election ballot 
include candidate rece1nng most 
votes among candidates of same 
pan~ for partisan office in primary 
election. 
Placed on Ballot by: SCA 18 
(Johnson; R-lf\ine) 
Chamber Position: Oppose 
Ballot Arguments For: 
I . Requires the top vote-gener from 
each pany in a state primary elec-
tion advance 10 the general elec-
tton. 
2. Preserves voter right to select 
political pany nommees for public 
office in dtrect pnmary elections. 
For more information: 
www. Yeson60.com. 
Ballot Arguments Against: 
I. Does not adequately protect the 
state's primary system. 
2. Allows members of opposing 
political panies to determme anoth-
er pany's nominee. 
cominued on page 40 
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3. Opens the door for future tinker-
ing with the electton system. 
No contact information for opposi-
tion provided in ballot pamphlet. 
Proposition 60A 
Surplus Property. Legislative 
Constitutional Amendment. 
Dedicates proceeds from sale of 
surplus state property to pay off 
economic recovery bonds. When 
those bonds are repaid. surplus 
property sales proceeds will be 
directed to Special Fund for 
Economic Uncertaintie!-.. 
Placed on Ballot by: SCA 18 
(Johnson. R-lrvine) 
Cbam ber Position: No Position 
Ballot Arguments For: 
1. Gives voters the opportunity to 
reduce the cost of bonds approved 
in March to help ease the state's 
budget crisis. 
2. With more than $1 billion in sur-
pius property 10 California. would 
significantly reduce costs to tax-
payers. 
No contact information for support-
ers in ballot pamphlet. 
Ballot Arguments Against: 
1. Does not actually force the sale 
of surplus property. 
2. Would be effective only if sale of 
property was made. 
No contact information for opposi-
tion in ballot pamphlet. 
Proposition 61 
Children 's H osp ita l P r ojects. 
G ra nt P rogra m . Bon d Act. 
Initia tive Statute. 
Authorizes $750 million general 
obligation bonds for grants to eligi-
ble children's hospitals for con-
struction, expansion. remodeling. 
renovation. furnishing and equip-
ping children's hospitals. 
Placed on Ballot by: Petition ensure that sick and injured chli-
Signatures dren have access to a regional facil-
ity. 
Chamber Position: Support 2. Will allow children's hospitals to 
purchase the latest medical tech-
Ballot Arguments For: nologies. 
I. Funds will allow children's hos-
pitals to increase bed capacity to For more information: 
-~~ ~qtJ.:!j 
rA 
~ 
\1erc-;de:s-Bfnz 
Heywood Company 
GBC C•ncrete & 
Mas1111 CtiSII'IICdOR 
Royal Blunt 
I - --· The Top 8 Reasons To Sponsor on October 25, 2004 
1. 2., 3. 4. 
5. 6. 7. &8. 
Because of your sponsorship 
thousands of children 
will hove o better 
chance at life. 
( ;ortlmJ .\lomt(jo~· l~ \ssociulc.~. Inc. 
Chris & Claudia Clarkson 
ED & CHARLOTIE CHIUMINATTA 
www.SaveTheChildrensHospitals.c 
om. 
Ballot Arguments Against: 
I. Calls for borrowing more money 
at a time when the state has deficits 
and high debt. 
C011ti11ued 011 page 4 I 
~~ 
Till PRE ·s -F.~ l FRt'RI>t. 
llilkllttl !kl ...... ~~~ 
buslrie~ E1oUrn"ol 
~ti 
95.1 
KFRG 
~ 
~Enterprise  ,..,.. ... eM" 
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2. Does not address the needs of 
California's umnsurcd children . 
For more information: Gary B. 
Wesley. Allorney at Law. (408) 
882-5070. 
Proposition 62 
Elections. Primaries. Initiative 
Constitutional Amendment and 
Statute. 
Requires primary elections where 
voters may vote for any state or 
federal candidate regardless of 
party registration of candidate or 
voter. The two primary election 
candidates receiving most votes for 
an office, whether they are candi-
dates with "no party" or members 
of same or different parties. would 
be listed on general election ballots. 
Exempts presidential nominations 
Placed on Ballot by: Petition 
Signatures 
Chamber Position: Support 
Ballot Arguments For: 
I. Will expand voters' choices and 
increase voter participation. 
2. Will make state elected officials 
responsive to all voters. 
3. Increases competition and gives 
voice to more candidates. 
For more informarion: 
H'H'w.openprimarr.orR. 
Ballot Arguments Against: 
I. Only one other state uses thiS 
voting format and Il has been 
recently rejected by the state of 
Washington. 
2. In some cases, voters' only 
choice may be two candidates from 
the same party. 
For more information: 
u·ww.Noon62.com. 
Proposition 63 
Mental Health Services 
Expansion, Funding. Tax on 
Personal Incomes Above $1 
Million. Initiative Statute. 
Establishes I percent tax on taxable 
personal income above $1 million 
to fund expanded health services 
for mentally ill children. adults and 
seniors. 
Placed on Ballot by: Petiuon 
Signatures 
Chamber Position: Oppose 
Ballot Arguments For: 
I. Requires strict accountability. 
2. Individuals earning less than $1 
million annually are not taxed. 
For more information: 
ww~t:yesun63.org. 
Ballot Arguments Against: 
I Offers shortsighted substitute for 
long-tcm1 solutions. 
2. Relies on narrowly drawn fund-
mg structure highly vulnerable to 
even slight economic changes and 
drives away the taxpayers it needs 
for funding . 
For more information : 
~tw~v. matsonian.comlchc. 
Proposition 64 
Limits on Private Enforcement of 
Unfair Business Competition 
Laws. Initiative Statute. 
Allows individual or class action 
"unfair business" lawsuits only if 
actual loss is suffered: only govern-
ment officials may enforce these 
laws on public's behalf. 
Placed on Ballot by: Petition 
Signatures 
Chamber Position: Support 
Ballot Arguments For: 
I. Closes a loophole allowmg 
lawyers to file frivolous lawsuits 
against small businesses. 
2. Stops lawyers from pocketing 
most of the settlements from these 
bogus lawsuits. 
3. Except for the Attorney General 
and local public prosecutors. no 
person could bring a lawsuit for 
unfair competition unless the per-
son has suffered injury and lost 
money or property. 
For more Information: 
www.yeson64.org. 
Ballot Arguments Against: 
I. L1mits enforcement of unfa1r 
busmess competition law and pub-
he mtere~t lawsuits. 
2. Is supported by special mterests 
For more information: 
H'H'H'.noorzprop64.org. 
Proposition 65 
Local Government Funds, 
Revenues. State Mandates. 
Initiative Constitutional 
Amendment. 
Requires voter approval for reduc-
tion of local fee/lax revenues 
Permits suspension of state man-
date 1f no state reimbursement to 
local government within 180 days 
after obligation determined. 
Placed on Ballot by: Petition 
Signatures 
Chamber Position: Oppose 
Ballot Arguments For: No argu-
ment in favor was presented. 
Ballot Arguments Against: After 
continued on page 42 
Wireless Telephony Companies in the Inland Empire 
Compan) Name l'iumber or Number or Top Local Executhe 
A dress Subscribers orne~ in the Title 
City, State, Zip Inland Empire Phone/Fa'" 
AT & T Wi...,tess David Kuhlman 
12900 Park Pla.1a Dr WND Otrector 
Ccmios. CA 90703-8573 (562) 92+0000 
NEXTEL Communications Chris Duggan 
2. t650 Spruce St. Suiie t02 WNO General Manager 
Riverside. CA 92507 (6t9) 7t8-36t t1718-36R8 
NIA = Nor Applicahlt WND . \timid ntll Disdmr na = nor OWlilnblt. Tht- infn17rkUion in the aho\'t lut wa.~ obtaint'd from tlw «llttpWfi(!llsk'd To tht bnt oj our knoM ltdgt tht information supp&d rs accufUlt m of preu 
time. "'1tile n·ef) effort u I1UJdl' tn en.nur tilt an·urtu)' and tlkmJIIghrU?.H of tM list. omi.mOfU wrd hpogmphical rmm .tnmt'fimcs occur. Plca.\e mul C(lm'Ctiotu tlr uddiliM.s vrr cumpwn- knethead ltJ Thf' Inland Empfrt' 
BusiJU>SS Journal. PO. Box JY79, Rancho Cunu11otJf(ll. CA 9/729-/979. Rm•an·ht:d hy 5l.•rulra Ol1't'ra. Cop)ri1:hl IEBJ. Thi.s lisl U/"'(lilted .'il-pltmbtr 2004 h1 throw- thtJJ rnpondt-J l(• q~siJOnturr. 
I h<• Iluul, ul I;,,, :1\ a ilahll- un [)i,k . (all '111'1 - 'IX'I --P:I:I u r [)u"nl ua tl ''"' 1111111 """ · lupl i' t.ru m 
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Propo~ition 65 \'-a" submitted. a 
new measure- Proposition lA- \\as 
placed on the ballot to protect fund-
ing for vital local "en· ices. 
Proposition 66 
Limitations on ·•Three Strikes" 
La". Sex Crimes. Punishment. 
Initiati'e Statute. 
L1mit "three "trikes·· lav. to\ iolent 
and/or seriou..., felomes. Permits 
limited resentencing under new 
definitions. Increases punishment 
for 'pecified sex crimes against 
children. 
Placed on Ballot by: Petition 
Signature' 
Chamber Position: Oppose 
Ballot Arguments For: 
I. Restores ''three strikes'' law to its 
original intent. 
~. Provides tougher one-\trike sen-
tences for child molesters. 
For more information: 
uww. \'oteyesvn66.org. 
Ballot Arguments Against: 
I. Releases thousands of inmates 
\\Hh long record" of senou\ and 
\ 10lent crimes. 
2. Judges and attorney' already 
have the discretion not to prosecute 
pelt} crimes as "strike" offen,es. 
3. Placed on the ballot by a wealthy 
businessman whose son. incarcerat-
ed for killing two people. would be 
freed by passage of the initiative. 
For more information: 
"'"'":noprop66.or/i. 
Proposition 67 
Emergency Medical Services. 
Funding. Telephone Surcharge. 
Initiative Constitutional Amend-
ment and Statute. 
Increases telephone surcharge and 
allocates other funds for ernergenc) 
room physicians. hospital emer-
gency rooms. communll} climes. 
emergent:) personnel tmlning/e-
quipmcnt and 911 telephone sys-
tem. 
Signature\ 
Chamber Position: Oppose 
Ballot Arguments For: 
I. Revenues would be used to pro-
uncompensated emergency and 
trauma care. 
2. Revenues would fund other 'Pee-
l lied programs. including the 911 
system. 
Placed on Ballot by: Petition 
vide additional funds to reimburse 
physicians and hospitals for continued on page 43 
-------------------
WEB SITES 
A\ iastar Communications, Inc ................................... www.a\iastar.net 
Agricultural Export Program (AEP), Calif. Dept. of Food and Agri-
culture ........................................................................ www.atinet.orgfaep 
Be t Bets ofThings to do.com ...................................... searlstatler.com 
Business Bank of California .......................... www.businessbank.com 
California State Government Home Page ........................ www.ca.gov 
Center for International Trade Development ...................................... .. 
.................................................................... www.resources4u.com/citdl 
City Business Guide CJTIVU Rancho Cucamonga www.citivu.com 
Columbia Chino Valley Medical Center .................. hwww.cvmc.com 
First Federal Savings of San Gabriel Valley .......... www.fumeOOalsgv.com 
PFF Bank & Trust .................................................. www.pftbank.com 
I.E. Small Business Dev. Ctr ........................................ www.iesbdc.org 
Marriage & Family Therapist... ......... www.claremontcounseling.com 
Small Business Development Center .......................... www.iesbdc.org 
U.S. President ...................................................... www.whitehouse.gov 
E-MAIL ADDRESSES 
Bill Leonard .............................................. senator.leonard@sen.ca.gov 
Bl LLE 1'1' 80\RD SER\ IC I::S 
(BBS) ....,. 
AD.~· \\mi:rlaOO. -\ml>.u .Ud\u,;nl Ra¢ "WJ1, CO.RO\\ Ratni. QHn: J!;JIT>."\ "'"'" "'-'"~!' lxt.>; ('ltll)5974Wl 
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The Bltqm ~'tare 88S (Ai}plc<Jq-mn:tiop"'IJI\G" A..XAD filo..zw,:d.-.! "'' fol:~ CAD liluy, t4.4 i>utill0j59:\.508X 
\bne;nl)cmBilS. WWIY ~lAp: File, \ISG Ike, Garro, lntmctc>mlil.-.!I.OOJI F~ Ius litc:(7ti0)2#006 
Em llu:onc8> &sr,:,o ~ latu "'"' CP~ """"lumn"""""" ~ lm:f" 144 00ul24""" (7t4)23%1!64 
-...._ S..d.amrolly !""' "'"""""- daily='JlCil"''l fllliK<.IlUilal finl..1K8i>ut (i1Kill14611. 
\lmmillo\ BBS&-W""~ E....W. Tr.w:leWan!;,l.miScrobble~ t4.4 00ut(l10)432-2423. 
PC·W~BilS At:G.IL~lW'gr<ll.!><hi>BilS."4JP'111llgiBM,At111andMaccmnlakls.oo-ln:J!llliCS.RIP""""2K800ul('l<l'l)6.17-t274 
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oUSinessE,oumal 
e-mail addresses 
William J. Anthony (Board Chairman! .... 
Ingrid Anthony (Managing Editor) . 
Paul Crosswlute (Account Manager) .. 
(Editor) .. 
WebSite .............................. .. 
. ... mltchah(fl}busjoumaJ.com 
. ... iebJ@busJOurnal.com 
..... .. www.busjoumal.rom 
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For more information: 
n·n·u:sal'eemergencrcare.org. 
Ballot Argumcnls Against: 
I. Creates a $540 million phone tax 
\vith no cap on cell phone or busi-
ness phone taxes. 
2. Adversely affects more than one 
million seniors. 
3. Ninety percent of the fund' 
would go to large health care cor-
porations and spt:cial intcn:sh. with 
no mandatory audits or financial 
controls. 
For more information . 
\nru·.stoptheplumeUL\.com 
Proposition 68 
Non-Tribal Commercial Gamb-
ling Expansion. Tribal Gaming 
Compact Amendments. Reven-
ues, Tax Exemptions. Initiative 
Constitutional Amendment and 
Statute. 
2005 BOOK OF LISTS 
THE IMAGE OF ACHIEVEMENT 
INLAND EMPIRE BUSINESS JOURNAL 
SPACE RESERVATION DEADLINE: DECEMBER 10, 2004 
MATERIAL DEADLINE: DECEMBER 20, 2004 
PUBLICATION DATE: JANUARY 2, 2005 
RATES: FULL PAGE: .............. $3,700 
1/2 PAGE: ................ $2,750 
1/4 PAGE: ................ $2 ,000 
BAcK CovER: ........... $7,500* 
CosPONSOR: ............ $5,500 
SECTION SPONSOR: .. $6,000** 
Thousands of companies consider the Journal's Book of Lists essential to their busi-
ness library. Key executives keep a copy w1thin easy reach for quick reference to the 
most Influential contacts in Riverside and San Bernardino counties. 
Our 2005 Book of Lists will once again enumerate the top companies in approximate-
ly 45-50 industnal categories (the top HMOs, etc.). Each county and City will have a full 
page identifying key agencies, key personnel and demographics. This guide to the cities 
and counties of the Inland Empire is included as a special bonus only in the Inland 
Empire Business Journal. 
Our distribution will not only include the Inland Empire. but targeted companies 111 Los 
Angeles. Orange and San Diego counties. Your company's message will be seen by 
over 75,000 business executives throughout the circulation year. Each advertiser 
also receives 100 complimentary copies for their own marketing purposes (value: $3.000) 
We strongly recommend that you reserve space for your company today 1n this pnmary resource publication 
for the Inland Emp1re. Most of our advertisers cons1der the Book of Lists to be the best advertising invest-
ment they make all year Please contact us at (909) 989-4733 to see if the page opposite the list that is of 
interest to you is still available. If your reservation is made before September 1, 2004. you will receive four-
colors at half price on all full-page advertisements. 
call Paul Crosswhite 909-989-4733 
"Includes full-page, four-color ad and logo on front page as a sponsor 
•• Includes full page, lour~color ad, logo on the section cover page and logo on the front cover as a sponsor. 
Author11e' tribal compact amend-
ment\ Unless tribes amend exist-
ing compact\, authorile~ casino 
gammg for 16 non-tribal e'tablish-
ments. Percentage of gaming rev-
enues fund government services. 
Placed on Ballot b}: PetJtion 
Signatures 
Chamber Position: Oppose 
Ballot .\rguments For: 
I Gi\es tribes the choice of pa) mg 
a :!5 percent fair 'hare of profits, m 
return for keeping their gammg 
monopoly on slot machines. 
2. The 25 percent fair share would 
generate nearly $2 billion in rev-
enue annually, which would go to 
pay for local public services. 
For more mformation: 
ww w. fa1 r.-.hareforcal i forn 1a.org. 
Ballot Arguments Against: 
I No revenue will go tO\\.:ard pay-
ing off the state deficit. and it 
exempts non-tribal casinos from 
paying any future state and local 
tax increases. 
2. If tribes do not comply. would 
increase the number and "ii7e of 
ca~mos on non-tribal land. near 
more than 200 schools. 
3. If Lnbes do not comply, would 
Increase traffic congestion and lav. 
enforcement costs. 
For more infonnation: 
H·H·H·.stop68.com. 
Proposition 69 
DNA Samples. Collection. 
Database. Funding. Initiative 
Statute. 
Requires collection of DNA sam-
ple' from all felons. and from oth-
ers arrested for or charged '"' ith 
specified crimes. and submi ... ,ion to 
the state DNA database Pronde, 
for funding. 
!'laced on Ballot b) : Pet111on 
Signature.., 
continued on page -1-1 
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WH'K]airshareforcalifonlia. org. 
Chamber Position: No Position 
Ballot Arguments For: 
I. Taking DNA samples during 
booking process, along with finger-
pnnting, helps police conduct more 
accurate investigations. 
2. Thirty-four states have all-felon 
DNA databases. 
3. Funded through a small increase 
in crimjnal penalties, not a tax 
increa~e or deficit spending. 
For more information: 
H'Wl\'.dnayes.org. 
Ballot Arguments Against: 
1. Collects DNA of all arrestees, 
whether convicted or not, and 
stores it alongside the DNA of con-
victed felons. 
2. DNA processing errors may 
become common, as Proposition 69 
calls for immediate testing of 
500,000 Californians. 
For more information: 
\1.-'Wl\:protectmydna.com. 
Proposition 70 
Tribal Gaming Compacts. 
Exclusive Gaming Rights. 
Contributions to State. Initiati•e 
Constitutional Amendment and 
Statute. Upon tribe's request, 
Governor must execute 99-year 
compact. Tribes contribute percent-
age of net gaming income to state 
funds, in exchange for expanded, 
casino-style gaming. 
Placed on Ballot by: Petition 
Signatures 
Chamber Position: Oppose 
Ballot Arguments For: 
I. Ca<ino gammg "ill be allowed to 
take place only on tribal lands and 
no\> here else. 
2. Tribes will pa} the same amount 
of state income tax as any other 
business in the state. 
For more information: 
H'WH~ indianfairshare. com. 
Ballot Arguments Against: 
I. Gives tribes a 99-year ca>ino 
gaming agreement with no provi-
sion for casinos to be audjted. or 
pay property or income taxes. 
2. Destroys agreements made by 
Governor Schwarzenegger with 
several gaming tribes that would 
add $1 billion to the state's bottom 
line. 
~&at£ 
Joins 
KT E590 
3. Allows tribes to own an unlimit-
ed number of casinos with no size 
limits. 
For more information: 
www.no68anll70.org 
continued on page 45 
Every Saturday@ 5:30p.m. 
And now you can listen live on-line at www.590KTI 
Community Calendar 
Sponsored by: 
LUilCh 
?(}~ 
INlAND VAllEY 
Dally Bulletin 
Sponsored by: 
A~ Primavera 
............... ""'-"'- Italian Grill 
Rancho Cucamonga 
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mcnt and suppons California bio~ 
technology Industry. Proposition 72 
\';He health coverage more acce'tsl-
blc to working familie!-. 
Proposition 71 
Stem Cell Research. Funding. 
Bonds. Initiative Constitutional 
Amendment and Statute. 
Establishes ·'California ln\titute for 
Regenerative Medicine" to r~gulate 
and fund ~tem cell rc~ean.:h. and 
<WCf~lght committee Prohibits 
funding of human reproductive 
cloning research 
2. Will generme new job ... and new 
state re\cnucs b) making 
California a leader in stem cell 
rcscmch and g1vmg state an oppor-
tunity to \hare in royalties. 
Health Care Coverage 
Requirements. Referendum. A 
"yes" vote approves. and a ··no" 
vote rejects legislation mandaung 
emplo)ers with 20 or more 
employees provide health care cov-
erage or pay 1nto gO\·ernmcnt-run 
health care program 
For more informauon: 
~\·H-u.ycsonprop72.com. 
Ballot \rgumcnts Against: 
For more mformation· 
H'H'Uji!SOII7f.com 
Ballot Arguments Against: 
I Could mcrea-;c the likelihood ol 
human clomng. Placed on Ballot b): Petotoon 
Signatures 
I Create\ government-run health 
care mandate funded by an esumat-
ed $7 billion in ne\\' taxc\ on 
employe" and workers by 2007 
Placed on Ballot b): Petition 
Signatures 
2. Bonds should be issued to pro-
gram ... that already have proven to 
be cost-effective. Chamber Position: Oppose 
2 Forces employe" to pa) 80 per-
cent of health care premiums and 
worker~ to pa) 20 per~ent. C\ en if 
they cannot afford 11. 
3. Hurts Califorma economy and 
jobs b) increasing costs for alread) 
struggling employers. Chamber Position: Support 
For more information: 
Ballot Arguments F'or: H'WH'.IIOOfllf.COm. 
I Encourages economic develop-
All.\MS ENTERPRISE 
32435 DUC'LAIR RD. 
WINCHESTER CA. 92596-9018 
STifOIES FR0'\1 MY HEART, 
4251 VAIJ_EYVIEW AVE, 
NORCO, CA. 92l!ffi-3502 
EURO ClSTO.II P\l.'l'lli\G, 
927 Bl VF.RLY RD. 
CORONA. CA. 92879-2302 
TROPil\ GIRLS LS \. 
216EOUITST. 
txlRO'\A. C •\. 92!<79-244.~ 
TH\IST\RBBQ, 
3X4ll N I IC'KtNLFY ST '· 
CORONA. CA. 921fl9.(,5l:fi 
rRANQU!L DESlG"', 
t 809 KJNGSFORD DR. 
CORONA. CA. 92880-7311 
FOREVER \'OcRSGlf'TS & COLLECf, 
I 1641 CHADWICK RD, 
CORONA. CA. 92880-9450 
GOODRICHCAP'I1AL, 
1307W 6TH STST.F2t5, 
CORONA. CA. 92882·3168 
OOLBLE DCO''RETE 
Of\llllA L(}IIA, 
109+4 5/ffil '" 
MlRA LOW\. CA.. 91752-224.<, 
\ & D DELl VEil\ & 110\ I'G 
81397 Sl'\IXiAl. CT. 
I'IDIO,CA. 92201-JN2 
NEW 
CODEECO, 
47675 A7.Al..EA ST. 
INDIO, CA. 92201-6574 
PHOENIX CARPET CLEANING, 
40600 WASHINGTON ST # Cll, 
NDtO,CA,92201-1!165 
MlSSIO"' LANDSCAPE CO, 
78260 DARBY RD. 
I'>DIO.CA, 92201-9755 
Pc\1ll\ CIIIROPR\CTICF, 
1074 Bl.ALWl'T ·\Vh 
BLAL \-10, T. CA. 9222.1-1 Xl3 
Fl\ E Sl'\R MEOI\. 
679ll4 CWB IIOl Sl DR, 
DFSERr H(Jf SPRINGS. CA. 92241· 7402( 
COUNTRY CLUB CO'S DOS, 
49005 QUL\1ERA Cf. 
U. QUt'ITA. CA.. 9"..25:>-2414 
PETERMLRRAY & \$SOC. 
77955 CALLE TAMPICO STE D, 
U. QUlNTA. CA. 9225:>-2969 
EM HANDY MAN, 
53235 AVENlDA VILLA 
U. QUINTA. CA. 9225:>-34n 
\ARO\SON PARTNERS, 
79020 CITRUS. 
t AQUlm'A.CA. 9"..253-8517 
END!.l'.<;S\Otmt, 
41550 ECUC11CSlSIT.21Xl, 
~\LM DL<;UU,CA. 9".21>().1967 
Bl'.'>TWESTER' P\1 II Dl'.SERT 
740'15111GIIWW II t. 
1~·\LM DLSERT. CA. 922f1).3~J3 
Ballot Arguments F'or: Requires 
large- and medium-siLed compa-
nies to provide private health care 
co\·erage for workers and, in some 
cases, their dependents. Makes pri-
For more information: 
wuw.noprop72.org. 
BUSINESS 
BFSf INTI lE WFSf, 
1188 EAOOBEWAY. 
PALM SPRNGS, CA. 92262-2302 
M 'I'IODERN GAlLERY, 
400 N PALM CAN'YO'I DR, 
PALM SPRINGS, CA. 92262-5657 
A AD\ \i'CED POOLS\ C, 
66R S CALLI' PETUI\lA. 
PALM SPRII\GS, C!l., 92262-7260 
GREE.,Sr\RR. 
1775fP·\l.\1C\'iYO'IDR Gl, 
PAL'>l SPRN;S,CA. 9221>+-11>13 
\ lGS CO,SrRL CllO,, 
t 730 F C ,\Mil\0 PAROCEL\. 
~~LM SPRINGS, CA. 9221>4-<l2_10 
ClST0\1ER S\ C SOLtmO'\S, 
2391 ESO'iORA RO, 
B\J..M SPRJ'IGS. CA. 922(>1-ll635 
CA"CUS L,\GOO"'. 
2982 E!I.LTA L0\1A DR. 
P\l.M SPRI'IGS. CA. 92264li708 
lNETMATRIX CO\t, 
3852 PINE ST, 
RIVERSlDlc.CA. 92501·3153 
COFFEECf, 
3649 liYTll ST. 
Rl\~'.RSlDL CA. 92501-3619 
OtRISl'\SBIUJ\G&COUSC'DO\\ 
14445 SU]';SIT RIOGL RJ), 
RI\T.RSlDI, C \. 92_<1,)}-7279 
'\(1l'E\ Ol R DOCS. 
171)0\A'\BLR!c'IBl\D 370. 
RJ\l.R.SIDL C \. 92_~).1.59(15 
DOBLE FE!1.11JRE MO\-IES, 
4570AMBS DR. 
RIVERSIDE, CA. 9"...505-3709 
AEROUSA E.'S'TP, 
3746 ELIZABETH ST #7, 
RJVERSlDL CA. 925()(>.2507 
BREESEE.'\'I'P. 
7129 FOXCROfT ST. 
RIVERSIDE, CA. 925()0.{>125 
TilE LPSSlORE. 
5225CA''YOV'RL.STDR S71. 
RJ\ l.R.SIOI C \. 92507.;,)01 
Dl'.SIG'\ER II V\010-ITh. 
15Sl9PR!I.IRifWAY. 
RIVERSIDI. C \. 92.S<JS.l<976 
GLAU\1..,\.JAR' HA:'oiD\\>511. 
5310 MJSSIO'I BlVD. 
RIVERSIDL CA. ~>26 
\HAIR SfATIO"', 
16831 l.AKESHORLDR. 
LA.Kf ELSINORE. CA. 9"..5304908 
SLSYS BE.At.rn SALO'<, 
t 231 [ Fl..ORID!I. AVE. 
HEMET.C\, 92_<43-4513 
ll!E LPSSTORE, 
140 t STETSO'\ A\ 'E, 
HL\11-1. CA. 92_<4:>-7139 
YD\ "no Eu:cmo" cs, 
-1<Ul l FLORIDA A\1·, 
I tP,tH C ·\. 9254+5041 
J & I Rl\ REPIIR. 
20630 DART\ IOL TI I ST, 
HI· \1ET. C \. 9254+7543 
OID\IlCH l.OI'EFUR.\lll!RESTOR. 
25731 CAU.EAGU'\. 
MORENO VALLEY, CA. 9255 t ·2006 
SUPERIORfllRJ'sm:RE, 
12125DAYSTSTEM413. 
MORENO \ALLEY. CA. 92557-6725 
SL\lPLYELEGA''H, 
29634 SAWGRASS CJR, 
\1L'RRliTA.CA 9"..56).<.720 
TOPBID.\lCOlO'\, 
211 W ETIIA'\A( RJ), 
PERRIS. C \. Y257(}.6::!h5 
TEIIII.\'\DY 0.\,D\ ~lL '\, 
10700.\\lDS RD. 
PERRIS.C\.92571.()l;.IJ 
TOETOlDE OOXI'\G CLLB. 
3553 N PERRIS BL\ D" B. 
PfRRIS,CA. 92571-31 t I 
\IISfRACf APP\R.,EL 
311114 RJVERlD'l LN. 
11c\1FCL1.A.CA. 92591-7036 
l1..TRA !\OTA.RY SIG'Il'\G S\'CS, 
351125 MfAJX)I\ RfDGF RU 
TEMECL1.A. CA. 9"..592-9413 
~Q!A S\'C GROl 'POFTE\IECll.-\. 
32800 ST\RLIGHf ST. 
1\11 .DOMAR, CA. 92595-l'fl.'H 
POSIIUPS, 
1146.\C\ClA Sl: 
COR<>'\..\.l \.91l{7t)...::!605 
SIIIRIH~S JE\\ ILR\, 
95X SYt'AWlRL DR, 
t URO's. \.C.'\. 'I"..X79-2l>lll 
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7 Li,·1ng Changing Word Lite Ministric\ presents Women 
Empo\\ered Thur,. 
through Sat.. Oct. 9th. Ontario 
Conventton Center. 2000 
ConventiOn Center Way. Ontario. 
For more infonnarion please con-
tact Pastor Joyce Gilmer at (909) 
356-8Ml8 
8 Speaking of Women's Health Community Event, presented by 
Wai-Mart and 
Speaking of Women's Health. a 
nonprofit organization dedicated to 
"educating women to make 
informed decisions about their 
health, well-being and personal 
safety." Professionals from the 
community will come together in 
one place to provide Wai-Mart cus-
tomers with the health-related 
screenings. demonstrations and 
information they need to keep 
themselves and their families 
healthy. Fri., noon to 5 p.m. and 
Sat.. Oct. 9 from I p.m. to 5 p.m. 
Will be held at all Wai-Mart stores. 
For more information contact 
Christi Gallagher or Olan James at 
(479) 273-4314 To find out mfor-
mation about the specific events 
scheduled at your local store. 
please contact your local store man-
ager. 
9 Streeter Productions presents U2 Fan Celebration. Sat. 
through Sun., Oct I 0. 
Ontario Convention Center. 2000 
Convent ion Center Way, Ontario. 
Cost. $25 - $60. For more informa-
tion please contact Brian Streeter at 
(269) 96 1-5298. 
20 The Small Business Development Center i~ ollering the following 
two-hour workshop. 
"Developmg Your Company's 
Website... Find out what you need 
to know about rcgistcnng your O\VO 
umque domain named and di..,cover 
ways to develop a WebsJte presence 
that works for your bu..,ines\. Easy 
tutorials, helpful tips and descrip-
tions to the most commonly used 
Internet jargon. Wed., 5:30 p.m. -
8:30 p.m., 363 S. Park Ave, Suite 
I 0 I. Fee: $15 per pcr~on, reserva-
tion required. For information and 
registration call the Mt. San 
Antonio College Small Business 
Development Center at (800) 450-
7232. 
21 CityLive-Cirque de Soiree, an evening of heart-soaring acrobat-
ics. vibrant costumes. 
surreal lighting and mag1cal music 
to honor two selfle" mdividuals 
who have soared above the crowd 
in their achievements in bettering 
the lives of others. Univision presi-
dent. Thomas Arnost will be receiv-
ing the Wemgart Center's "Sp1rit of 
Inspiration Award" and the 
Wemgart Center's "Lifetime 
Achievement Award" honoree is 
Frank Ulf. former president and 
chairman of U.S Trust. This year's 
celebration 1s msp1red by Cirque de 
Solei! and benefits the Weingart 
Center m their 20th year of service. 
Thurs., 6 p.m., cocktails and silent 
auction. 7:15p.m .. dinner. program 
and entertainment. Under the Big 
Tent on the Main Plata of Pacific 
DeSign Center, 8687 Melro~e 
Avenue. West Holl ywood. For tiCk-
ets please call (323) 860-7300. 
21 The Inland Emp1re Chapter of the California Association 
of Mortgage Brokers 
(CAMBJ is pleased to announce 
their -lth Annual Trade Show and 
Sales Conference. The year\ con-
ference feature~ discussiOns on key 
mdu~try top1cs. networkmg oppor-
tunities and a chance to learn cut-
ting edge techniques from industry 
leader>. Thurs., 8 a.m. · 6:30p.m., 
Ontario Convention Center, 2000 
Convention Center Way, Ontario. 
Cost, CAMB members $20, non-
members $35. For more informa-
tion please contact Darla Lucido at 
(909) 349-0906. 
22 AssociatiOn of Pro-posal Management 
Professionals 
announces Fall 2004 Seminar: 
"Proposal Tricks and Treats." 
APMP. Southern California chap-
ter, invites all workers mvolved in 
the business capture process to par-
ticipate in the Fall 2004 Seminar. 
The seminar is designed to con-
tribute to the professional develop-
ment of participants and to the 
effectivene!'ls of their compames 1n 
winning new business. Fri., 8 a.m. 
Disney's Grand Californian Hotel 
in Anaheim. APMP members who 
register by Oct. I will pay $115 for 
th1s ali-day event. Regular rcgJStra-
l!On (through Oct. 18) 1s $140. and 
the charge at the door is S 175 for 
members. on-member rates arc 
$140 for early registration. $175 
regular, and $190 at the door. The 
registration fee includes a CD of all 
seminar presentations, lunch. cof-
fee breaks. and parking at the 
Disney Resort. The full brochure 
fo r the seminar ts posted on thei r 
Website, www.apmp-socal.org. For 
more mformation please contact 
Mitch Boret7 at (951) 827 7069 or 
mitch@engr.ucr.cdu. 
23 The Small Business Des·elopment Center is offering the Following 
two-hour workshop, 
"Marketmg Your Busmess." Bus-
inesses need to understand market-
ing and the powerful tool It can be. 
But first. it is necessary to learn 
what marketing is, what It 1sn't and 
how it works. Identify your cu~­
tomers and how to reach them. Sat., 
10 a.m. - noon, 363 S. Park Ave, 
Suite 101. Fee: $15 per person, 
reservation required. For informa-
tion and registration call the Mt. 
San Antonio College Small 
Business Development Center at 
(800) 450-7232. 
November 
5 Lorna Linda Chamber of Commerce 
Ronald 
presents, 
McDonald 
House Golf Tournament Desert 
Willow Golf Resort in Palm Desert. 
For more information please call 
(909) 558-8300. 
Subscribe Now! 
Call Today 
Inland Empire 
Business Journal 
(909) 
989-4733 
' 1' ~ ~ ~ ' "" <. ""'" • ~ ~ ~ ,~ • - -
Subscribe Now! Call Today Inland Empire Business Journal (909) 989-4733 
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RESTAURANT REVIEW 
The Restaurants of Spruce and Chicago 
In Jot Lyom the street. 
L(_~catwn may be. CVCI) thing. \Vhile J expected to CllJOY the 
and If 11 1s. then the lac·t· that the top sirloin and baked potato, anti 1 
Spruce Avenue ex11 oil the 60 did. 1 was very surpnsed 10 lind a 
Frecv . .:ay 1s closed could be bad strawberry bisque as the soup of the 
news. Three great restaurants arc day. It was a remarkable treat that 
waiting for you there. all worth the 
trip and all harder to get to than 
they were just a couple of months 
ago. But I can gu<mmtec you that 
the trip will be worth it. 
First on my list is Jag\, a ne\\ 
American gn ll 
This location has housed other 
restaurants before. hut Jag\ re1gns 
now The name is a son of double 
entendre. It u"es a black cat as a 
logo but the decor and menu will 
rcmmd you of the old Riverside 
Raceway. 
(There is no suggestion of the 
TV show of the same name. 
although I must imagine that Navy 
personnel are welcome to eat here.) 
Jag ·s focuses on meat and pota-
to tastes. For a little variety. not to 
mention a marketing ploy, it carries 
recipes from 1ts two brothers across 
was much like a cross between Jcll-
0 and sangna. The Spruce Street 
ch1cken came wnh an awesome 
s1dc of veggies. and the smoked 
potato .,kins and chicken strips 
were great. 
Across the street is the newest 
of the three restaurants· The Bos"a 
Nova Grill. often called simply the 
BNG. The Inland Empire Ad Club 
meets there regularly. And \v·hy not. 
Although it looks like a Mexican 
restaurant with cold Coronas and 
killer margantas. it has a back room 
that holds state-of-the-an 21st cen-
tury meeting room A/V gear. 
As for the BNG food, don'tJUSt 
expect the usual burrito, beans and 
rice. BNG describes its menu as 
"Bold Mexican and uevo Latino," 
and they mean it. 
The 1s chunk and 
ll 
New York Grill"' 
950 Ontario Mills Drive, Ontario 
Mon / Thur 11:30 a.m.-9:30p.m. 
Fri II:JO a.m.- 10:30 p.m. • Sat 4:30p.m.- 10:30 p.m. 
Sun 4:oo p.m. - 9:30 p.m. • Reservations Recommended 
It's New York Without the attitude! Thts award-wmnmg 
restaurant is where famous fare is finely defined. Our menu 
features prime steaks, Australian lobster tail, garlic roasted 
chicken, rack of lamb, prime rib and fresh seafood 
specialties. Join us for jazz in our Manhattan Room wh e re 
acclaimed artists have made us th e In la n d Empire's most 
intimate jazz experience! We take care of every detail with 
innovative menu items, specialty dish es, dramatic desserts, 
outstanding wine selection and entertainment to comple-
men t your dmmg experience - and discover our magnifi-
cent banquet rooms, perfect for hosting your next event. 
spiC) The Bi.,tcc Rancheros is mar-
inated steak tips sautCed 111 spicy 
Ranchero sauce. Polio Mojito 1s 
Cuban-style rotisserie ch1cken. but 
it did not come with Cuban rice. A 
Yankee baseball fan who follow~ 
the team down to Florida every 
spring picked up on this. 
And there is a reason for it. 
At the Bossa Nova gnll they 
prepare a different nee each day. 
You may get Cuban. or Mexican. or 
dirty brown rice or even rice ami 
beans. Like a ~oup of the day, BNG 
has a rice of the day. 
On Aug. 23. the grill began to 
experiment with a Mexican break-
fast menu. l have not had the 
chance to try it yet. If you do. fax 
me your feelings. 
Acros., the parkmg lot trom the 
grill 1s the oldest of the three. Ciao 
Bella. In many ways this j, the 
most cxqui.,itc and the most pcr,on· 
al of the three facilities. The menu 
is decorated \\'ith photos ;.md \OU-
vcnir ... that the owning famil) h~1s 
collected in their Italian tfi.l\ cis 
It is an open-style t\1editerr-
ancan re.,taurant with burgundy 
tablecloths and the type of open 
kitchen that allows you to watch 
your food preparation. Much of the 
help. including the manager, have 
been there for quite a while, and not 
only do they know their food. they 
know their wines-and they are 
happy to make recommendation~ to 
you on both. 
I have been here before with the 
publisher of the Business Journal 
and we gave it our "Golden Fork" 
award at that time. But that was 
nearly a decade ago. and I am told 
that both the menu as well as the 
-.trut'turc arc about to face an O\Cr-
haul 
I must tell you that I thorough-
ly enJoyed everything that we had 
to cat, and celebrated our dinner 
with a wonderful wine. We even 
enJoyed the piua that we ordered 
and took home with us. Be aware 
however that much of what you 
find there now may be entirely dif-
ferent. 
Ciao Bella. like Jag's and BNG 
arc owned by the 'Vlagnon family of 
Riverside. Although they are pri-
m<Jrily known in and around 
Riverside as a con"truction compa-
ny. the Magnons built Ciao Bella as 
a son of tributt! to their family and 
their roots. 
'\fter they took over the opera-
tion they decided that other rt!stau-
rants in the \ame neighborhood 
would be nice addiuom. to\\ hat had 
~come an unu ... ua\ addt!ndum to 
the famii) business. 
Toda). you rna) not be able to 
identif) a ~1agnon building. but 
you can sure tell those restaurants 
at the corner of Spruce and Ch1cago 
are run by a family that understand 
both the busmess and the love of 
reMaurant operation. 
Now if only something can be 
done about the freeway access. 
Jag\ Bossa Nora Grill and Ciao 
Bella are located at the comer of 
Spruce and Chicago )list off of the 
60 Freewar, bw you will hm·e to 
drire east nn the 60 to the Tlzircl 
Street t'.\it, tunJ right, and watch for 
tht· Spruce Street sign. 
ONTARIO CONVL'IITION CENTER is the 1deal choice for 
and . Our beau!Jful, 
technologically advanced facility offers all the space, services, and 
1 oo daily non·stop flights from major U .8. cities to the new, 
Ontario International Airport, it's even 
easier and more affordable to get here. Just give us a call and our 
knowledgeable staff will answer any questions you may have. For 
more information or an online RFP, visit WWW ONTARIOC 
or call us at 1·888-262-7121 
OODftrm or refer an event such as a oonvention, reunion. meetintr. 
seminar or oonfere11001. When the referred event ill OODftrmed with 
a 8iped coatraet for the Ontario -1 oommwdty' aDdlol' the 
UP TO $1 000 In value. 
